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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 
OF ONTARIO 

ASSEMBLÉE LÉGISLATIVE 
DE L’ONTARIO 

 Thursday 6 November 2008 Jeudi 6 novembre 2008 

The House met at 0900. 
The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Good morning. 

Please remain standing for the Lord’s Prayer, followed 
by a Buddhist prayer. 

Prayers. 

ORDERS OF THE DAY 

WORKPLACE SAFETY 
AND INSURANCE 

AMENDMENT ACT, 2008 
LOI DE 2008 MODIFIANT LA LOI 

SUR LA SÉCURITÉ PROFESSIONNELLE 
ET L’ASSURANCE CONTRE 

LES ACCIDENTS DU TRAVAIL 
Resuming the debate adjourned on November 4, 2008, 

on the motion for second reading of Bill 119, An Act to 
amend the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, 1997 / 
Projet de loi 119, Loi modifiant la Loi de 1997 sur la 
sécurité professionnelle et l’assurance contre les acci-
dents du travail. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Pursuant to the 
order of the House dated November 5, I am now required 
to put the question. 

Mr. Fonseca has moved second reading of Bill 119. Is 
it the pleasure of the House that the motion carry? 

All those in favour will say “aye.” 
All those opposed will say “nay.” 
In my opinion, the ayes have it. 
The recorded vote is deferred until after question 

period today. 
Second reading vote deferred. 

PHOTO CARD ACT, 2008 
LOI DE 2008 SUR LES CARTES-PHOTO 

Resuming the debate adjourned on November 5, 2008, 
on the motion for third reading of Bill 85, An Act to 
permit the issuance of photo cards to residents of Ontario 
and to make complementary amendments to the Highway 
Traffic Act / Projet de loi 85, Loi permettant la déliv-
rance de cartes-photo aux résidents de l’Ontario et appor-
tant des modifications complémentaires au Code de la 
route. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Further debate? 
The member for Durham. 

Mr. John O’Toole: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I appre-
ciate the earlier acknowledgement, but our critic, Frank 
Klees, has said to me to continue to press for a review 
and some strengthening on Bill 85. My last remarks 
yesterday, at the end of this, were talking about what the 
bill does and what it doesn’t do. Bill 85 is An Act to 
permit the issuance of photo cards to residents of Ontario 
and to make complementary amendments to the Highway 
Traffic Act. Now, what this does—Mr. Speaker, I would 
like to call a quorum. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Is a quorum 
present? 

The Deputy Clerk (Mr. Todd Decker): A quorum is 
not present, Speaker. 

The Acting Speaker ordered the bells rung. 
The Deputy Clerk (Mr. Todd Decker): A quorum is 

now present, Speaker. 
The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): The honour-

able member for Durham has the floor. 
Mr. John O’Toole: Thank you, Speaker. What Bill 85 

does, if you get an enhanced card, one of the three 
cards—there’s a basic, an enhanced and a combination, 
which would be a driver’s licence with the enhanced 
features on it. That card would allow you to cross into the 
United States by land or sea, but it would not allow you 
to travel into the United States by air; you’d still need a 
passport. 

The other part that I’m still wondering about is that if 
you wanted to encourage freedom around the border a 
bit, unrestrained access, there’s a Nexus card, which I 
don’t know a lot about, but the Nexus card is used by 
people who are frequent flyers, people who cross the 
border, I gather, Americans going into Canada or Can-
adians into the United States. If that could not have been 
a solution that’s already in place to some extent and 
strengthened—I wonder if that option was examined. But 
more importantly, we do want the solution on the Amer-
ican side—you understand?—for Americans to have a 
much more convenient way to get into Canada, so they 
can go to Stratford, to Niagara-on-the Lake, to Durham 
region—to go to Jungle Cat World, as well as the won-
derful museums and archives that we have in my riding 
of Durham. 

I would only say this: The bill is a good step; we agree 
with that. We expressed our concerns on the issue of the 
privacy of information and we talked about the technol-
ogy implications and we didn’t get a very clear answer 
on the cost of implementation. 

I guess the other thing that really comes up when 
you’re in this discussion is that we’re discussing a bill 
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that we generally are going to support—we tried to move 
amendments—but here’s the deal: This morning Bill 114 
is before the finance committee, and that is a very im-
portant and significant bill. 

Mr. Bob Delaney: On a point of order, Mr. Speaker: 
Bill 114 would apparently have nothing to do with the 
matter under discussion. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): The honour-
able member for Durham, you have the floor. 

Mr. John O’Toole: What I was trying to establish is 
the significant content of Bill 114 versus Bill 85. That 
was the point, and that’s an appropriate comparison, for 
the public to understand that here we are discussing a 
bill, basically using time in this august place, when it 
could be more importantly spent on Bill 119, which has 
just been time-allocated. Look, Bill 114 has a lot of 
content that affects my riding; I’d prefer to talk about 
that. Bill 119 is about small business; I’d prefer to talk 
about that. Yet here I am, I’m required to speak on Bill 
85. Bill 85 is an act that institutes some more red tape, 
technically. Do you know what I mean? 

If you want to get down to it, we asked a question: 
How much is this new secure photo card going to cost? 
Mr. Brown, the parliamentary assistant, gave the answer, 
which I thought was polite—at least we got an answer; 
usually we don’t—but I don’t really trust the answer. 

Interjections. 
Mr. John O’Toole: Look, it’s a matter of trust here. I 

can only go on the history. If history is any way of pre-
dicting the future, then they break a lot of promises; 
that’s all I’m saying. He said that the cost of this new 
licence would be less than the current one. I question 
that. Then I went on to say, “Look, what is this face rec-
ognition or the software and hardware required to put this 
in place to receive all these new applications?” Again, 
there are three types of cards: There’s the basic one, 
there’s the next one and then there’s the enhanced one. I 
think we’re going to have some clerk there with some 
files—maybe they’re going to be different colours. 
Who’s going to receive the information? It can’t be done 
on Service Ontario, online, because you have to verify 
that the picture is actually the member from Halton, Mr. 
Chudleigh. There’s his picture; we’re going to put that in 
the system, and he’s going to disclose certain information 
to them. Hopefully, it will all be honest. I’d expect it 
would be, knowing Mr. Chudleigh’s history. 
0910 

I would say, though, that I do have every under-
standing that we were compelled to come up with some 
solution. This really doesn’t come into force until June 
2009. What’s missing here is a really unilateral agree-
ment from the United States to agree with our solution. 
What if they cause a problem with that? They’re going to 
have to be able to read the card when it’s presented. 

Interjections. 
Mr. John O’Toole: Well, some people are saying 

Barack Obama—President-elect Obama—is going to 
solve this, among all the problems. The messiah has 
arrived. 

Interjection. 
Mr. John O’Toole: And hey, I hope it is, because he 

was elected on the vision of hope. He’s a leader with 
vision and hope, and that’s what’s missing in this govern-
ment: a leader with vision and hope. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Order. 
Mr. John O’Toole: I’m only responding to Mr. Colle, 

who used to be in cabinet, and two or three other cabinet 
ministers here. 

But we are missing right here, today, leadership with 
hope, because you’re the government and the economy is 
going south. Just read the TD Bank—this government is 
in trouble. 

Bill 85 doesn’t do a lot to solve that problem. What it 
does is allow us to get into the States more easily, but it 
doesn’t allow the Americans to come into Canada more 
easily. That is a worthy question. It’s on the record now, 
and I’m raising that issue in the limited time I’ve been 
given. 

I really think, though, that perhaps Mr. Chudleigh 
would like to add a few comments on this because there’s 
15 minutes here that— 

Mr. Ted Chudleigh: You’re running out of time. 
Mr. John O’Toole: No, I’m not running out of time; 

I’m running out of ideas. 
I think there is more to be said on this bill, and my 

own impression is that there are some bills here that are 
more interesting than others. This one here—there are a 
lot of very good notes here that I have found helpful—
this is the bill itself, which I have tried to read into the 
record, almost all of it actually. 

It may seem like a small, trivial bill, but it’s one more 
thing where the devil is in the detail. There are really 27 
sections to this bill. I read some that are really interest-
ing, and this one here—any time I see in a Liberal bill 
“Collection and Disclosure of Information,” I read that 
thoroughly. Do you know what collection is about? 
Money. It’s like a tax. This is a new revenue generator. 

If you want to look at it, it might solve the $500-
million deficit, which could easily have been solved. I 
said in a public meeting—I spoke during Small Business 
Week—that the $500-million deficit could have been 
solved. In a $100-billion budget, that’s 0.5%.” The 
Ministry of Transportation probably spills more paint 
than that. 

There’s got to be some waste in some ministries. 
Don’t tell me there’s no waste in government. For in-
stance, look at how few people are here this morning; 
that’s waste. Our small caucus is out focused on com-
mittee work— 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Order. The 
honourable member knows we don’t refer to absences in 
the House. They may be working hard in committee or in 
their offices. 

Mr. John O’Toole: They are. I certainly can only 
speak—thank you for that intervention. I withdraw any 
implications there. 

I know there are probably cabinet meetings and things 
going on, and that is important, but the fact is, I know our 
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members from our caucus who were here this morning to 
stand to force a vote on Bill 119, the time allocation 
motion, have gone off now to committee work, trying to 
hold the government’s feet to the fire. There’s money 
going out the door in this place that I think could have 
solved the deficit. 

But here I am talking on Bill 85. Maybe some people 
have just tuned in who weren’t here. Maybe I’ll go 
through and introduce a bit more of this. 

The explanatory notes are—it’s a 20-page bill. It’s 
bilingual, so it’s really 10 pages long. That’s fairly sig-
nificant. It’s small, 8-point print, I think. It says here: 

“There are three kinds of photo cards: basic, enhanced 
and combined. A basic photo card contains the holder’s 
name and photograph and other prescribed information 
about the holder. An enhanced photo card contains the 
holder’s name and photograph, a notation to indicate that 
the holder is a Canadian citizen, and other prescribed 
information about the holder; it also has security and 
other features that may allow it to be used for travel.” 

Whenever you say that “may” I like to see “shall”. 
That’s an affirmative word. This “may” is like we’re 
hoping that Barack Obama agrees with us. That’s not 
very strong. And we’re spending all this time talking 
about it. 

A combined photo card is one that constitutes the 
holder’s photo, as described in the enhanced card, and 
it’s on the driver’s licence. That makes sense. 

The other very important policy thing in this is that it 
is not mandatory. We talked about the mandatory portion 
because I can disclose that information—my citizenship 
and other things—or not. It’s not mandatory—very im-
portant. But that’s not really in this bill. What it says 
specifically in the statute is, “There is no obligation 
under this or any other act for an individual to have a 
photo card.” 

That’s the slippery slope theory, technically. Because 
if 85% of the people see it’s convenient to do it, some 
bureaucrat in their lofty chamber with expensive leather 
furniture and stuff like that will be saying, “Ah, 85% are 
doing it? Why don’t we just make everybody do it?” 
They’ll say, “Well, it’s implied consent. The majority 
want it.” So they’ll force it. Then what have we got? 
We’ve got 13.5 million Ontarians with this data on them. 
The data itself then becomes a little tool to do some data 
profiling, to say how many people of different cultures, 
different languages and different ages. Now we start 
using this database as a marketing tool to say, “How do 
we get our messaging out on this so-and-so?” Data has 
value, and I don’t like government to have too much of 
that data stuff. Stats Canada has enough of it on us. They 
start profiling stuff on people, and you combine that with 
their criminal record, or combine it with their other 
transactions going back and forth over the border, and 
pretty soon you could start to do a profile of a person 
that’s going back and forth. You could see that they’ve 
had some traffic violations, and you could start to see that 
potentially they’re bringing over the allowable limit all 
the time for alcohol or whatever it is. All I’m saying is 

that this disclosure stuff is something that I’m glad to see. 
I want it firmly in the bill, that it’s no obligation or 
pressure on people to do it. 

Resolving disputes: Because of the important hearings 
on Bill 114 that are ongoing—soon-to-be truncated hear-
ings; they’re going to be an hour-and-a-half hearings. It’s 
embarrassing. The amendments had to be in yesterday 
and they’re having the hearings today. How sensible is 
that? Doesn’t that sound a bit like they’ve got the cart 
before the horse? I don’t know, it’s a bit suspicious. 
We’ll leave it at that because I’m trying to be polite 
today, and non-combative or confrontational, whatever. 
It’s the gentler person that’s here today, the gentler John 
O’Toole. 

Anyway, in the limited time left I would like to get 
down to Bill 114 because my mayor, Jim Abernethy, and 
Nancy Taylor, as well as Dennis Hefferon, who’s the 
legal counsel for the municipalities down there, are mak-
ing a statement of great concern for my municipality, the 
community I live in—Bowmanville and Clarington gen-
erally. This affects their prosperity in the future. They’ve 
been nixed. They’ve been treated unfairly. I’m there to 
support and represent them, and I’ll be sending a copy of 
Hansard to them. Mayor Abernethy is a new mayor and 
is doing quite a good job, not having been elected before. 
He has taken on a difficult task; we have challenges. But 
it should be on the record that Bill 85 won’t directly 
affect them—I’m supposed to mention that, every once in 
a while, to stay on topic. Bill 85 is a bill we likely 
support. 
0920 

In the meantime, Bill 114 does affect them. It’s a bill 
that I think should be brought back to this House to have 
a full discussion on the state of the economy, but they’re 
not willing to do that. Our leader, John Tory, tried to 
have public hearings on it, and here we are, having hear-
ings on things we don’t need hearings on. Our leader, 
John Tory, is a person of integrity. He reminds me a lot 
of Barack Obama. 

Interjections. 
Mr. John O’Toole: He does. He’s inclusive, consul-

tative and visionary, and these are the qualities of hope. I 
don’t see any hope in Ontario. Do you know what I see in 
Ontario? A deficit—and growing. I see an economy in 
terrible shape under the current leadership, blaming—
with all due respect, the finance minister is out flailing 
his arms blaming Stephen Harper, blaming George Bush, 
blaming everyone, not focusing on the job at hand and 
getting the job done. 

Now they’re going to spend more money implement-
ing Bill 85. Imagine the computers and facial recognition 
technology that has to be bought, the staff that have to 
review all these applications, the big file boxes for keep-
ing all these records and original seals. Check section 20. 
There are going to be a lot of filing cabinets used. 
Section 20 says that all these records with the original 
signature are going to be kept. Imagine. There are going 
to be enough filing cabinets to take up some of the 
offices in this building. 
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Ms. Laurie Scott: Build a new building. 
Mr. John O’Toole: A new building just to store a 

bunch of pictures—that’s not very environmentally 
friendly. 

It says right here in section 19, under records: “The 
Minister shall keep a record of every photo card that is 
issued, renewed or cancelled, and of every application”— 
holy smokes, they’re going to keep the picture and the 
application—“made for a photo card and shall keep a 
record … of each issuance, renewal, cancellation….” 

Gee, I hope you don’t have to renew it every week. 
What if people lose their hair and the picture doesn’t 
match? Do you have to get a new one? There are some 
questions that aren’t resolved on this. I think we need 
hearings on Bill 85. 

With digital enhancement, I’m sure that some of the 
pictures will not be quite reflective of how the person 
actually looks, but we’ll see that in the future. Not to 
trivialize Bill 85, I’m going to stop—there are almost six 
minutes left. 

Applause. 
Mr. John O’Toole: Thank you very much for that 

recognition—the member from Peterborough just walked 
in. With that, I have other, more important things to do. 
Thank you. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Questions 
and comments? 

Mr. Gilles Bisson: I always find it informative to 
listen to my colleague when he raises these issues, be-
cause he has a style that I respect, in the sense that he 
likes to use some humour and bring facts together in a 
way that’s not only entertaining but informative. I think 
he has raised some issues that, quite frankly, need to be 
listened to. 

None of us in this House, I want to say up front, are 
opposed to the idea of having photo cards. I said at 
second reading, and I think the Conservatives took the 
same position at second reading, that indeed there is an 
argument to be made, that there are a lot of citizens in 
Ontario who lack photo identification because they don’t 
have a driver’s licence. That certainly is something we 
need to repair, because more and more you need to have 
photo identification for all kinds of reasons, everything 
from getting a library card to renting a movie. Many 
people, because they don’t drive, don’t have photo ID 
other than maybe their health card, and at times that’s not 
acceptable. 

We also said that we understand the need to move 
forward in trying to find ways to ease border congestion 
as people cross to the American side and back into 
Canada again. We, as New Democrats, understand it’s 
not only an issue of making it more convenient for the 
individual but also an economic issue. 

Mr. Gilles Bisson: I would just say that I’ll get a 
chance to speak to this more fully, but there are really 
grave concerns in regard to the privacy aspects of this 
bill, in regard to the information that’s going to be 
collected, how that information is going to be stored, how 
it’s going to be shared and what that means for the 

privacy of individuals. I’ll speak to that a little bit more 
fully. 

I want to congratulate the member for what I thought 
was a good speech, that basically spoke to the points and, 
as always, was most entertaining. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Questions 
and comments? 

Mr. Dave Levac: I appreciate the opportunity to 
speak to this. I want to bring a little history into this. 

When 9/11 happened, George W. Bush turned this into 
a must. Why? Because he switched the customs and 
immigration responsibility of the border crossings at 
Canada to homeland security. With the new creation of 
homeland security, they came in and introduced the 
WTI—what is it? 

Mr. Bruce Crozier: Western hemisphere travel— 
Mr. Dave Levac: WHTI. 
Mr. Michael A. Brown: The initiative. 
Mr. Dave Levac: The initiative. 
I want to compliment the Minister of Transportation. 

At the time, he was the Minister of Tourism and brought 
to our attention that this was a very serious problem and 
we needed to work on it. He was actually mocked, he 
was ridiculed, he was criticized for taking on George 
Bush. He was one of the first ones to come forward in the 
country: not Stephen Harper; Jim Bradley. When Jim 
took this on, he tried to educate people and the other side 
was basically saying: “You’re being silly. It’s not going 
to happen. They’ll do what they want to do. Get over it.” 
Now we’re debating that very same need from the very 
beginning. 

I was on the executive committee of the CSG/ERC, 
which is the Council of State Governments/Eastern Re-
gional Conference, and I was bringing him updates on 
the discussion of the very fact of this very bill, the fact 
that we needed to get photo IDs out there because we 
needed to make a harmonization of our capacity to bring 
the United States to us for tourism and our capacity to 
travel there and come back in again. I want to compli-
ment the minister for bringing this forward, and also for 
the things that he’s done in this bill; he’s also had con-
stant and continual information sessions with the Infor-
mation and Privacy Commissioner, who has shepherded 
us along the way. All of that’s happening. 

Some of the things that people are talking about are 
the four separate products that don’t demand you to take 
any single one. You’ve got the regular driver’s licence, 
enhanced driver’s licence, photo ID for non-drivers, 
which includes people who don’t have sight, who don’t 
drive; they love this bill— 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Thank you. 
Further questions and comments? 

Mr. Ted Chudleigh: I would like to congratulate the 
member for Durham, who spoke so eloquently on this 
bill, bringing out all the concerns that we have concern-
ing this bill, and for giving up his duties in committee 
where his mayor and several members of the council are 
from Oshawa—or from Claremont, I think it is. 

Ms. Laurie Scott: Clarington. 
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Mr. Ted Chudleigh: Clarington, and that’s where he 
should be, with his people. He gave that up to finish a 
truncated speech, which is split—we seem to have more 
and more of those under the new House rules here that 
don’t seem to take into consideration the flow of a 
speech. When it’s interrupted like that, it loses a lot of its 
punch. In a speech, you tend to build a number of points 
until you come to a conclusion, and when it’s truncated, 
you don’t have that same flow. That’s one of the prob-
lems of the new House rules we have around here, and 
Bill 85 had that happen to the member for Durham and 
that’s unfortunate. 

He did point out the fact that this new bill talks about 
three new photo ID cards. I have some of the same con-
cerns and my constituents have expressed those concerns. 
Although it says they may be optional, the wording is not 
as strong as perhaps we would like to see in a bill such as 
this that would protect privacy and individual knowledge 
about people. This is traipsing along the edges of a very 
sensitive subject when people’s most important and most 
private information is being subjected to this kind of— 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Thank you. 
Further questions and comments? 
0930 

Mr. Khalil Ramal: Thank you for giving me the 
chance to speak and comment on the member from the 
opposite side— 

Mr. Michael A. Brown: Durham. 
Mr. Khalil Ramal: The member for Durham. Thank 

you very much. 
I was listening to him speak for almost 20 minutes. He 

spoke about many different elements. But the most im-
portant thing in this bill is to create security and put 
security in place, and to give options to people, many dif-
ferent options: if you want a photo card or enhancement 
card or a photo card without driving. All these elements 
are to protect our security. 

As you know, it’s very important to allow people to 
move between Canada and the United States. This issue 
has been brought to the House many different times, 
talking about how many people find it difficult to cross 
over to the United States without a passport or without 
any ID. So I think it’s a very important step. I want to 
congratulate the Minister of Transportation for bringing 
forward this important element to this place, to allow the 
people of Ontario to move across the border without 
hesitation and without any problem. 

I think the debate is going to continue, and I hope all 
the members from this House will support this bill, 
because it’s very important for all of us: important for the 
drivers and important for the people who want to cross 
the border and cannot drive. 

We have options, and it’s not mandatory. I know the 
member opposite was criticizing the government because 
we didn’t implement an enforcement mechanism to force 
all the people to have this card. We don’t believe in en-
forcement in this House; we don’t believe in dictatorship. 
We believe in democracy and allowing people to choose. 
This way, they have the choice, and I think that’s a very 

good element. Hopefully, at the end of the day, all of us 
will support this bill. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): I just want to 
remind honourable members that when you’re speaking, 
try and remember not to have your BlackBerries near the 
microphones. It’s quite a jolt in the ears of our translators 
and our broadcast service people. 

Further debate? 
Mr. Gilles Bisson: I didn’t think it was a BlackBerry; 

I thought it was a moose walking by here. I was looking 
for Sarah Palin, actually, but that’s a whole other line. 
I’m sorry, I had to take my shot; I saw the pictures. 

I guess it would be appropriate, before starting this 
debate, to congratulate President-elect Obama. I want to 
say that because it relates to what we are going to be 
talking about in this debate. What has happened in the 
United States with a lot of people is one of those issues 
where it’s a moment in history. The real challenge now 
will be, is he one of those leaders who finds his moment 
in time and recognizes the mandate that he’s been given? 
He is inheriting, I think, some very tough issues that he’s 
going to have to deal with, and this is not a partisan or 
non-partisan issue. The reality is, the American economy 
is in a shambles. There’s the whole issue where the 
country is still not feeling secure when it comes to the 
issue of terrorism, and that relates to this bill. 

What’s going to be interesting is, will President-elect 
Obama continue down the road that President Bush has 
set with homeland security? Because clearly, the part that 
offends me about this entire process that we’re going 
through—I don’t mean this from a Liberal, NDP or Con-
servative perspective—is that our country has enjoyed for 
over a century, 130 years or whatever it is, since 1867, a 
unique relationship with the United States. 

We have the longest undefended border in the world, 
and as citizens of the United States and Canada, we have 
been able to cross over each other’s borders to visit, 
shop, exchange commercially and do all those things that 
we do as a civilized nation. It has never been an issue in 
Canada and never been an issue in the United States that 
we don’t trust each other. The unfortunate part of what 
President Bush has done—and I understand why he did 
it, but it’s very unfortunate—is that I think part of the 
message is that he doesn’t and he didn’t trust Canadians 
as much as maybe he should have. 

We are a peaceful people. We, as Canadians, value our 
relationship with the United States. We have a unique re-
lationship with the Americans. They’re like the big 
brother. Sometimes we’re a little bit envious and some-
times we’re a little bit mad, but mostly we’re glad, 
because we know that the United States shares a lot in 
common with Canada, and that in the end it is to our 
mutual advantage—economically, culturally and from a 
security point of view—that we maintain good relation-
ships with each other. 

I don’t think there’s a member in this House who is 
not related to somebody who’s living in the United States 
today. My mother’s sister is married to a gentleman in 
Philadelphia, Uncle Tom, and they’ve been living in 
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Philadelphia now for 50 years. In fact, my aunt, who’s 
French, sounds more like an American than a French 
Canadian because of living there for all those years. Our 
relationship with that family is strong; they see Canada 
very positively, and we see the United States very posi-
tively. It’s unfortunate that we, as a nation and as a prov-
ince, find ourselves in a situation of having to react to 
what President Bush has set up. 

Now, I say again, I understand the fear that Americans 
have when it comes to security because there’s a lot, 
sometimes, to be fearful of. The Americans, as a large 
imperial power—and I think that’s how people see them 
in many parts of the world—have got their thumbs, as 
they say, in various pots around the world and that has 
made a lot of people uncomfortable. As a result, they 
become a target. So the question becomes, how do they 
deal with making sure that the target is smaller and 
smaller and that people are not mad at them? 

I hoped that President Bush would have learned some-
thing from the old colonial powers. The British, the 
French, the Germans, the Dutch, the Spanish and the 
Portuguese were all colonial powers at one time in the 
history of our world and they understood, after a while, 
that you cannot subjugate people and you cannot impose 
your views, your politics and your culture on other peo-
ple because, in the end, people will do what they 
naturally do. 

We look at India as an example. India was the crown 
jewel of the British Empire. For 300 years, I believe, they 
were under British rule and for all those 300 years, the 
people of India basically did what they did naturally and 
then they decided at one point that they wanted independ-
ence. The British understood, after the war, that it was 
not a good idea to stay there as an imperial power and 
that they had to transfer control back to India so that 
Indians and Pakistanis could determine for themselves 
what their country should look like. 

What’s interesting, after 300 years of colonial rule in 
India, is that the British were probably more affected, as 
far as learning from the Indians the wonderful things 
about their culture and their country, which they brought 
back to England. But the point is, England learned, 
France learned and other countries learned that you 
cannot be interfering in other people’s lives when it 
comes to what happens within their own borders. Yes, we 
have to have good relationships. Yes, we have to be able 
to trade economically. Yes, we have to be able to share 
culturally and we have to be able to travel freely. Those 
are all important. And yes, we have economic interests 
and yes, we do have political interests, but once we take 
the view that we are trying to control, by way of might, 
what it is that’s going on within those borders, you end 
up becoming a target. I think the British, the French and 
others learned over the years that economically they 
could not keep on doing that; it was bankrupting their 
countries and in the end, they would not be able to win 
hearts and minds. So they pulled out and they developed 
a whole new relationship with the world. 

If you look at the Americans—and this is the part that 
I find quite sad. They are the largest power in the world, 

but they’re a great people. You look at what happened 
after the Second World War. The reaction of that ad-
ministration under Truman was not to try to hold what 
military gains they had after the Second World War. 
Their approach was, how do we allow the Japanese and 
the Europeans to go back and do what they do best and 
build their own economies? And through what was called 
the—well, under Truman, the former Secretary of State 
for FDR— 

Mr. Jeff Leal: Marshall. 
Mr. Gilles Bisson: The Marshall Plan, under what was 

the former Secretary of State. The Marshall Plan, under 
Truman, through his Secretary of State, took a very dif-
ferent approach. They said to the Japanese: “Go and do 
what you do best. Be proud to be Japanese. Build your 
own economy. Build your own democracy.” And yes, the 
American military stayed there for some time, but they 
were not there as long as people would remember and the 
size of their military power in Japan was scaled back fair-
ly quickly. As a result, Japan became one of the strongest 
economies in the world, it became one of the most secure 
democracies in the world, and we saw the same thing 
happen in Europe. 

The part that I really have a hard time with is the 
reaction that President Bush had to 9/11. You needed to 
understand—it’s unfortunate what happened, the thou-
sands of lives that were lost on that tragic day certainly 
needed to be responded to in some way. But we didn’t 
learn from the history of what had happened before. 
Instead, they tried to build up more military might around 
the world, such as we’ve seen in Iraq and Afghanistan, 
and to become much more paranoid within their own 
boundaries about how they protect citizens and how they 
protect themselves as a nation. We are unfortunately 
affected by that because now we’re going through this 
whole debate in this Legislature about how we will react 
to what is an American agenda when it comes to how we 
cross the border one side to the other. 
0940 

I just want to say up front that I think it’s rather sad 
that the President has responded in that way. With the 
election of President Obama, there may be a change of 
thought about how some of this would work. It would be 
nice to see us return to the relationship we had with our 
American friends, which was that we are two great 
nations, we share the principles of democracy, we’re 
fiercely protective about our own culture and language, 
and we basically understand at the end of the day that we 
need to coexist and do it in a peaceful way. There’s no 
threat from Canada and no threat from the United States 
when it comes to military intervention or to us trying to 
undermine the American government in any way. I 
would hope we don’t have to do this type of legislation. 
Hopefully, President Obama, under his new adminis-
tration, will see fit to try to resolve this issue from 
another perspective. 

The issue we’re dealing with in the House today, 
under Bill 85, is one that was originally started in the 
House of Commons. People might forget that after 9/11, 
the Department of Homeland Security set up the WHTI 
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as a way to figure out how to secure their borders. They 
asked the Canadian government to enter into some sort of 
system that would basically allow the Americans to more 
vigorously screen Canadians and others crossing from the 
Canadian side of the border into the United States. 

When the federal government looked at this—I might 
be wrong, but I believe it started under the Liberal gov-
ernment and the previous federal minority Parliament 
also looked at it—they came to a very different con-
clusion than we did here in Ontario. They looked at it 
from the perspective of how much information they 
wanted to make available to people out there. They 
started to recognize that in Canada one of the things we 
hold very dear is our ability to protect information that 
people have on us. The whole issue of privacy is a 
principle within our society that’s important. If I give my 
information to the driver’s licence system in Ontario or to 
the federal passport system, that information is not shared 
among other people who don’t need to see it. 

One of the things the federal House quickly realized, 
as the Americans were making this request for us to have 
a streamlined process for them to be able to screen 
people going from Canada into the United States and 
toughening up the borders, was that if we started doing 
what they asked, which was to start linking our databases 
together in such a way that the border security people, as 
we cross the border, could find out a lot about us—the 
alarm bells rang federally. They understood that it was 
going to be an issue of people having more information 
about you than they needed to see. For example, cur-
rently, if I cross the border or go anywhere in the world, I 
have my passport. But my passport has limited infor-
mation tied to it. It has a photo of me, it has information 
about who I am, the country I reside in, the address I live 
at, my date of birth, but they’re not able to determine 
from my passport a whole bunch of other things in regard 
to information that other provincial or federal databases 
have. There is not a system that says, as you cross over, 
“Here is my credit information,” through a passport or, 
“Here are my convictions,” through a driver’s licence. 
There is a whole bunch of information they are not able 
to access by way of a passport. 

As I understand it, the way the passport system works 
internationally is that, yes, governments have ways of 
sharing a certain amount of information that sets a flag if 
you cross the border and use your passport. If I’m known 
to have a criminal conviction against me, there’s a flag 
that is set. Then it makes the physical search important in 
regard to border security checking with the Canadian 
authorities: “We have this person. We have held him 
because it shows a flag that the person has a criminal 
charge that’s pending against him.” But the actual de-
tailed information is not given to the people at border 
security, because those are issues of privacy. So the 
federal government decided, “No, we’re not going to go 
down this road,” because it becomes very dangerous 
when governments start to share information among vari-
ous databases at the provincial and federal levels and 
make that information easily available, not only to border 

security but to anybody else who can tamper with and 
hack into the database or read it through one of these 
RFIDs, which I’ll talk about a little bit later. 

Earlier, I heard one of the members get up and say he 
wanted to congratulate Mr. Bradley on leading the way. 
I’m not so sure that’s something we should be thumping 
our chests about, to be quite blunt. 

Interjection. 
Mr. Gilles Bisson: No, I’ve got to say I have great 

respect for Minister Bradley. I’ve served in this House 
for some 18 or 19 years, and he is a very honourable 
gentleman; I have nothing but respect for Mr. Bradley. 
But let’s understand what’s going on here: We’re adopt-
ing a system that our federal Parliament would not adopt. 
Our federal government said, “We’re not going to go this 
way because we already have a mechanism; it’s called a 
passport.” A far larger number of people in Canada have 
passports than any other nation, as compared to the 
United States. They took the position of, “We already 
have a passport and we need to come to some sort of 
other agreement, because once you start linking these 
databases together, it becomes dangerous.” 

Let me try to explain the problem that we have. Under 
this particular bill the provincial government, through, I 
imagine, the Ministry of Transportation, is going to 
collect information on these photo ID cards; it will either 
be an enhanced driver’s licence or one of the enhanced 
photo ID cards. In that, they’re going to be linking infor-
mation from various databases to it. They’re going to 
know my driving record because, obviously, it’s going to 
be based on the Ministry of Transportation’s licensing 
system. They’re going to know, because they’re going to 
be tied into the CPIC system, any criminal charges that I 
may have—that’ll be tied to it as well—and information 
around citizenship, which means to say they’re going to 
tie me into the passport system. So there are going to be 
three or four large databases that have lots of information 
about individuals that will be tied together through one 
provincial system. 

Now, the first problem is, these are standalone systems 
that have a fair amount of security that are built into 
them. We do know that at times there are people who are 
trying to hack into these systems. We’ve seen in the past, 
for example, instances where people have hacked into the 
databases that are run by large department stores and 
gotten all kinds of information about individuals, which 
is really scary because they can charge up your credit 
card, they can find out where you live, they can also tell 
the types of things you like to buy so that they can profile 
you in some way. It’s very, very scary when you think 
that people are looking very hard to be able to hack these 
systems. The Canadian passport system and the CPIC 
system are very secure systems; there’s a lot of money 
and effort spent, as much as humanly possible, to make 
these systems as secure as they can be. But it doesn’t 
mean to say that nobody can break into them. The prob-
lem is, once you start to link them all together in the way 
that we’re suggesting under this bill, you’re opening 
more opportunities for people to hack into the system by 
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the back door. And if they get in, they will have all kinds 
of information on you. 

For example, if it was just the passport system, the 
only thing they’ll be able to get about me, if the person 
hacks into the database that deals with passports, would 
be information about who I am, my picture, my date of 
birth, where I live—and that’s about it. That’s bad 
enough in itself. But if all of a sudden you start linking 
all of this together, now the person has a backdoor entry 
into the passport system, the person has an entry into the 
CPIC system—the CPIC system is the federal database 
that collects all the information about you and any 
criminal charges you’ve had, any time that you might 
have been surveyed by the police for being at a protest 
somewhere and had your picture taken because you’re 
holding up a sign saying, “Hey, hey, ho, ho, time for”—it 
was not Bob Rae, it was, “Mike Harris has got to go.” 

They track all this information, right? So now we start 
linking the database for the passport system with the 
database of the CPIC system and we now have quite a bit 
of information that’s available. Next, you bring in the 
driver’s licence system and you tie that into the system as 
well. The person who hacks into the system is going to 
have access to all kinds of information that, quite frankly, 
as an individual I don’t want anybody to know—and it’s 
none of their business. 

There’s real concern, not only when it comes to the 
issue of privacy. Do you, as an individual, do you as a 
citizen of Ontario feel comfortable that somebody can 
hack into the system and find out all kinds of things 
about you? I think the answer’s no. But the other thing is, 
it allows people that have minds that are much more 
devious than all of us put together to possibly do some 
pretty scary things. They could, if somebody hacks into 
that system, find out a lot about a person in regards to 
being able to track them, being able to profile them, 
being able to prey on them for either economic issues or 
criminal issues. I think that is really dangerous. One of 
the things the privacy commissioner tried to warn us 
about as we were going through public hearings on this 
bill is that if we’re going to do this, we need to make sure 
we set the databases up in a way that, as much as 
humanly possible, we do not allow that information to be 
hacked into. 
0950 

She had some very specific suggestions, and one of 
them is, the only thing that you could possibly do, if 
you’re going to have a database like this—I’ll get to the 
technology later. The point is that the only thing the 
border security would be able to know is that I’m Gilles 
Bisson, I’m a citizen of the country of Canada, I reside in 
Ontario and there’s no flag to indicate that I’m a terrorist, 
a potential terrorist or a criminal. In other words, the 
actual information about me that resides in a CPIC 
database or the passport database is not revealed. All it is, 
is a flag, and that’s what she was trying to tell us. The 
only thing that’s important for the person to know as you 
cross the border, the only thing that the border security 
people need to know, is that I am who I am, I’ve identi-

fied myself as who I say I am, that I’m a resident of 
Canada and there are no flags in the database to say that 
there is a problem. That’s what she was trying to say to 
us, that you have to have a flagging system. In fact, that’s 
how, for example, the CPIC system works. If you cross 
the border, the Americans are already able to look at our 
CPIC system. If they suspect that Gilles Bisson, who is 
crossing the border at Sarnia, may be somebody who’s 
suspicious, they can ping the RCMP CPIC system and 
that CPIC system will say, “Gilles Bisson, resident of 
Canada, no flags.” That’s the end of it. They know that 
I’m clean, there’s nothing about me that’s suspicious and 
they let me go by. 

If they ping the RCMP CPIC data system and they 
say, “Gilles Bisson, citizen of Canada, flagged criminal 
activity,” they then have to call our authorities and it’s up 
to the Canadian authorities to deal with Gilles Bisson 
who is trying to cross the border. Maybe I’m trying to 
evade capture for a criminal charge that’s against me or 
maybe it’s something I was charged with seven years ago 
and I’ve done my time, but they do not reveal to the 
American border security the information of what it is 
that I’ve done. All it is, is a flag. 

So there has been a lot of work done on our data-
bases—the Canadian passport system and CPIC sys-
tem—that is already in place in order to give security 
authorities within Canada and the United States the abil-
ity to check someone out. The danger with this database 
is that we’re making available the actual information and 
it’s not going to be a flag system. They’re going to be 
able to say, “Gilles Bisson, citizen of Canada, resides in 
Timmins;” what my address is; my driver’s licence infor-
mation, which includes my driving record; and whatever 
other information that they’re able to put into the data-
base. There will be far, far more information available. 

To me, it becomes two issues, or actually three issues. 
One, as a Canadian citizen, I really cherish that my pri-
vacy is respected, and I think all of us as Canadians 
understand that. The other principle is that there’s only a 
certain amount of information that the government 
should be making available about me. We should not be 
sharing information in detail with the Americans, be-
cause then it becomes an issue of sovereignty. We as 
Canadians are a sovereign nation. Why should we allow 
the American authorities at border security or police or 
whatever to see information about us that, quite frankly, 
is none of their business? Yes, flag that I might be a 
suspicious character of some type. I don’t have a problem 
with that. I understand that. But they should not have 
access to details that will be obtainable through the 
system. 

Mr. Michael A. Brown: It’s not. 
Mr. Gilles Bisson: I hear the parliamentary assistant 

saying it’s not. I’m telling you it is. I’ve talked to a lot of 
people about how this works. I understand security meas-
ures far more than you realize, and all I’m saying is that 
it is a real concern. 

Now, the privacy commissioner came before our com-
mittee because that was one of the conditions that I put 
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on second reading debate, as the MTO critic for the New 
Democratic caucus. We support the initiative. We think 
it’s a good idea in order to enhance border crossing. We 
understand that. It’s an economic issue as well. I said, 
“Bring the privacy commissioner before us so we can 
hear what she has to say.” I know the parliamentary 
assistant will get up at the end of the speech and say, “Oh 
yes, but she said she’s working with us, she wants to 
work with us and she likes the relationship that she has 
with the ministry.” I agree. Of course she has a good re-
lationship with the ministry, and I hope the ministry has a 
good relationship with her. But she came before the com-
mittee and had some very, very serious concerns about 
how these databases were going to be structured, and one 
of the points she was trying to make is that the way this 
legislation is going to allow the databases to be structured 
is scary from the perspective of an individual’s privacy 
rights. She said, “I support the initiative,” as I said I sup-
port the initiative. However, if we’re going to do this, we 
really need to think through what kind of information 
people are going to be able to have access to. So I just 
want to make— 

Interjection: Same as a passport. 
Mr. Gilles Bisson: Well, no. You guys don’t get it. 

Anyway, just let me—it’s my time and you guys can 
debate ad infinitum. You’ll have all your opportunities at 
third reading ad infinitum. I’m just passing on the con-
cerns that I have and others have, that I’ve been dealing 
with this. 

First of all is the issue of the databases being tied 
together. The more you tie databases together, the more 
they are open to the possibility of somebody hacking in. 
If they hack in by the back door and we have more 
databases that are linked, people have access to far more 
information than we would ever want to give away. 

All I’m saying is that what we should have done is 
have, yes, a security card but something that only flags 
the authorities to know there’s something they need to 
call authorities about on the Canadian side in regard to an 
individual. They don’t need to know the details about 
what’s in the CPIC database system or the passport sys-
tem etc. It just needs to be flagged. It’s green or it’s red; 
you can go through or you can’t. That would be my first 
point. 

The other part of all this is that the government is 
basically—well, I don’t want to talk about RFIDs now; 
I’m going to come to that later. 

The other concern that the privacy commissioner 
had—she said that a lot of what’s in this bill, as far as the 
detail, is going to be left to regulation. Now, is that 
abnormal? Obviously not. For years there have been bills 
written in this House and the details were left to regu-
lation, so this is not a new concept. I’m not going to 
attack the government and say, “Oh, my God, you’re 
leaving this all to regulation, and this is different than 
anything that’s ever happened in the past,” because quite 
frankly, a lot of bills are written that way, where the 
details are left to the bureaucrats to write up by way of 
regulation that is then approved by cabinet. 

But the point she made was—and I think this was an 
important point—because this is an issue of privacy in-
formation of individuals, there should be an ability to 
have public hearings on what happens with the regu-
lations, that if the privacy commissioner or others out 
there see the regulations coming out and they are cause 
for concern, there should be an automatic right for public 
consultation so that we can get it right. One of the 
amendments we put forward is that we should have the 
ability to vet all of those regulations that will be made by 
way of this bill so that we do get it right. 

Again, I want to say, as the critic for the New Demo-
crat caucus, that we are not opposed to the concept of 
what the government is trying to do. We understand what 
this is all about. The Americans on the other side are go-
ing to tighten up their borders and we need to figure out a 
way for us to be able to continue that flow that we’ve had 
with the Americans for so many years. I think it’s unfor-
tunate they’ve done that, but I can’t control what the 
United States does; all I can do is control what we do. 

I understand what the government is trying to do. All 
I’m saying is that the method by which we’re getting 
there and the process leave a lot to be desired. One thing 
that could have been done, that would have satisfied at 
least 50% of the concerns around this bill, would have 
been to allow the amendment we put forward to pass. 
That was recommended by the privacy commissioner; it 
wasn’t me who dreamt this up. The privacy commission-
er herself said before the committee that we need to have 
a process such that regulations, as drafted, would have 
public hearings around them so that any concerns about 
what’s in the regulations could be vetted by a public 
process. 

Again, we’re talking about the private information of 
individuals, and we need to take that very, very seriously. 
We cannot allow ourselves to not do due diligence in 
making sure that at the end we get it right. 

Let me propose this: Has anybody in this Legislature 
always gotten everything right? There’s not an individual 
here, including myself, who can say, “I know exactly 
what needs to be done and I’m going to get it right 100% 
of the time.” Not one of us can claim that. None of us 
collectively can claim that, either. We as legislators try 
the best we can. And I understand— 

Mr. Khalil Ramal: I thought you were perfect. 
Mr. Gilles Bisson: Well, there are people in my cam-

paign who think I’m perfect, but that’s a whole other 
story. 

The point is, collectively, we don’t get it right all of 
the time, because sometimes there may be something that 
we’re not seeing in the way a regulation is drafted. Some-
times it’s somebody out in the public who has an interest 
in this who flags that there’s a problem, or it’s a privacy 
commissioner or others. Why shouldn’t we benefit by 
having a process that’s transparent, that allows the public 
to know what’s going to go on when it comes to regula-
tion and to say to us as legislators—and to cabinet, more 
importantly, because it will be cabinet at the end that will 
agree or disagree, and will approve the regulations—
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“You got it right” or “You got it wrong.” This is a really 
serious issue. It’s around the issue of privacy. I worry 
that without proper scrutiny of the regulations and the 
ability of the public and others to scrutinize and view and 
go through the regulations, we may get things wrong. 
1000 

I’m just going to take a couple of bills to prove my 
point. I remember when the Conservatives first got elect-
ed in 1995, they came in with a revision of the Municipal 
Act, and they tried to undo what work had been done by 
the previous NDP government in regards to changes that 
we had made to the Municipal Act. The government 
came in and they had an ideological approach. I’m not 
arguing that this bill is ideological on the part of the 
Liberals. My point is, they came in and they changed the 
Municipal Act in order to be conforming with their polit-
ical views. I remember standing in the House saying, 
“You’ve got this wrong; you’ve got this wrong; you’ve 
got that wrong. This section’s a problem and it’s not 
going to work. You’re going to have municipalities up in 
arms over various issues of planning” etc. Do you know 
how many more bills we brought in during the time that 
the Tories were here to fix the original bill? We had 
seven bills come to the House afterward. You were here; 
you remember. There were seven bills that had to be 
introduced by the Conservative government to fix the 
problems with the initial bill. What we had said as oppo-
sition, and my friend Mr. Levac was there, was, “Hey, 
listen. God bless. You’ve got a majority government and 
you can do things as a majority government in regard to 
putting your stamp on things, but at least get it right.” 

We said to the government of the day under Mike 
Harris, “You’ve got to give this thing more time in com-
mittee. We need to fix the problems that we now see with 
the bill.” Many people who sat on the committee had mu-
nicipal experience or had planning experience and under-
stood. People that came before our committee worried 
that what the government was doing wasn’t going to 
work. I would argue that we still have problems with that 
act today, right? Because even the Liberal government 
has had to bring in some amendments to that act since 
they’ve become the government. Should I form the gov-
ernment after the next election, I’m going to have the 
same problem. 

Laughter. 
Mr. Gilles Bisson: That’s my leadership bid, by the 

way. 
The point that I make is that none of us, collectively, 

always get it right. Collectively, we don’t get it right, let 
alone individually. What is wrong with a public process 
that allows the public and those that are more knowledge-
able on an issue to say, “Let’s look at the regulations and 
in the end address the problem if a problem exists”? If 
the government chooses to ignore the advice of the pub-
lic, that’s their right. You know what the final outcome 
of that is? That’s what we have elections for. If people 
are so upset that the government got something wrong, 
they’ll turf them out in the election. That’s the beauty of 
democracy. But at the very least, I think at the time 

you’re in government, you’ve got to give the public an 
opportunity to give scrutiny to the issues. 

The technology being used: I want to speak to that for 
a few minutes. I understand what the approach here is. 
The approach is, they want technology that is going to 
speed up the crossing of the border. The idea is that you 
would have, in your wallet, a driver’s licence that would 
have embedded within the driver’s licence some tech-
nology that’s a tank circuit. A tank circuit is a passive 
circuit that, once it gets within the range of the reader, 
activates your card and transmits a signal that allows the 
reader, some 10 metres away, to read the information 
that’s contained on your card. The idea behind that—and 
I understand why this is so appealing—is that you don’t 
have to physically stop at the border crossing and say, 
“Here.” The idea is that as you’re driving up, border 
security can sit there and look at their screen and say, 
“Green, green, green—red. Pull them over.” I understand 
the technology and I understand why you’re doing it. 

If it was only read at the border and we could abso-
lutely ensure that nobody else could read the information, 
well, maybe there’s an argument for RFID technology. 
But here’s the problem: There’s all kinds of people out 
there for all kinds of different reasons—economic rea-
sons, for issues just because people like to gather this 
information and like to hack systems, or people who have 
criminal intent—who will develop technology that will 
be able to read this card as I walk by them. Here’s how 
it’s going to work. I’ll have this RFID card in my wallet, 
I’ll put it in my pocket, and I’m going to walk along the 
street and somebody is going to have one of these units 
that tries to activate the tank circuit. It’s basically a 
process of induction on the tank circuit that will transmit 
the information to the individual. 

Now, there’s a lot that has to happen for this hacker to 
make it work. First of all, you’ve got to figure out the 
frequencies, but people can figure those things out. If the 
person’s going to get information, it’s going to be an 
identifying number. It’s not going to be the person’s 
name. I understand that. But identifying numbers can be 
cross-referenced back in the database if you open the 
back door. That’s the problem. This is why I was saying 
that the hooking up of all of these databases at the end is 
not as good an idea as we might think it is at times. 
Stand-alone databases serve a purpose when it comes to 
protecting the information within them, so that you’re not 
basically having information flow from one database to 
the other. 

What you’re going to end up with in this technology is 
the possibility that somebody will basically be able to 
activate your card from a distance while you’re not 
knowing, walking through the shopping centre, walking 
down the street, wherever it might be. That person might 
be able to—I’m not saying will be able to—read the 
information on your card. They’re going to have this card 
and an identification number that’s unique to you, and 
they’re going to have some basic information, right? The 
problem is that now they’ve got the ID number, they can 
cross-reference it back into the database if they break in 
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from the other side. That was one of the concerns that 
was raised by the privacy commissioner, that you could 
end up in a situation where somebody, for whatever 
motives, is going to be able to get information about the 
individual for all kinds of different reasons that they can 
use it for. 

The suggestion was made that what we need to do is, 
at the very least, have a different type of technology, that 
rather than having an RFID transmitting technology we 
have a card that’s more like our bank cards—you have a 
little magnetic strip on the back—so that this thing is 
dormant; you cannot turn it on unless you put it into a 
reader. The only time that you are physically taking the 
information from your card and into the system is when 
you put it into the machine and it turns on the machine to 
read your card and it turns off when you pull it out—the 
same idea as a bank card or a credit card. 

The reason the privacy commissioner said to, at the 
very least, do that is it diminishes the ability of people to 
hack the system. It’s not that this is perfect either, 
because we all know that the more information we put on 
cards and on readers, the larger the risk is that somebody 
is going to break in. But the point she was making is at 
least limit the ability for people to hack the system. So 
move away from RFID technology, which is a transmit-
ting device embedded in the card. Instead, go to a system 
that’s more in kind with a credit card or a bank card that 
activates when you put the card into the reader as you’re 
driving up to the border station. The border person looks, 
it shows green, and the person can go. Away you go. 
You’ve driven into the United States—no problem. 

Mr. Michael A. Brown: Except that it’s unacceptable 
to the Americans. 

Mr. Gilles Bisson: Well, this is the point that I was 
going to make. 

The issue is—and this is why I started with President 
Obama. It all links together. The parliamentary assistant 
is correct that the Americans have dictated what type of 
technology and what methods we should use. I would say 
it’s a question of sovereignty. We, as a nation, and we, as 
a province, should be determining how this information 
is going to be shared or not shared by people in the 
crossing of the border. We do have a new administration 
in Washington under President Obama, and I have to 
think that he’s going to do things differently than Mr. 
Bush did. I think that basically this legislation is not go-
ing to become enacted until, what, 2012 by the time it’s 
done? 

Mr. Michael A. Brown: June 1, 2009. 
Mr. Gilles Bisson: Yes, 2009. Excuse me. I was 

thinking of the WSIB legislation. We’re always enacting 
dates further up. 

The point is, it’s not as if we don’t have an oppor-
tunity to get a sign that the President of the United States 
is prepared to change the Homeland Security policy on 
this issue. I think we should be doing some effort towards 
saying to the Americans, “We understand your need to 
protect your borders, but we have some issues with what 
you are suggesting and how that is to be done.” 

I would concur with what the privacy commissioner 
has told us, and that is, we should be looking at tech-
nology that limits the ability of people to get access to the 
information that we may have on our cards. I say to the 
government, that’s something that quite easily could have 
been done. 

With that, those are my comments for the morning, 
and I look forward to questions and comments. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Are there 
any questions and comments? 

Mr. Michael A. Brown: I am always interested in the 
thoughts and concerns raised by the member for 
Timmins–James Bay. 

I want to remind people that this card is totally volun-
tary, which is the first and most important part of the 
identification. It is true that we are, as Canadians—as 
people in the province of British Columbia, in the prov-
ince of Quebec and in many of our provinces—quickly 
moving to provide a card to people of our province who 
wish to use an identification card at the border. Under the 
homeland security legislation, under WHTI, we have to 
be able to provide a passport or an alternative document 
acceptable to the US by June 1, 2009. No Canadian needs 
to do this. Any Canadian who wishes to go to the US, or 
any Ontarian, can always use a passport under their 
legislation. There is no need to have this. 
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I am interested in some of the concerns about the 
technology. We in the government are concerned about 
the use of technology in this effort, because it is a re-
quirement that the RFID be installed—that is the radio 
frequency identification chip—that it be put in the card if 
you want to identify for citizenship. That is a concern of 
ours. But if it is to be accepted by the US, it has to have 
that. 

The requirement is that the card we issue has a sleeve 
which would keep it from being read by any RFID 
reader, if it’s in the sleeve. We are looking at a way to 
turn them off. Unfortunately, at the moment—we have 
made the inquiries with the privacy commissioner; she is 
aware of this—we do not yet have a commercially avail-
able switch on these cards. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
questions and comments? 

Mr. Jeff Leal: I thought the member from Timmins–
James Bay gave us an excellent history, and certainly his 
congratulations to Barack Obama, the President-elect, the 
Senator from Illinois. 

It will be most interesting. Of course, the Minister of 
Transportation, in his previous role as Minister of Tour-
ism, certainly forged a very good relationship, as he men-
tioned his remarks yesterday, with representative Louise 
Slaughter from Upper New York state. Indeed, I under-
stand he had discussions with Senators Hillary Clinton 
and Chuck Schumer, the other Senator from New York 
state. 

It really provides the opportunity, with a new adminis-
tration coming into Washington. Perhaps somebody like 
Louise Slaughter will be the new head of homeland 
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security in the United States. That would be an excellent 
idea, because she has what I would describe as a more 
flexible view of the integral relationship that Canada and 
the United States has, particularly border states and bor-
der provinces such as Ontario and New Brunswick, Que-
bec, and other provinces that border the United States. 

We’ve seen that there are communities in the eastern 
townships in Quebec where the boundary goes right 
through a kitchen in some people’s homes. To facilitate 
people going back and forth for commerce, for visitation, 
is certainly important to the total health of both the bor-
der states in the United States and Ontario provinces, for 
commerce and economic well-being. 

The member does make some legitimate observations 
about technology. We do know that no technology has 
ever been invented that’s foolproof. If someone wants to 
get at it, they will get at it. They’ll come up with sophis-
ticated ways of doing it. But I think we need to move 
forward on this initiative. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
questions and comments? 

Mr. Dave Levac: I listened carefully to the member in 
his expression of concerns regarding the technology. 
There’s no question that he brings our attention to the 
details of how this is going to work. But what I want to 
do is to try to assure him that those very questions have 
been asked, not just by the opposition, but by us as well, 
and as this was developing in front—because these dis-
cussions were taking place in the committee that I ex-
pressed to you that I was on, in terms of the Council of 
State Governments, when we were moving from Ontario 
down to the States—Philadelphia, Washington—to dis-
cuss the very issue that he is talking about a couple years 
ago. 

Those very questions have been brought up not just by 
us in Ontario, but by many of the states that were asked 
to participate in this. So to give him some solace that this 
is being discussed and dealt with should help him a little 
bit. 

On the other point he mentioned with regard to Mr. 
Bradley, I don’t think he is wrong on this one. I think if 
you take a sober second thought and step back from it, he 
was engaged in that conversation that you’re having and 
he was making the judgment based on what was good for 
Ontario. You’ve identified that, and I appreciate that. 
You’ve identified the fact that on the economic side, we 
are definitely going to be left out of the loop completely 
if we don’t get on board. As the parliamentary assistant 
said, we are talking about initiatives that the United 
States is employing, whether we like it or not. If we did 
not move from our 48% use of our passport, we had to 
come up with some alternative. 

My last comment to him was, on the optional side, 
there’s another phase of this card that I’m extremely 
proud of—I’ve brought that up in this House many 
times—and that is the non-driver driver’s licence issue 
for the people who do not have access to that. I think 
that’s a good-news story as well. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): It being 
10:15 of the clock, this House stands recessed until 
10:30, at which time we will have question period. 

Third reading debate deemed adjourned. 
The House recessed from 1015 to 1030. 

INTRODUCTION OF VISITORS 
Ms. Andrea Horwath: They’re going to be filing in 

any moment now, but we are going to have with us today 
Graham Flint, who is the chair and spokesperson for an 
organization called FORCE, Friends of Rural Commun-
ities and the Environment; 40 to 50 folks from the com-
munities of Hamilton, Flamborough, Milton and Burling-
ton, including Councillor Margaret McCarthy from the 
city of Hamilton, and Councillor Jan Mowbray from the 
town of Milton. 

Hon. George Smitherman: I hope that members of 
the Legislature will join with me in welcoming the Hon-
ourable Mike Harcourt, the former mayor of Vancouver 
and Premier of the province of British Columbia, and 
Brad Graham, an assistant deputy minister from the Min-
istry of Energy and Infrastructure. Yesterday, they helped 
to lead our growth plan summit up in Vaughan. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Welcome, Mr. 
Premier. 

Hon. John Gerretsen: I would like to welcome as our 
guest today the former federal member from Leeds–
Grenville Joe Jordan, who is with us today in the east 
gallery. 

Hon. Monique M. Smith: I have two introductions 
this morning. My good friend Jacob Rudolph is here with 
his mom, Jan Whitelaw. I don’t think they’re here yet, 
but they will be shortly. Jacob is about four or five and 
excited to be here at the Legislature today. 

As well, I’d like to introduce to the Legislature Dennis 
Mock, the president of Nipissing University, who is here 
with his northern colleagues from northern universities. 
We welcome them here today. 

Mr. John O’Toole: I’m pleased to introduce guests 
from my riding. They include the mayor of the munici-
pality of Clarington, Jim Abernethy; the director of fi-
nance for Clarington, Nancy Taylor; and the solicitor for 
the municipality, Dennis Hefferon. Welcome. 

Hon. John Milloy: I think members will be pleased to 
know that we’re welcoming visitors from the Council of 
Ontario Universities today at Queen’s Park. With us, in-
cluding a number of university presidents and senior offi-
cials, are Celia Ross, Kim Fedderson, Robert Bourgeois, 
Peter George, Dennis Mock, Sarah McKinnon, Richard 
Marceau, Susan Marlin, Ranjana Bird, Paul Genest and 
Jennifer Grass. 

I invite all members to attend a reception by COU 
with Ontario Research Chairs in room 230 over the lunch 
hour. 

Mr. Peter Tabuns: I’d ask the Legislature to join me 
in welcoming Joe McCormick, Colette MacGuire, Gra-
ham Huntley, Sharon Yovanoff and John Yovanoff, 
members of ROSSCORE. 
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Mrs. Amrit Mangat: I would like to acknowledge the 
members of the Canadian Diabetes Association who are 
seated in the public galleries today. 

Ms. Andrea Horwath: The guests I introduced have 
now joined us. They’re in the gallery. 

Mr. Jim Wilson: I would like to introduce Carole 
Heffernan and Anna Lipp. Anna is page Emily Heffer-
nan’s grandmother and Carole is her mother. 

Hon. Michael Gravelle: Although my colleague 
already recognized members from the Canadian Diabetes 
Association, I just want to point out that we have two 
very special people from northwestern Ontario: Suzanne 
Stirling from the Canadian Diabetes Association in 
Thunder Bay, and Stacey Woods, who is the first woman 
in northwestern Ontario to be able to access an insulin 
pump as an adult under our new program and funding. 
So, Stacey, welcome. Thank you very much. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): I’d like to take this 
opportunity to welcome a guest of mine in the Speaker’s 
gallery today, a good old friend from my riding of Elgin–
Middlesex–London, Christine Paterson. Chris, welcome 
to Queen’s Park today. 

ORAL QUESTIONS 

ONTARIO ECONOMY 
Mr. Ted Chudleigh: My question is for the Minister 

of Economic Development. Minister, you’re fairly new to 
the economic development portfolio, but I trust by now 
you are in the full swing of things. Certainly you were 
shuffled into your new position at a very difficult time, 
but at the same time, you have been given a great 
opportunity to prove yourself as an economic leader. You 
have an opportunity to be creative, bold and innovative. 

Minister, what new initiatives have you introduced to 
help Ontario recover from deficit, from the rapid loss of 
the manufacturing core and from our historic decent into 
have-not status? 

Hon. Michael Bryant: There’s a lot to work with in 
that question. I appreciate the member’s comments and 
his sentiments there. 

I’ll say that certainly one of the jobs of the Minister of 
Economic Development today is to administer the exist-
ing Next Generation of Jobs Fund, the advanced manu-
facturing loan program, the regional programs that are in 
existence, and to coordinate amongst all the economic 
ministries—to assist those economic ministries—in the 
delivery of those existing programs. We are talking about 
programs that have leveraged jobs and leveraged invest-
ments in this province. At the same time, obviously, we 
want to work with those businesses that are facing new 
challenges as a result of the events, particularly of the last 
few months, and I’m happy to elaborate on that in my 
supplementary. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Supplementary? 

Mr. Ted Chudleigh: There’s nothing new. The minis-
ter is still apologizing for the five-point flopped plan. In 
fact, it sounds like the minister is just regurgitating the 
same old lines that his predecessor tried to feed to the 
people of Ontario. 

Minister, if you have nothing new to offer, wasn’t the 
cabinet shuffle just meaningless? Don’t you think that 
given all that’s happened in our province and our econ-
omy, you should start adjusting, rearranging and chang-
ing the old approach? Or are you just a new face for the 
Premier’s five-point flopped plan? 

Hon. Michael Bryant: It is quite right that the gov-
ernment is engaging with industry leaders, with com-
panies and with the federal government—we’ve spoken 
to the new federal industry minister and are meeting him 
as well—to in fact make those adjustments. You are see-
ing already in the investments of the Next Generation of 
Jobs Fund—the point being that they’re investments in 
the next generation of jobs; in other words, those jobs 
with the creative class skills, those jobs with industries 
that are, in fact, in a position particularly right now to be 
growing. 

Those adjustments are being undertaken on an on-
going basis. They are reflected in the decisions made on 
the administration of these programs. They are also re-
flected in the economic policy, as it is unfolding in this 
government. As you will see, in the weeks and months to 
come and of course leading up to the budget of next year, 
in fact that emphasis on the next generation of jobs 
becoming even more intensified. This is, yes, a crisis 
with challenges— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you, Minis-
ter. Final supplementary. 

Mr. Ted Chudleigh: I find the answer disappointing. 
We’re well into the difficulty that this province is facing 
and you’re only now just starting to think about those 
things. There’s no promise for the future. 

For instance, I wonder what he makes of the recent 
statements made by the Minister of International Trade. 
She said that Ontario needs the United States to recover, 
that our fortunes are forever linked. But the TD Bank 
says that we can’t rely on the US, that what we need to 
find is our own ways to write our own economic destiny. 

Minister, who do you side with? Should we seek a 
bold new vision or should we continue down the same 
McGuinty path of dependence on the US economy? 

Hon. Michael Bryant: Firstly, the Premier right now, 
as we speak, is in China, leading an Ontario and in fact in 
many ways, a national delegation. But let there be no 
mistake: If the member is suggesting that Ontario no 
longer needs to have a positive trade relationship with the 
United States of America, then he’s wrong. TD is cer-
tainly not saying that. Certainly, our fabulous Minister of 
International Trade is absolutely right that, as our re-
lationship and trade and exports with the United States 
grows, so will Canada. 

I’m happy to speak with the member about these 
issues, but more importantly, to talk about the millions of 
dollars that have been invested in Ontario by businesses 
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and those jobs that have been created because of the 
programs that have been in place under this government 
for several years. And there’s more to come. 
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ONTARIO ECONOMY 
Mr. Tim Hudak: A question back to the Minister of 

Economic Development. On October 22, the Legislature 
learned that Ontario, under Dalton McGuinty, has re-
turned to deficit financing. Two weeks later, Ontario 
families were greeted with the news bombshell that for 
the first time in Confederation, Ontario would be on the 
receiving end of equalization payments. In other words, 
under Dalton McGuinty, the province of Ontario is now 
on the welfare rolls of Confederation. As Minister of 
Economic Development, what new initiatives are you 
bringing forward to cabinet to ensure that Ontario is not a 
have-not province for one, single more year? 

Hon. Michael Bryant: The first thing that we’re 
doing is standing up for the people of Ontario. As the 
member knows well—and I’m sure he commiserates over 
this as well; I’m sure he does—the fiscal federalist for-
mula today sees bales and bales of hay being paid into 
the equalization formula and Ontario getting barely a litre 
of milk out of it. It is a formula that is broken. It is a 
formula that needs fixing. 

Ontario continues to be the engine of the economy in 
this country. Ontario continues to seek out changes to the 
fiscal federalist formula that will see a reflection of the 
contribution that Ontario makes to the rest of the country 
and the number of dollars that ought to be going out, yes, 
but also the number of dollars that ought to be going in. I 
look forward to speaking about this further in my supple-
mentary. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Supplementary? 
Mr. Tim Hudak: That was bales and bales of some-

thing, but it certainly wasn’t the facts Ontario citizens 
want to hear. Minister, those same old tired lines won’t 
work any more, this notion of blame the formula, as 
opposed to blaming the high-taxing and high-spending 
policies of Dalton McGuinty that have put Ontario dead 
last in job creation and in economic growth. The notion 
of Ontario being a have-not province and receiving 
equalization payments is shocking and weighs on the 
hearts of all Ontario residents. To make matters worse, 
the McGuinty government is sleepwalking through this 
tragic point in our history. 

Where is the plan, Minister? Will you draw the line 
here and say, “This year and no more”? Will you stand in 
your place, will you come forward to cabinet with a new 
plan to get Ontario off the welfare rolls of Confed-
eration? 

Hon. Michael Bryant: I know the member wouldn’t 
want to be running Ontario down and I know the member 
wouldn’t want to be talking Ontario’s economy down. I 
know he wouldn’t want to deny that, in fact, the Ontario 
economy does continue to be the engine of the Canadian 
economy. It does. If the member disagrees, I would love 

for him to take a look at the budgets and the books of this 
country, and I know he would want to stand up and 
applaud those businesses that have made this province 
the engine of Canada’s economy. 

We will continue to administer those programs that 
have brought success. We will continue to build on that 
success. We will continue to build on success that has led 
to investments in the member’s own riding. I’ve seen the 
picture with the big smiling face of the member with a 
company that received investments in his own riding, that 
led to investments there and that led to jobs. We will 
continue to do that. Yes, we will continue to build on our 
success— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you. Final 
supplementary. 

Mr. Tim Hudak: First the minister blames the for-
mula for Ontario being on equalization; now he’s saying 
we’re leading the country in growth. The minister needs 
a reality check, just like Scotiabank’s report from the 
other day: minus 0.9% Ontario growth rate for 2009, 
Minister—dead last in all of Canada. Two hundred thou-
sand well-paying manufacturing jobs have left our prov-
ince. Some 36,000 talented Ontarians have left our 
province to work in other provinces. No doubt, we have 
tremendous resources in our province, tremendously tal-
ented and innovative entrepreneurs and businesses, but 
your high taxes, your high hydro rates and your runaway 
spending have shackled our business class and chased 
entrepreneurs out of our province, so now we’re dead 
last. Minister, one last time: Ontario on the welfare rolls 
no longer. What plan are you bringing forward to cab-
inet? 

Hon. Michael Bryant: Well, there we go. The ap-
proach of the Ontario government is an activist approach 
that sees investments, by way of grants and loans, re-
gional and strategic, directly into companies and directly 
into people through our Ministry of Training, Colleges 
and Universities. The member can’t have it both ways. 
You cannot get rid of those programs, you cannot get rid 
of those investments and you cannot, in addition to that, 
cut taxes and expect to have a sustainable economy. The 
member is leading a race to the bottom. 

The province of Ontario under Dalton McGuinty is in 
fact leading the charge, building on our success. That’s 
why in July of this year the government announced a 
$2.85-million advanced manufacturing loan to Stanpac 
Inc. to support a $10-million investment in the member’s 
riding. He stood there at the press conference with a big 
smile and congratulated the government— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you. New 
question. 

OPP DISCIPLINARY HEARING 
Mr. Howard Hampton: My question is for the Attor-

ney General. Over the past weeks a number of questions 
have been raised about the administration of justice in 
Ontario under the McGuinty government. My question 
today concerns a police discipline hearing being con-
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ducted against two senior OPP officers. In the course of 
the hearing, evidence was presented that OPP Commis-
sioner Fantino stated, “Are you going to execute the dis-
loyal one, or am I?” My question is this: Does the Attor-
ney General find it troubling that the OPP commissioner 
appointed by the McGuinty Liberals would refer to 
another senior OPP officer in terms of, “Are you going to 
execute him, or am I?” 

Hon. Christopher Bentley: What is a bit surprising is 
that a former Attorney General would ask about testi-
mony that may have been given or may be given during 
the course of a hearing where findings have to be made 
by the adjudicator. We respect the fairness of all proceed-
ings. Whether an individual likes or doesn’t like what he 
or she hears, agrees or disagrees with the position being 
advanced, takes a particular position on the result of the 
hearing, the foundation of our system of justice is that we 
let hearings conclude, and conclude fairly, according to 
the principles of natural justice and the rule of law. 
That’s what should happen—not only in that case, but in 
every case. 

Mr. Howard Hampton: Perhaps the Attorney Gen-
eral and the McGuinty government don’t find these 
remarks troubling, but I think most people would find 
them troubling. Most Ontarians might feel that that 
language might appear in a Third World country but cer-
tainly not in a legal system, in a justice system, such as 
our own. 

But what is equally troubling is this: When the counsel 
acting for one of the senior OPP officers pointed out that 
Commissioner Fantino appeared to change his testimony 
from one part of the hearing to another, the judge hearing 
the matter was immediately told by counsel for the 
OPP— 

Interjections. 
The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): I don’t need some 

armchair Speakers. Thank you very much. I have great 
confidence in the table. 

I just do caution the honourable member on the direc-
tion that he is going. I encourage him to bear in mind the 
sub judice rule. Certainly, from what I have seen in the 
newspapers, this is a hearing that is ongoing. 

Mr. Howard Hampton: When this is remarked upon 
by the justice hearing the case, he is immediately asked 
to recuse himself from the hearing. Not only that, but the 
hearing is then told that senior counsel in the Ministry of 
the Attorney General are going to support the motion for 
the justice to recuse himself. This sounds like even the 
Ministry of the Attorney General is interfering in this 
hearing— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you. Minis-
ter. 

Hon. Christopher Bentley: Again, it is, with respect, 
surprising that the former Attorney General would be 
purporting to quote from an ongoing hearing and asking 
for commentary. With respect to the specific allegation, I 
understand that the result of the motion is not yet made. 
Obviously, whatever the commentary, no decision has 
been made by the ministry because no result of the 

motion has been made. So I would ask the member to 
remember when he was the Attorney General and to 
remember the principles which he had to uphold then and 
which still apply today: the principles of fairness of 
hearings, regardless of what you may want the result to 
be. 
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The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Final supplement-
ary. 

Mr. Howard Hampton: I express no interest in this. 
Again, I ask the Attorney General: Counsel for the 

OPP actually names the senior counsel in the Ministry of 
the Attorney General. He names Dennis Brown, general 
counsel, Ministry of the Attorney General, as supporting 
a motion for the justice to recuse himself from the hear-
ing and says that if the justice doesn’t recuse himself 
from the hearing, the Ministry of the Attorney General 
will support a judicial review application. 

All the justice is trying to do is hear the evidence, but 
it sounds as if lawyers, counsel representing the Ministry 
of the Attorney General, don’t want him to hear the 
evidence. What is going on here? 

Hon. Christopher Bentley: You’re wrong, period. 
What’s trying to happen at the hearing is that they’re 
trying to have a fair hearing, a fair hearing on the basis of 
what is going on in the proceeding and a fair hearing that 
is not being assisted by the extracted commentary of the 
member today. Let’s let the hearing proceed and continue 
according to the principles of fairness which govern 
hearings in all courts in all forums everywhere in the 
province of Ontario. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): New question. 

OPP DISCIPLINARY HEARING 
Mr. Howard Hampton: To the Attorney General: 

What is troubling about this is I think that the justice 
hearing the case would like to hear the facts. But when he 
hears that if he does not recuse himself—and by the way, 
counsel representing the OPP is not some freshman 
counsel; he is someone who worked many years in the 
Ministry of the Attorney General. When he stands and 
says, “I move that the justice recuse himself,” and, “I 
have to tell the justice that I have spoken with a senior 
crown counsel in the Ministry of the Attorney General, 
and they are prepared to support the motion that you 
recuse yourself,” how can a fair hearing happen under 
conditions like that? 

Hon. Christopher Bentley: The member is not cor-
rect to be commenting on an ongoing proceeding. Fair 
hearings are not assisted by commentary on their evi-
dence, testimony submissions outside of the fora. The 
member knows that; you’re a former Attorney General. 
You should respect the proceedings, you should respect 
the fairness and allow those in charge of the proceedings 
to make the decisions they must, without the commentary 
that you’re making here today. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Supplementary? 
Mr. Howard Hampton: This is not my commentary. 

This is from the transcript of the hearings. A senior 
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lawyer who worked many years in the Ministry of the 
Attorney General, now representing the OPP commis-
sioner, says: “Well, I can indicate, sir, that the dis-
cussions have been had with the director of legal services 
branch at the Ministry of Community Safety and Correc-
tional Services, Ms. Anne McChesney, and with general 
counsel to the Ministry of the Attorney General, Dennis 
Brown,” and then goes on to point out that if the justice 
doesn’t recuse himself, doesn’t withdraw from the hear-
ing, the Ministry of the Attorney General will support a 
judicial review ordering the justice to withdraw from the 
hearing. 

I ask again: How can there be a fair hearing when 
these kinds of tactics are being conducted, apparently by 
counsel for the Ministry of the Attorney General? 

Hon. Christopher Bentley: The former Attorney 
General is wrong. There will be fair hearings, as long as 
we allow them to proceed according to the rules of nat-
ural justice and the legal principles that apply. This one 
should be allowed to proceed without commentary by the 
honourable member. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Final supple-
mentary. 

Mr. Howard Hampton: Well, I could accept what the 
Attorney General is saying if the justice hearing the case 
were allowed to make a decision one way or another. But 
in this case, the justice hasn’t even been allowed to take 
into consideration the motion, whether he should recuse 
himself, before he is met with the information that if he 
doesn’t recuse himself, the Ministry of the Attorney Gen-
eral will support a judicial review application ordering 
him to recuse himself. 

Again, as the administrator of justice in Ontario, who 
is supposed to ensure that hearings and trials are con-
ducted fairly, how can this be a fair hearing when these 
kinds of tactics are being employed—actually mention-
ing senior counsel in the Ministry of the Attorney Ge-
neral supporting judicial review before a decision has 
even been arrived at? 

Hon. Christopher Bentley: That’s right. The hearings 
should be allowed to proceed according to the principles 
of natural justice and the rules of law which apply. This 
one should be allowed to proceed without the com-
mentary. 

SMALL BUSINESS 
Mr. Norm Miller: I have a question for the Minister 

of Labour. By now, you must realize just how flawed 
your Bill 119 really is. No one is buying your argument 
that it will improve worker safety or uncover the under-
ground economy. 

Let me tell you what I’m hearing from small busi-
nesses around the province. I’d like to quote: “It is con-
cerning to hear that the Liberal government would like to 
push this legislation through without first allowing com-
mittee hearings throughout the province to take place and 
to consider other options to mandatory coverage by 

WSIB. This will not be any benefit to small business, but 
will only benefit large unions.” 

Minister, will you do what my constituent is asking for 
and extend public hearings on the bill to communities 
across the province? 

Hon. Peter Fonseca: I want to let all the members 
here know that a lot of comments and letters have been 
read into the record by members opposite and I’d like to 
read one about the member’s party leader. 

This is by Ron Johnson, deputy director of the Interior 
Systems Contractors Association of Ontario. Here is 
what he had to say about Mr. Tory: “You visited us last 
year, Mr. Tory. You assured the construction industry in 
the spring of 2007 that you understood the WSIB reform 
was essential to the health of the construction industry.” 
I’d like to know if this member agrees with his party 
leader. I’d like to know who’s running the show over 
there. You talk about flip-flops. Mr. Tory is the biggest 
flip-flopper we’ve ever seen. 

I want to ask the member, do you agree with your 
party leader when he said he understood that the— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you. Sup-
plementary? 

Mr. Norm Miller: Minister, small businesses in all 
sectors are afraid. You have raised the spectre of manda-
tory WSIB coverage across all types of businesses. Let 
me read what another constituent wrote to me: “Let me 
add my voice to those who are concerned about the cur-
rent plan to add mandatory WSIB coverage to construc-
tion company owners. This seems to be the thin edge of 
the wedge to me. As you well know, the tourism business 
can ill afford to be hit with another ‘tax.’ I realize that we 
(tourism operators) are not under the gun right now, but 
the chief of the WSIB has said that he would like to see 
more industries covered.” 

Minister, now that Ontario has been reduced to a have-
not province, I would like to think that you’re going to 
help small business instead of hitting them with another 
hidden tax. 

Will you listen to this constituent’s concerns and give 
your solemn promise not to extend mandatory WSIB 
coverage to other sectors? 

Hon. Peter Fonseca: I say to this member, you’ve got 
to track down your party leader and find out where he 
stands on this. Here are a few more comments from Ron 
about John Tory’s position on this. Here’s what he had to 
say: “At the same time, I understand that he insisted that 
a level playing field should be created throughout the 
bidding process and that any unfair advantage to the 
underground economy should be eliminated.” We agree 
with that. We want a level playing field. We want to 
make sure that those construction workers are safe. 

I don’t know where that member or that party stands, 
but all I see is a big flip-flop here. I would hope that they 
would retreat back to the comments that Mr. Tory made 
to the association about understanding the need for this 
legislation, understanding the need to protect construc-
tion workers and to level the playing field, understanding 
the health and safety of the construction industry— 
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Mr. Norm Miller: On a point of order, Mr. Speaker— 
Interjections. 
The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): The member for 

Parry Sound–Muskoka. 
Mr. Norm Miller: —I’ll be filing for a late show. 
The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you. 
The member for Hamilton East–Stoney Creek. 
Interjections. 
The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): I recognize it is a 

Thursday, and the Thursday before a constituency week, 
but I’d like to get through this question period. 

The member for Hamilton East–Stoney Creek. 
1100 

MANUFACTURING JOBS 
Mr. Paul Miller: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I hope 

you’re going to add on eight seconds for that. 
To the Acting Premier: With each passing day, it be-

comes clearer that this government has no idea how to 
deal with Ontario’s growing job crisis. Yesterday, Navi-
star International announced the layoff of 470 employees, 
including plant workers, office staff and management, at 
its truck plant in Chatham. The job cuts start January 31 
and will leave the plant with about 400 employees. Ster-
ling Trucks, owned by Daimler Trucks North America, is 
closing its St. Thomas truck plant, throwing 1,300 work-
ers out of work. 

Will you admit that your auto strategy is a failure and 
that you have no plan to deal with the jobs crisis that is 
engulfing Ontario? 

Hon. George Smitherman: To the Minister of Eco-
nomic Development. 

Hon. Michael Bryant: I just want to speak to the 
Navistar situation. There was an investment made in the 
summer of 2003 by the previous government, just before 
the 2003 election, to provide funding for the company, at 
the time facing closure. We have also just learned of this 
news and are obviously very concerned. We are looking 
at the agreement. It is an agreement that we expect Navi-
star to honour. We want those jobs to be here. We want 
those investments to be here. We want to do everything 
we can, working with the workers and management, to 
keep those jobs here. But we do also have a contract in 
place, and the fact that it was undertaken by the previous 
government does not mean that we will not enforce the 
contract. We will enforce the contract. 

Mr. Paul Miller: Minister, Ontario is shutting down, 
and your government has no plan. Manufacturers are say-
ing that thousands may lose their jobs in the next few 
months because of the credit squeeze. Workers at the 
CAMI Automotive plant in Ingersoll are fearful of major 
layoffs and output stoppage by the end of this year, when 
they have already suffered an eight-week idle period. 

Will you admit that your government has absolutely 
no idea what to do about the growing economic crisis 
gripping Ontario and that you have absolutely no plan to 
create and sustain jobs in our province? 

Hon. Michael Bryant: The approach is to make in-
vestments in human capital, to make investments in train-
ing, to make investments in companies, to make invest-
ments through the advanced manufacturing loan program 
to leverage more investments, and to make public invest-
ments by way of grants to leverage more investments. It 
is that approach that not only deals with the need for 
greater innovation, which I know the member wants to 
have, but also deals with the challenges facing a particu-
lar company, whether it be around liquidity, whether it be 
around the credit crunch or otherwise, so we can work 
with these companies to provide the dollars they need. 
But we do so in the context of an agreement, an agree-
ment that says that if a company does not meet its stan-
dards, there are clawback provisions. I can assure you 
with respect to Navistar that we were looking closely at 
those clawback provisions. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): I would just ask 
the honourable members: I know that there are discus-
sions taking place, and it’s nice to see those discussions 
taking place in a civilized manner, but I would ask that 
you take those discussions to either the east or west 
chamber or outside the door so that all members and our 
guests who are here can hear the questions being asked. 

HEART DISEASE 
Mr. Shafiq Qaadri: My question is for the Minister 

of Health Promotion, the Honourable Margarett Best. 
Heart disease, or cardiovascular disease, is the leading 
cause of death in our province, and every year, unfortun-
ately, more than 7,000 people die from sudden cardiac 
arrest. More than 40% of us will actually develop heart 
disease over the course of our lifetimes, which is never-
theless largely preventable. How? By making healthy 
food choices, by being active every day, by avoiding 
excessive alcohol, by being smoke-free and by having 
blood pressure levels checked regularly. 

Unfortunately, many Ontarians are not even aware of 
their predisposition to sudden cardiac arrest. November is 
national CPR Month—cardiopulmonary resuscitation—
and in fact, today is CPR day at Queen’s Park. What has 
the McGuinty government done in terms of prevention 
and awareness to combat this group of cardiovascular 
conditions, or heart disease? 

Hon. Margarett R. Best: I would like to thank the 
member for Etobicoke North for his question. As a 
physician and MPP, he continues, I know, his strong 
advocacy in these areas. 

Earlier today, I had the pleasure of attending an event 
with the Heart and Stroke Foundation, where we an-
nounced that Toronto’s emergency medical services will 
be receiving 40 public access defibrillators for their 
cardiac safe city program. The cardiac safe city program 
helps to increase both awareness and access to defibril-
lators throughout the city through funding from the Heart 
and Stroke Foundation. As the health promotion minister, 
my goal is to provide Ontarians with access to services, 
tools and education to achieve and maintain good health. 
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That is why the McGuinty government provided $3 
million to the Heart and Stroke Foundation of Ontario to 
place— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you, Minis-
ter. Supplementary? 

Mr. Shafiq Qaadri: I understand that defibrillators, 
coupled with ongoing CPR training, are having a positive 
and salutary benefit regarding the prevention of cardio-
vascular deaths. I trust we will continue to work with 
community partners on the placement of the thousand 
defibrillators program. As well, there is also a great need, 
of course, to focus on cardiovascular risk factors. So a 
series of questions: What is the McGuinty government 
doing in terms of risk factor management? What are we 
doing to support people in making healthy lifestyle 
choices? What is the McGuinty government doing to 
assist people to avoid tobacco use, maintain a healthy 
diet, and stay active and well? 

Hon. Margarett R. Best: I would like to advise the 
honourable member opposite that—sorry. 

Interjections. 
Hon. Margarett R. Best: I’d like to advise our 

member, the member for Etobicoke North, that we are in 
fact continuing to engage in providing investment in 
defibrillators in Ontario. I would also like to highlight 
that in addition to providing defibrillators, the Ministry of 
Health Promotion has been investing $3.4 million a year 
in initiatives designed to promote heart health across the 
province through the Ontario heart health program. The 
Ontario heart health program is part of the Ontario gov-
ernment’s comprehensive cardiac strategy which includes 
health promotion and disease prevention. The— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you, minis-
ter. New question, the member from Durham. 

TIME ALLOCATION 
Mr. John O’Toole: My question is to the Deputy 

Premier. At the current time, you have time-allocated two 
bills. Bill 119 is a tax on small business. And now, Bill 
114 has been time allocated, some would say, in a rather 
treacherous manner. The public hearings were this morn-
ing for about an hour and a half. However, the amend-
ments, as you would know, were due yesterday at noon, 
even before the public hearings. This afternoon we will 
be doing clause-by-clause to finalize the bill. I’m asking 
you, why have you time-allocated Bill 114, which you 
know amends regulations retroactively? 

Hon. George Smitherman: I do appreciate very 
much that the member used the reference “as you know” 
twice in the question on matters which, frankly, were it 
not for the member’s invigorated activity on this at com-
mittee, I wouldn’t have known. The responsible minister 
will be in a position soon to address the particular cir-
cumstance that the honourable member raised earlier in 
committee. I regret that I’m not in a position on the sub-
stance of the matter with respect to the retroactivity of 
regulation to be fully cognizant of the member’s issue. I 
will work with the Minister of Finance to ensure there’s a 

timely response to the honourable member relating to his 
issue raised at committee this morning. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Supplementary? 
Mr. John O’Toole: I appreciate the response, Minis-

ter. That is quite genuine. You would know that the legal 
counsel and the mayor are here, as well as the director of 
finance. Really, they know and I’m expecting that the 
people who drafted the bill in your ministry, or your gov-
ernment’s ministry—they amended schedule A, section 
2, which amends retroactively the Assessment Act, which 
changes the exemption status of limestone which has 
been widely held under the Assessment Act. The amend-
ment, in fact, destroys their current legal argument, 
which is before the courts. 
1110 

Minister, I’m asking you today—as you’ve suggested 
you might, and I commend you for that—to instruct the 
minister to at least withhold and allow this case to 
proceed before the courts before this legislation destroys 
the legal case on which this municipality spent a con-
siderable amount of money to get before the courts on 
November 14. Would you do that for the municipality? 

Hon. George Smitherman: No, I’m not in the habit 
nor the position to be giving advice to my colleague 
minister on that matter. But I do think that through the 
honourable member’s raising of this at committee and 
here in the House, I will take the question under advise-
ment, seek to work with the Minister of Finance, and to 
produce, in a timely manner, for the honourable member 
and indeed for the community and the people of Claring-
ton, a response to the specific case that’s been brought 
forward. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
Ms. Andrea Horwath: My question is to the Minister 

of the Environment. The McGuinty government is well 
aware of St Marys Cement’s proposal to develop a mas-
sive new greenfield quarry in the Flamborough area of 
the city of Hamilton. The proposal is for an open-pit 
mine in the middle of the natural heritage system of the 
greenbelt, where ground water is crucial to the provision 
of clean, safe drinking water to more than 3,000 residents 
of Carlisle. Two thousand people from the area sent post-
cards asking the McGuinty government, once and for all, 
to stop this quarry, which is a serious threat to residents’ 
water safety. 

Will the minister say today when the government is 
going to step in and stop the quarry? 

Hon. John Gerretsen: First of all, I appreciate the 
question very much from the member. I would just like, 
for the record, to note that we are very proud of the ac-
complishments that this government made with respect to 
the greenbelt, something, by the way, that your caucus—
only half the members supported the greenbelt at the 
time. 

Let me also compliment the individuals who are here 
today from FORCE for their interest in the environment. 

But as the member well knows, the permit that has 
been issued is simply for a pump test. There are many 
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other permits that may be required if the pump test 
proves to be adequate and meets the ministry’s require-
ments. There will be municipal approvals that are going 
to be required from the municipality. There will be ap-
provals required from the Ministry of Natural Resources 
as well with respect to a permit. 

We want to make sure that the testing is done proper-
ly. We decided to have the testing redone by the com-
pany because of the excessive amount of rain water that 
fell during the— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you, Minis-
ter. Supplementary? 

Ms. Andrea Horwath: This government’s greenbelt 
is turning into a greed belt, from what we can tell. The 
availability of safe drinking water is at stake here. 
Doesn’t anybody remember Walkerton? I remember when 
the first water restrictions and bans hit the Carlisle com-
munity when I was still sitting on city council in Hamil-
ton. Advisers to the government have called quarries a 
man-made threat of provincial concern because they 
create a direct pathway to the aquifer for contaminants. 
They recommended that new quarries should not be situ-
ated too closely to a municipal wellhead protection area. 
The Environmental Commissioner himself has clearly 
told the government to screen out development proposals 
exactly like this one, which put the interests and profits 
of the aggregate mining industry ahead of the public’s 
water supply and environmental protection. 

When will the government protect residents, farmers, 
businesses and schools near Carlisle by heeding the in-
dependent advice of the Environmental Commissioner 
and stopping this quarry development? 

Hon. John Gerretsen: Let me repeat, once again, that 
this is a pump test; this is not a permit for a quarry. A 
number of safeguards have been built into this. Let me 
remind you and the members of FORCE who are here 
today. 

The safeguards include that the quality and quantity of 
water will be extensively monitored by the ministry. 
Secondly, the project will receive independent oversight 
and reporting. Also, the rate of pumping has been re-
duced by 50%, and the permit has extensive consultation 
and reporting requirements. In order for the second test to 
take place, we will once again be placing the matter on 
the EBR for 30 days. 

We are interested in protecting the greenbelt; we are 
also interested in making sure that there is quarry mater-
ial available if and when required. But no quarry will be 
opened up there unless the testing that is being done here 
will meet our qualifications. And the other approvals 
from both the municipalities and the Ministry of Natural 
Resources have to be— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you, Minis-
ter. New question. 

WORKPLACE SAFETY 
Mr. David Orazietti: My question is for the Minister 

of Labour. When most Ontarians think about the health 
care sector, they think of the well-being of patients. But 

there’s another group that we should also consider. 
Health care workers in my riding of Sault Ste. Marie and 
across the province not only provide high-quality care 
and treatment for Ontarians, but also, at times, put their 
own lives at risk. 

Minister, earlier this week you announced that our 
government will be creating a new, permanently funded 
team of specialists to help improve workplace safety for 
health workers in Ontario. What was the reason behind 
the establishment of the Ministry of Labour’s health care 
unit? Can you please explain how the health care unit is 
funded and whether or not this is new funding or money 
taken from other workplace health and safety inspection 
activities? 

Hon. Peter Fonseca: I would like to thank the mem-
ber for Sault Ste. Marie for his advocacy on the safety of 
our health care workers. We have 480,000 health care 
workers in this province who protect us day in and day 
out. It’s only right that we protect them. 

I want to say that after the final report of the SARS 
commission, Justice Archie Campbell said that hospitals 
are dangerous places, just like mines and factories. What 
we did at that time was put a temporary health care team 
in place after that SARS report. With this announcement, 
what we’ve done is made this health care unit permanent, 
a team that will go into those health care sector work-
places and make sure that they can take a proactive 
approach to the health and safety of those health care 
workers. They now have new, permanent funding of $2.1 
million. This involves hiring and training 17 full-time 
equivalent specialists— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you. Sup-
plementary? 

Mr. David Orazietti: Until the formation of the Min-
istry of Labour’s health care unit within its occupational 
health and safety branch, can you tell us who is respon-
sible for monitoring workplace health and safety in hos-
pitals and other health care workplaces? 

As well, Ontarians would like to know whether the 
health care team contributes to the ministry’s overall Safe 
at Work Ontario strategy. As well, what are some of the 
other initiatives that the Ministry of Labour has intro-
duced since the time of SARS? 

Hon. Peter Fonseca: Again, thank you to the mem-
ber. 

The Ministry of Labour staff is responsible for in-
specting the health and safety regulations in provincially 
regulated industrial sector workplaces, looked after by 
what is now a special team in the health care sector. So 
this unit will be doing that. 

In terms of the overall Safe at Work Ontario strategy, 
the health care unit will also provide support to all pro-
vincially regulated work places. We have added an 
additional 200 inspectors to bring our inspector levels to 
over 400. We’ve provided updated infection control 
training for the ministry’s 233 industrial inspectors. 
We’ve established an advisory committee for the health 
care sector under section 21 of the Occupational Health 
and Safety Act. We’ve done a lot to help in this field. 
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PROSTATE CANCER SCREENING 
Ms. Laurie Scott: My question is to the Minister of 

Health. I quote the Thunder Bay Chronicle from Septem-
ber 15, 2007. Dalton McGuinty says, “It’s essential to 
cover the PSA test for men.” In light of the statement by 
your leader and your predecessor’s promise, will you 
fulfill your promise and ensure that the costs of prostate-
specific antigen tests for all men over 50 will be covered 
by OHIP beginning January 1, 2009? 

Hon. David Caplan: As was laid out not only in the 
election platform, but by my colleague the Minister of 
Finance in the recent budget—which I would add that 
this member voted against—we will be covering the cost 
of PSA testing in Ontario, in keeping with our commit-
ments, starting January 1. 

Ms. Laurie Scott: Minister, OHIP already covers 
PSA tests when a man has been diagnosed with prostate 
cancer. In many cases, it’s simply too late and the cancer 
has spread. So I want to be specific with you on the fact 
that the Ontario director of the Canadian Prostate Cancer 
Network met with one of your senior advisers and she 
said that the Ontario government is not going to imple-
ment coverage of PSA screening tests on January 1, 
2009. Instead, meetings will be set up in January 2009 to 
decide what will be happening re the PSA tests. My 
constituent Hans Vanderkley, of the Lindsay Prostate 
Cancer Support Group, is concerned. Minister, are you 
going to cover the cost of PSA testing for all men over 50 
on January 1, 2009? 

Hon. David Caplan: Oddly, this member, having vot-
ed against this measure contained in the budget—also, 
this member advocates a $3-billion cut to health care. 

Interjection. 
Hon. David Caplan: I say to the member from Sim-

coe–Grey, who really doesn’t care about these matters—I 
repeat to the member who wants and wishes to cut a 
further $3 billion out of health care, which I adamantly 
oppose, that it seems the member has a hard time taking 
yes for an answer. The government’s approach generally 
supports informed decision-making between the phy-
sician and the patient, making the best determination of 
the appropriateness of tests for each individual. That’s 
the approach that we’ve taken as a government, those are 
the commitments that we’ve made, that is what I reiterate 
here today, and I hope that this member will, in fact, in-
form her constituent of this answer when she has a 
chance to be back in her riding during constituency week. 
1120 

WATER SUPPLY 
Mr. Peter Tabuns: To the environment minister: The 

72-home hamlet of Colgan is situated on the Oak Ridges 
moraine and has had poor water supply for 12 years due 
to high-volume water use at a local golf course and de-
creased rainfall. The community is accessing water from 
the moraine’s aquifer and has been on water restriction 
since April. However, the local township, which includes 
Colgan, has recently approved a development that will 

bring 2,300 people, a 170-bed nursing home and a strip 
mall to Colgan. The aquifer will be tapped even further to 
provide water. Why has this government created a mor-
aine act that protects the right to build golf courses and 
developments but doesn’t protect its water supply? 

Hon. John Gerretsen: I am not familiar with this 
situation. I’m certainly prepared to look into it and get 
back to the member on it. 

But the greenbelt basically protects all those environ-
mentally sensitive areas as well as good farmland in 
those 1.8 million acres of land. There were some infilling 
provisions that were allowed in existing municipalities 
and it may very well be that the kind of development he 
is talking about is infilling within that municipality. I’m 
more than prepared to get back to the member on this 
particular issue. I’m just not familiar with the details that 
he’s described here today. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Supplementary? 
Mr. Peter Tabuns: It isn’t simply a question of de-

tails, it’s whether or not you’re going to protect the water 
supply. The question was asked by my colleague and I’m 
asking you. Are you going to take action, legal action 
that you can take, to reform the act so that the water sup-
ply is protected on the moraine and so that homeowners 
aren’t in a position where they’re going to be living with 
water restrictions for decades or be in a situation where 
people who bought homes will have incredible difficulty 
selling them because people will ask where the water will 
come from? 

Will you go back to the act and revise it so that the 
water supply is protected? 

Hon. John Gerretsen: We take any issues with re-
spect to drinking water very seriously and certainly, if 
there are issues here that need to be resolved by the pro-
vincial government, we will do that. I will just leave it at 
that. We will look into this situation and get back to the 
member in the near future. 

VETERANS 
ANCIENS COMBATTANTS 

Mr. Dave Levac: My question is for the Minister 
Responsible for Seniors. As you know, Ontarians cour-
ageously protected the freedom of our province, our 
nation and, indeed, the world by serving in World War I, 
World War II, the Korean War and conflicts worldwide. 
More than 1.5 million Canadians, many of them Ontar-
ians, bravely fought in the wars but, sadly, more than 
110,000 soldiers did not return home to their loved ones 
and to our province. 

As we approach Remembrance Day, we must remem-
ber the service and sacrifice of our veterans, which I 
know all in the House do. We should all take the time, 
not just on Remembrance Day, to honour and thank our 
veterans, their spouses, and the widows and widowers. 

Can the minister tell the House what the government 
is doing to honour Ontario’s veterans beyond Remem-
brance Day throughout the province? 
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Hon. M. Aileen Carroll: Thank you to my colleague 
for a very thoughtful question at this important time. Re-
membrance Day is indeed a time to pause and reflect 
upon the sacrifices our veterans made to protect our 
shared Canadian values. I often think of my uncle, who 
served as a sea captain in the Canadian Merchant Marine 
during World War II. Honouring our veterans is import-
ant, not just on Remembrance Day, but year-round and 
it’s important to provide our veterans with opportunities 
to share those stories with Canadians, and Ontarians es-
pecially, and particularly our youth. The memories my 
uncle shared with us were remarkable and they moulded 
much of our understanding of the real sacrifices that 
young Canadians made during those war years. 

The McGuinty government has provided $100,000 to 
hold veteran appreciation days in partnership with the 
Dominion Institute so that these very important stories 
will continue— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you. Sup-
plementary? 

Mr. Dave Levac: Thank you to the minister for start-
ing to tell us about what else is happening beyond Re-
membrance Day. I’m sure that Ontarians generally and 
also the veterans and their families will be pleased to 
hear that the government does indeed support events that 
honour our veterans not just on Remembrance Day, but 
throughout the year. 

You also mentioned in particular the importance of 
engaging our young people. As a former educator, I made 
it a point to ensure that our schools were involved in 
participating in Remembrance Day ceremonies, and also, 
in the school or outside of the school, anytime we had an 
opportunity to honour our veterans, so that they learned 
about the service and sacrifice. Many of the kids that I 
taught were of the age where people actually lied about 
their age to serve in the war: 14-, 15- and 16-year-olds. 

We must continue to show our veterans that we want 
to protect those freedoms that we have and enjoy today. 
Can the minister explain what the government is doing to 
engage the public, and especially our young people, so 
that they can better understand and appreciate our prov-
ince’s proud history? 

Hon. M. Aileen Carroll: Again, I thank my col-
league. What is important, I think, to share with the 
Legislature is that in addition to the $100,000 that the 
McGuinty government is giving to the Dominion Insti-
tute, there will be an additional $150,000 given to them 
through the Ontario Trillium Foundation, again for the 
institute’s veteran appreciation project. This project, as 
my colleague has mentioned, will engage thousands of 
community members over the next two years, including 
educators, students, libraries, Legion branches and veter-
ans’ associations. The project encourages these groups to 
compile the important stories of our veterans from their 
communities so that they can create a unique online 
resource for all Ontarians. 

Le projet d’appréciation des anciens combattants 
aidera à bâtir un héritage durable pour les Ontariens, 
notamment les jeunes. Il permettra d’assurer que les 
sacrifices de nos combattants— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you. 

ELECTRICITY SUPPLY 
Mrs. Julia Munro: My question is to the Minister of 

Energy. Residents of my riding are concerned about the 
peaker plant which your government has ordered built in 
northern York region. We have now found out that you 
have added Bradford to the list of proposed sites. How 
many more proposed locations in my riding will you add 
to your list? And since you are adding more sites, why 
will you not restart the local consultation process with 
people in my riding? 

Hon. George Smitherman: I want to thank the 
honourable member for the question. We do have a re-
sponsibility to provide a reliable supply of electricity to 
all residents in Ontario and to the high-growth area of 
northern York region, where hospitals like South Lake, 
as an example, have grown exponentially as a result of 
investments from our government. 

With respect to the process that the Ontario Power 
Authority is running, proponents are given the oppor-
tunity to select sites. I don’t do that. In the case of the site 
that the honourable member mentions, that came forward 
from a proponent. The opportunity for proponents to 
propose sites has ended. I believe there are six, and more 
information will be forthcoming soon about those six that 
have made application to be considered as the site for a 
peaking plant, the advantage of which is that it can meet 
the demand that is there on particularly cold or particu-
larly hot days when there’s behaviour on the part of our 
constituents that seeks additional electricity use. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Supplementary? 
Mrs. Julia Munro: The Ontario Clean Air Alliance 

says that your proposed plant will use the least efficient 
gas technology to generate power and that its greenhouse 
gas emission rate will be double that of a high-efficiency, 
natural-gas-fired plant. Will you tell my constituents 
exactly what emissions this plant will put into our air and 
precisely what effect these emissions will have on our 
local environment and health? 

Hon. George Smitherman: Considering especially 
that any emissions with respect to any form of gas-fired 
plant are so substantially below those related to coal, we 
can tell your constituents right from the starting point that 
the net impact in improvement is very, very beneficial 
indeed. 

We have to recognize that northern York region has a 
peaker plant headed there to meet the needs of the people 
because the same communities overall rejected reinforce-
ments to the transmission grid and they are a growing 
area with rates of growth about three times the average in 
the province of Ontario. 

I do believe that the relative efficiency has to do with 
the amount of time that such a plant would run. These are 
plants that are designed to respond to the demand; that is, 
when people flip the switch as they demand air condi-
tioning, or heating in particularly cold winter weather. 
But I’d be very, very happy to get even more environ-
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mental information to the member so that she can dis-
tribute it to her constituents. 
1130 

RETIREMENT HOMES 
Mme France Gélinas: Ma question est pour la minis-

tre responsable des aînées, the minister responsible for 
seniors. It has been almost two years since the govern-
ment finished consulting Ontarians on regulating the care 
provided in retirement homes, yet Ontarians have seen no 
improvement. In these consultations, stakeholders called 
on the province to establish mandatory province-wide 
standards of care and create an independent agency that 
could enforce these standards. 

Since taking on the responsibility of seniors’ issues, 
why hasn’t the minister taken any action to regulate the 
care provided in retirement homes? 

Hon. M. Aileen Carroll: I thank the honourable 
member for her question. In fact, we have taken consider-
able action and have been very preoccupied with the file, 
both within my ministry and the secretariat and in con-
junction with the minister and his Ministry of Health and 
Long-Term Care. 

Actually, I’m quite pleased with the progress and 
looking forward very much to what will be announced in 
the months ahead, and I think the honourable member 
will be pleased with the outcome of our work and discus-
sions. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Supplementary? 
Mme France Gélinas: As it stands today—I mean, on 

September 7, 2007, just before we ran for election, the 
McGuinty government had a press release that said we 
could expect retirement homes to be regulated. It is now 
November 2008 and care in retirement homes in Ontario 
is completely unregulated. 

Especially with the government’s new initiative en-
couraging vulnerable alternate-level-of-care patients to 
move from hospitals to retirement homes, we need to 
have clear standards of care. This government knows that 
there are problems in unregulated retirement homes. She 
has the solution; she should address the issue. Yet On-
tario seniors have seen no action. We’ve seen empty 
promises. 

I ask again: When will the minister share with seniors 
and with this member, and take action to regulate the 
care— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you. Minis-
ter? 

Hon. M. Aileen Carroll: I’m well aware of when the 
process began here within the McGuinty government. In 
fact, I have a copy of the very news release to which the 
honourable member makes reference. 

One has to move forward with considerable study and 
with considerable consultation. There was extensive con-
sultation with the stakeholders, with seniors, with organ-
izations. In fact, I have a meeting shortly after question 
period and we’ll be meeting with very important stake-
holders in this regard. 

I’m quite comfortable with where we are. I think the 
House will be equally comfortable as we move forward 
with exactly the outcome of all of this work. 

HEALTH CARE 
Mr. Yasir Naqvi: My question is to the Minister of 

Health and Long-Term Care. Minister, as you know, I 
represent a large downtown riding and I have the pleas-
ure of hearing from many new Canadians, especially 
foreign-trained medical professionals. On a regular basis, 
I hear from them about the issue of capacity in our health 
care system. As my constituents in Ottawa Centre can 
attest, these individuals are eager to begin to practise 
medicine in Ontario at a time when we need to increase 
capacity in our health care system. 

While I know that our government has made tremen-
dous investments in the health care sector since 2003 to 
increase capacity in our medical schools and the health 
care system, my constituents were surprised to learn 
about the bill we have introduced to address the issue of 
foreign-trained medical professionals. 

Could the minister please highlight for us how Bill 97, 
if passed, will assist foreign-trained medical profes-
sionals? 

Hon. David Caplan: It’s an excellent question, and I 
want to thank the member from Ottawa Centre for his 
advocacy. 

Our government has more than doubled international 
medical graduate spaces. There are currently over 630 
IMGs training in Ontario, and over 1,000 foreign-trained 
doctors have entered into practice in Ontario since 2003. 
In fact, in Ottawa, that number is currently 431 phys-
icians. 

But there are barriers to registration to practise for 
internationally educated health care providers, and they 
do persist. That’s why Bill 97 was introduced. If passed, 
it would change the mandate of all of Ontario’s 23 regu-
lated health professional colleges to acknowledge that 
access to health care is a matter of public interest. 

The bill does not, however, place full responsibility of 
access on regulatory changes; rather, it acknowledges the 
vital role they play in helping us to implement solu-
tions— 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Thank you. Sup-
plementary? 

Mr. Yasir Naqvi: Thank you, Minister, for that infor-
mation. My constituents in Ottawa Centre will be pleased 
to hear that we are working hard in our efforts to harness 
the skills and talents of these internationally trained pro-
fessionals. 

Minister, you mentioned specifically that our govern-
ment is working closely with the College of Physicians 
and Surgeons of Ontario to address the issue of foreign-
trained medical professionals. Along with our invest-
ments in the health care sector, working in partnership 
with health care organizations is certainly a positive way 
to address this issue of increasing capacity in our health 
care system. 
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One other organization that I hear from on a regular 
basis is the Ontario Medical Association. I understand 
that our government recently signed an agreement with 
the OMA. Could the minister please share with this 
House how the recently signed agreement with the OMA 
will benefit Ontarians and our health care system? 

Hon. David Caplan: The member is astute to point 
out the recent agreement that was signed with the Ontario 
Medical Association because this agreement is an import-
ant part of our government’s plan to improve access to 
family health care and to reduce wait times in our emer-
gency departments. The agreement provides incentives 
for family physicians in partnership with the govern-
ment—and this is especially important because it’s the 
first time that we have been able to achieve this—to 
attach a minimum of half a million unattached patients 
within three years of ratification of the agreement. It in-
cludes a new program that will defer interest on medical 
resident debt. It will fund up to 500 nurses, making it 
easier for doctors and nurses to work together in family 
practice. It provides doctors with the tools they need to 
help their patients better manage their chronic conditions 
by using an online registry and self-help tools. It also 
increases access to community mental health services for 
high-risk patients. 

This new agreement reflects the common vision 
shared by our government and by the province’s doctors 
on how to improve health care for all Ontarians. 

TIME ALLOCATION 
Mr. Frank Klees: On a point of order: I want to raise 

an issue with you that I believe concerns every member 
of this Legislature. It relates to the government’s 
handling of Bill 114. 

Earlier in question period, the member from Durham 
raised the issue that on this bill the deadline for amend-
ments was actually in advance of the date of the public 
hearing. Those public hearings took place this morning; 
clause-by-clause is taking place this afternoon. 

We know that the purpose of public hearings is to 
provide stakeholders and members of this House with an 
opportunity to make input into legislation so that amend-
ments can then be formulated as a result of those public 
hearings. For the government to have drawn a deadline 
for amendments to be submitted before the public hear-
ings can even take place, that makes a farce of the pro-
cess. 

I would ask that you consider this issue and that you 
rule on whether it is appropriate for the government to 
consider amendments before the public and members of 
this Legislature have even had an opportunity to make 
their submission. I understand fully that the government 
inserted that right into its closure motion, that this place 
voted on that and that the government has a majority. I 
understand that. What I want to point out, however, is 
that notwithstanding the government’s majority, to deal 
in this way with the privileges of a member of this Legis-

lature is undermining our role in this place, and it is 
wrong. It should never be done again 

Hon. Michael Bryant: I submit it’s not a point of 
order, and I would submit that it’s not one which requires 
you to rule, but that is at your discretion. I will echo what 
the Deputy Premier said, which is that we undertake to 
work through the House leaders if there is in fact 
anything appropriate that needs to be done. We will do 
that, and that is the form in which that ought to be 
worked out. 

Mr. John O’Toole: On the same point of order: I 
would support the observations by Mr. Klees based on 
my participation in the committee hearing this morning, 
where even the input for a question was denied. I think it 
is a good review for you and the table, and I look forward 
to an objective look at the legitimacy of that time 
allocation motion. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): I want to thank the 
members who spoke on this point of order. As we all 
know, this was an order of the House that was put forth 
as a motion and was voted on by this House. The 
requirements for the filing deadline were established by 
the decision of the House, thus forming an order of the 
House. 

It was not a point of order, but I do remind the 
member that that motion that had been put on the floor 
was an amendable motion and that any member of this 
House could have brought forward an amendment. 

DEFERRED VOTES 

WORKPLACE SAFETY 
AND INSURANCE 

AMENDMENT ACT, 2008 
LOI DE 2008 MODIFIANT LA LOI 

SUR LA SÉCURITÉ PROFESSIONNELLE 
ET L’ASSURANCE CONTRE 

LES ACCIDENTS DU TRAVAIL 
The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): We have a defer-

red vote on the motion for second reading of Bill 119, An 
Act to Amend the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, 
1997. 

Call in the members. This will be a 10-minute bell. 
The division bells rang from 1140 to 1151. 
The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): All those in favour 

will rise one at a time and be recognized by the Clerk. 

Ayes 
Aggelonitis, Sophia 
Albanese, Laura 
Arthurs, Wayne 
Balkissoon, Bas 
Bartolucci, Rick 
Bentley, Christopher 
Best, Margarett 
Bisson, Gilles 
Broten, Laurel C. 
Bryant, Michael 

Fonseca, Peter 
Gerretsen, John 
Gélinas, France 
Gravelle, Michael 
Hampton, Howard 
Horwath, Andrea 
Hoy, Pat 
Jaczek, Helena 
Kormos, Peter 
Leal, Jeff 

Orazietti, David 
Pendergast, Leeanna 
Phillips, Gerry 
Prue, Michael 
Pupatello, Sandra 
Qaadri, Shafiq 
Ramal, Khalil 
Rinaldi, Lou 
Sandals, Liz 
Sergio, Mario 
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Cansfield, Donna H. 
Caplan, David 
Carroll, Aileen 
Colle, Mike 
Delaney, Bob 
Dhillon, Vic 
Dickson, Joe 
DiNovo, Cheri 
Duguid, Brad 
Flynn, Kevin Daniel 

Levac, Dave 
Mangat, Amrit 
Marchese, Rosario 
McMeekin, Ted 
Meilleur, Madeleine 
Miller, Paul 
Milloy, John 
Mitchell, Carol 
Moridi, Reza 
Naqvi, Yasir 

Smith, Monique 
Smitherman, George 
Sousa, Charles 
Tabuns, Peter 
Van Bommel, Maria 
Watson, Jim 
Wilkinson, John 
Wynne, Kathleen O. 
Zimmer, David 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): All those 
opposed? 

Nays 
Arnott, Ted 
Barrett, Toby 
Chudleigh, Ted 
Elliott, Christine 
Hardeman, Ernie 

Hudak, Tim 
Jones, Sylvia 
Klees, Frank 
Miller, Norm 
Munro, Julia 

O’Toole, John 
Savoline, Joyce 
Scott, Laurie 
Wilson, Jim 

The Clerk of the Assembly (Ms. Deborah Deller): 
The ayes are 59; the nays are 14. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): I declare the 
motion carried. 

Second reading agreed to. 
The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Pursuant to the 

order of the House dated November 5, 2008, this bill is 
ordered referred to the Standing Committee on Social 
Policy. 

I’d like to take this opportunity to, and I ask all mem-
bers to join me, thank this group of pages. Their term has 
come to an end, and we wish them all the best in their 
future endeavours. 

The business of the morning being concluded, this 
House stands recessed until 1 p.m. 

The House recessed from 1154 to 1300. 

INTRODUCTION OF VISITORS 

Hon. David Caplan: This is Medical Radiation 
Technologists Week in Ontario, and we have members of 
the Ontario Association of Medical Radiation Technolog-
ists here with us today. I have the pleasure today to 
welcome to the Legislature Dr. Robin Hesler, Greg 
Toffner, Eleanor Roppel, Judith Baranowski, Valarie 
Kelly and Rory Demetrioff. Welcome to Queen’s Park, 
and I hope you enjoy your day here today. 

Mr. Dave Levac: Joining us today in the gallery are 
Mr. Bob Brown and his mother, Susan, from the riding of 
Brant. Bob is the president of the Alliance for Equality of 
Blind Canadians. With him is his guide dog, Boon. Boon 
is a Lions International-trained guide dog. He comes 
from the United States. He doesn’t have a working visa, 
and his master says if he doesn’t behave himself, he will 
send him back home. 

Bob joins us today for a charity event and wants to 
know the workings of the Legislature. I believe it will be 
the first time a guide dog has been introduced in the 
House. 

MEMBERS’ STATEMENTS 

ENERGY SYMPOSIUM 
Mr. Toby Barrett: As questions and new power pro-

posals continue to surface, I invite all to Jarvis on 
Thursday, November 20, for a symposium I’m hosting on 
energy generation and our environment. 

Once again, this year’s symposium will have a full 
slate of presenters and exhibits covering all aspects of the 
energy generation spectrum, from carbon sequestration to 
natural gas combined cycle power generation, biomass, 
geothermal, wind power, solar, clean air technology, 
nuclear and conservation. 

Those speaking and presenting will travel to Jarvis 
from all parts of the province, representing Farmers for 
Economic Opportunity, Competitive Power Ventures, 
Ontario Power Generation, Norfolk Energy, the Clean 
Affordable Energy Alliance, Grand Erie Energy Quest, 
the Ministry of Natural Resources, the Ontario Feder-
ation of Agriculture, the Canadian Environmental Law 
Association, the Canadian Nuclear Workers Council, 
Bruce Power, as well as individuals. 

After writing the Premier twice for answers and re-
questing consultation with our area residents before 
energy-generation decisions are made without those 
being impacted being allowed to have a say, I’ve taken it 
upon myself to, yet again, hold the consultation and have 
the symposium. So I invite all—the Premier, the Minister 
of Energy and the Minister of the Environment—down to 
our area for a lively evening. 

PROPERTY TAXATION 
Mr. Peter Kormos: Speaker, my constituency office 

down in Welland—just like yours, I’ll bet you—has been 
getting phone calls and e-mails from people in shock 
when they open their assessment notices. The Liberals 
thought they were oh-so-clever by freezing assessments 
for two years to carry them through an election without 
doing anything to fix the problem. So they froze 
assessments for two years, haven’t fixed the problem, 
and assessment kicks back in. Talk to Bob C.—we’ll 
leave it at that for the moment—down in Port Colborne. 
He’s got an assessment that jumped from $154,000 to 
$191,000. 

You have to understand that it’s not as if there’s a big 
market down there. Factories are shutting left and right. 
Workers are losing their jobs, just like in the rest of 
Ontario. So folks down where I am are mad as all get-out 
at the Liberals, just like folks where you are, Speaker. 
They want no more to do with them, because the Liberals 
have failed homeowners across this province, especially 
the seniors and people on fixed incomes, for Pete’s sake. 

New Democrats understand, because we know that 
market-value assessment is an incredibly flawed process. 
We didn’t like it then, and we don’t like it now. The 
Liberals objected to it when the Conservatives introduced 
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it but seem to have embraced it as government. We 
believe that assessments should be fixed under real 
market value and survive until the next purchase. 

MEDICAL RADIATION 
TECHNOLOGISTS WEEK 

Mr. Wayne Arthurs: I rise in the House today to 
recognize, during the month of November, Medical 
Radiation Technologists Week in Ontario. 

The Ontario Association of Medical Radiation Tech-
nologists is the official voice for Ontario’s 5,000-plus 
medical radiation technologists, who provide all of the 
medical imaging and radiation therapy across the 
province in hospitals and independent health facilities. 

The Ontario Association of Medical Radiation Tech-
nologists is the voice of the four health profession spe-
cialties in medical radiation technology: radiological 
technology, radiation therapy, nuclear medicine and 
magnetic resonance imaging. 

There are currently 6,000 medical radiation technolo-
gists in Ontario who ensure that patients in Ontario 
receive quality, effective and efficient health care in our 
province. Medical radiation technologists are a key focal 
point in health care and use their skills to help patients 
receive the diagnostic images that make it possible for 
physicians and nurses to determine appropriate treat-
ments. Also, MRTs use radiation therapy to treat cancers 
and diseases, helping Ontarians to live longer and 
healthier lives. MRTs are certainly one important note 
that make health care in Ontario a world-class system. 

On behalf of MRTs’ strong commitment to our 
patients and for their continuing support for interpro-
fessional collaboration within Ontario’s health care 
system, I rise in the House today to recognize and con-
gratulate medical radiation technologists this week. 

CANADIAN BLOOD SERVICES 
Mr. Ernie Hardeman: I’m pleased to rise in the 

House to talk about an important issue that affects people 
across Ontario. As many of you know, Canadian Blood 
Services has announced a shortage in their blood supply. 
In the last two months, the national blood inventory 
dropped by over 40%. Last week, Canadian Blood 
Services only had enough blood supply for two days’ 
worth of transfusions. 

The reality is that nearly half of Canadians say that 
they or a family member has needed blood at some time 
and the demand has been rising over the past several 
years. One in two Canadians is eligible to give blood but, 
in the past year, only one in 60 has actually done so, even 
though just one donation can save up to three lives. 

Blood donated in Canada is used every day for routine 
operations and emergency services. Some cancer patients 
require up to eight units of blood every week, and up to 
50 units of blood may be needed for victims of a car 
accident. 

Yesterday, in response to the call put out by Canadian 
Blood Services, John Tory and I went with a group of 
people from Queen’s Park to donate blood. The process 
was simple, quick and incredibly rewarding. It only took 
less than an hour to give, and it is one of the easiest 
things we can do to actually save people’s lives. 

The need is urgent. This isn’t something that can wait. 
I encourage everyone, if you are able to give, please 
make an appointment and go as soon as possible to 
ensure that Canadian Blood Services can continue to help 
those in need. 

DOMINIC AGOSTINO 
Ms. Sophia Aggelonitis: Last evening, the late 

Dominic Agostino, a dear friend to many and former 
MPP for Hamilton East, was inducted into Hamilton’s 
Gallery of Distinction. With this, Dominic joined 150 
other distinguished members who have made a signifi-
cant contribution to Hamilton. His induction is a fitting 
tribute to a life lived with unrelenting passion for and 
inspiring dedication to his family, his friends, his com-
munity, Hamilton and his province. 

The Gallery of Distinction itself has done great things 
for Hamilton. It has presented to Hamiltonians of all 
backgrounds the stories of a series of inspiring individ-
uals who have made their city the wonderful place it is 
today. 

Dominic Agostino’s portrait and biography will now 
hang at the Hamilton Convention Centre. For those who 
knew him, it will serve as a reminder of the great things 
he accomplished and the energy he brought to Hamilton. 
For those who did not, it will tell a story that with hard 
work and dedication to your community, combined with 
a strong vision and enthusiasm, great things are possible. 

LIBERAL LEADERSHIP 
Mr. Ted Chudleigh: I rise today to talk about 

leadership. The republic to the south just elected a new 
leader. Despite what you think of his policies, Barack 
Obama has those qualities that make great leaders. He 
has fresh ideas, a bold vision and the courage to create 
change. Compare that to the current leadership of this 
Liberal government. It is a bleak contrast. 
1310 

Great leaders shine during periods of transition. They 
adapt, they bring innovative ideas and thay do what’s 
right, even if it means admitting their mistakes. Poor 
leaders shrink away from responsibility. They blame 
others, stubbornly hold on to old ideas and evade ques-
tions. I’ll leave it to the people of Ontario to decide what 
kind of leadership the McGuinty government is pro-
viding. 

Ontario’s economy is in a painful flux. Just today we 
heard about hundreds more job losses at Navistar in 
Chatham and at CAMI in Ingersoll. We wish that we 
could give hope to those working families, that we could 
provide them with leadership during hard times. I wish 
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we could show them a recovery plan. But this govern-
ment is so mired in self-righteousness that they refuse to 
change. The Premier is so married to his talking points 
that he won’t acknowledge the crisis before us. 

Faced with huge obstacles, Barack Obama shouted, 
“Yes, we can.” Faced with the need for economic leader-
ship, Dalton McGuinty says, “No, we won’t.” 

REFOREST LONDON 
Mr. Khalil Ramal: I would like to honour the efforts 

and success of ReForest London, an organization that is 
helping London keep its reputation as the Forest City. 
Along with the Glen Cairn Community Resource Centre, 
ReForest London is planting 1,000 trees at schools, 
businesses, parks and other public areas in the Glen Cairn 
neighbourhood. 

These trees will have a significant impact on our air 
quality and property values. Just as importantly, they will 
generate community pride and reduce global warming. 

Last weekend, I joined community volunteers in 
Thompson Park to plant 400 native trees and shrubs. The 
spirit of community at the event was so great. 

Over the next two weekends, ReForest London, along 
with youth from Glen Cairn community centre, will plant 
100 trees in yards throughout the city of London. Next 
spring, they will host a discount tree sale. 

In response to this initiative, the city of London will 
also plant 100 trees alongside the boulevards in London. 

This Re-leaf Project was funded by the Ontario 
Trillium Foundation, TD Friends of the Environment 
Foundation and an Evergreen grant. I would like to thank 
them and all the participants for their great efforts to 
maintain our image in the city of London as the Forest 
City. 

THANK-A-VET LUNCHEON 
Mr. Dave Levac: I wish to bring to the attention of 

the House a great annual event held in the riding of Brant 
for over 18 years. It’s called the Thank-A-Vet Luncheon. 

In its new format since 1998, local veterans, spouses 
and widows and widowers from Brant, Brantford and Six 
Nations/New Credit have been invited as honoured 
guests to enjoy a delicious hot meal, greetings from vari-
ous dignitaries, music from the era and a time to share 
and renew friendships. On November 1, this luncheon 
saw over 675 guests being honoured as a small way of 
expressing our community’s gratitude for their sacrifices. 

I had the honour of chairing this committee from 1999 
to 2004. This year’s co-chairs, Scott Clare and Bill 
Chopp, and vice co-chairs, Heather Gaukel and Mike 
Rafferty, deserve kudos for a great event. Check out 
www.thank-a-vet.ca. 

With the assistance and participation of all levels of 
government, the private sector, schools and individuals, 
enough funds were raised to make this a free event for 
our cherished veterans. 

This, to our knowledge, is the largest event of its kind 
in Canada. To each and every supporter of this lunch-
eon—the volunteer servers; the caterer, Sherwood Inn; 
students; donors of in-kind services; monetary donors; 
and particularly the 56th Field Regiment and the organ-
izing committee—we say thank you. 

Finally, we do say to our veterans everywhere, “We 
will remember.” 

ORDER OF CIVIL MERIT 
Mr. David Zimmer: Yesterday, I attended an event at 

the Korean Consulate here in Toronto. At that event, two 
distinguished Canadian Koreans who reside here in 
Toronto received awards. 

Mr. Raymond Cho, a Toronto city councillor, received 
the award from the Republic of Korea: the Order of Civil 
Merit for his distinguished service to the Korean 
Canadian community. Also receiving an award was the 
For You Telecare Family Service. It is a Canadian 
Korean family services agency. Mrs. Lee accepted the 
award on behalf of that organization. 

The award is given by the Republic of Korea through 
the President of the Republic to a number of very 
distinguished Korean Canadians every year who have 
made a contribution to the Canadian Korean community, 
and I’m very pleased to be able to recognize those 
members and that organization in this chamber today. 

WEARING OF PINS 
Mrs. Amrit Mangat: On a point of order, Mr. 

Speaker: I believe we have reached unanimous consent 
for each member to wear a pin in recognition of World 
Diabetes Day. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Agreed? Agreed. 

INTRODUCTION OF BILLS 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AMENDMENT ACT 

(INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES), 2008 
LOI DE 2008 MODIFIANT 

LA LOI SUR LA PROTECTION 
DE L’ENVIRONNEMENT 

(INSTALLATIONS INDUSTRIELLES) 
Mr. Levac moved first reading of the following bill: 
Bill 125, An Act to amend the Environmental 

Protection Act to regulate industrial facilities that use, 
store or treat hazardous materials / Projet de loi 125, Loi 
modifiant la Loi sur la protection de l’environnement 
pour réglementer les installations industrielles où sont 
utilisés, entreposés ou traités des matériaux dangereux. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Is it the pleasure 
of the House that the motion carry? Carried. 

First reading agreed to. 
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The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): The member for a 
short statement. 

Mr. Dave Levac: This bill, if passed, amends the 
Environmental Protection Act by requiring that industrial 
facilities that regularly use, store or treat significant 
amounts of hazardous materials prepare and submit every 
five years a publicly available environmental report on 
their property. A facility that ceases operations will be 
required to submit a final environmental report. Owners 
of the industrial facilities will be required to be respon-
sible for any environmental damage that occurs on their 
land while under their care. This speaks specifically to 
eradicating brownfields forever. 

PETITIONS 

CHILD CARE 
Mrs. Joyce Savoline: “To the Legislative Assembly 

of Ontario: 
“Whereas the Minister of Community and Social 

Services has launched a blatant attack on our province’s 
grandparents raising their at-risk grandchildren by cutting 
off access to the temporary care assistance program; 

“We, the undersigned, petition the Legislative Assem-
bly of Ontario as follows: 

“That the Legislature call on the minister to overturn 
her July 2008 directives outlining the temporary care 
assistance program and grant all grandparents raising 
their at-risk grandchildren access to this much-needed 
financial support.” 

I agree with this petition and I will affix my name 
thereto and hand it to page Willem. 

CHILD CARE 
Mr. Paul Miller: “To the Legislative Assembly of 

Ontario: 
“Whereas the Minister of Community and Social 

Services has launched a blatant attack on our province’s 
grandparents raising their at-risk grandchildren by cutting 
off access to the temporary care assistance program; 

“We, the undersigned, petition the Legislative Assem-
bly of Ontario as follows: 

“That the Legislature call on the minister to overturn 
her July 2008 directives outlining the temporary care 
assistance program and grant all grandparents raising 
their at-risk grandchildren access to this much-needed 
financial support.” 

I agree with this petition and hereby affix my name to 
it, and page Emma will bring it down. 

HOSPICES 
Ms. Sophia Aggelonitis: “To the Legislative Assem-

bly of Ontario: 
“Whereas hospices on church or hospital property do 

not pay taxes; 

“Whereas hospices are not-for-profit organizations 
providing emotional, spiritual and bereavement support 
and respite care to terminally ill individuals and their 
family members; 

“Whereas a residential hospice (usually an eight-to-10 
bed home-like facility) provides around-the-clock care to 
terminally ill individuals and support to their families; 

“Whereas hospice services are provided free of 
charge; 

“We, the undersigned, petition the Legislative Assem-
bly of Ontario to allow hospices across the province to be 
exempt from municipal taxes.” 

I affix my signature and ask the page to carry it for 
me. 
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CHILD CUSTODY 
Mr. Jeff Leal: I have a petition today from constitu-

ents in the riding of Peterborough in support of the 
private member’s bill of the member from Niagara Falls, 
Bill 33. 

 “To the Legislative Assembly of Ontario: 
“We, the people of Ontario, deserve and have the right 

to request an amendment to the Children’s Law Reform 
Act to emphasize the importance of children’s relation-
ships with their parents and grandparents, as requested in 
Bill 33, put forward by MPP Kim Craitor. 

“Whereas subsection 20(2.1) requires parents and 
others with custody of children to refrain from unreason-
ably placing obstacles to personal relations between the 
children and their grandparents; and 

“Whereas subsection 24(2) contains a list of matters 
that a court must consider when determining the best 
interests of a child. The bill amends that subsection to 
include a specific reference to the importance of main-
taining emotional ties between children and grand-
parents; and 

“Whereas subsection 24(2.1) requires a court that is 
considering custody of or access to a child to give effect 
to the principle that a child should have as much contact 
with each parent and grandparent as is consistent with the 
best interests of the child; and 

“Whereas subsection 24(2.2) requires a court that is 
considering custody of a child to take into consideration 
each applicant’s willingness to facilitate as much contact 
between the child and each parent and grandparent as is 
consistent with the best interests of the child; 

“We, the undersigned, hereby petition the Legislative 
Assembly of Ontario to amend the Children’s Law 
Reform Act to emphasize the importance of children’s 
relationships with their parents and grandparents.” 

I agree with this petition, will affix my signature to it 
and give it to page Chloe. 

HOSPITAL SERVICES 
Mr. Ted Chudleigh: I have a petition to the Legis-

lative Assembly of Ontario. 
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“Whereas Milton District Hospital was designed to 
serve a population of 30,000 people and the town of 
Milton is now home to more than 69,000 people and is 
still growing rapidly; and 

“Whereas the town of Milton is the fastest-growing 
town in Canada and was forced into that rate of growth 
by an act of the Ontario Legislature called ‘Places to 
Grow’; and 

“Whereas the town of Milton is projected to have a 
population of 101,600 people in 2014, which is the 
earliest date an expansion could be completed; and 

“Whereas the current Milton facility is too small to 
accommodate Milton’s explosive growth and parts of the 
hospital prohibit the integration of new outpatient clinics 
and diagnostic technologies; 

“Therefore, be it resolved that the Minister of Health 
and Long-Term Care and the Minister of Energy and 
Infrastructure take the necessary steps to ensure timely 
approval and construction of the expansion to Milton 
District Hospital.” 

I agree with this petition, and I’m glad to sign my 
name. I pass it to my page Faye. 

HOSPITAL FUNDING 
Mr. Bob Delaney: I have a petition to the Ontario 

Legislative Assembly that contains the signatures of 
people from Mississauga, Oakville, Georgetown and 
Brampton, and it reads as follows: 

“Whereas wait times for access to surgical procedures 
in the western GTA area served by the Mississauga 
Halton LHIN are growing despite the vigorous capital 
project activity at the hospitals within the Mississauga 
Halton LHIN boundaries; and 

“Whereas ‘day surgery’ procedures could be per-
formed in an off-site facility, thus greatly increasing the 
ability of surgeons to perform more procedures, allevi-
ating wait times for patients, and freeing up operating 
theatre space in hospitals for more complex procedures 
that may require post-operative intensive care unit 
support and a longer length of stay in hospital; 

“We, the undersigned, petition the Legislative Assem-
bly of Ontario as follows: 

“That the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care 
allocate funds in its 2008-09 capital budget to begin 
planning and construction of an ambulatory surgery 
centre located in western Mississauga to serve the 
Mississauga-Halton area and enable greater access to 
‘day surgery’ procedures that comprise about four fifths 
of all surgical procedures performed.” 

I’m pleased to affix my signature and support this 
petition, and ask page Laura to carry it for me on her last 
day with us here. 

CHILD PROTECTION 
Mr. Bill Murdoch: I have a petition to the Legislative 

Assembly of Ontario. 

“We, the undersigned, petition the Legislative Assem-
bly of Ontario as follows: 

“Whereas Ontario is one of the few provinces that 
does not have independent oversight of child welfare 
administration; and 

“Whereas eight provinces now have independent 
oversight of child welfare issues, including child protec-
tion; and 

“Whereas all provincial Ombudsmen first identified 
child protection as a priority issue in 1986 and still 
Ontario does not allow the Ombudsman to investigate 
people’s complaints about children’s aid societies’ 
decisions; and 

“Whereas people wronged by CAS decisions con-
cerning placement, access, custody or care are not allow-
ed to appeal those decisions to the Ontario Ombudsman’s 
office; 

“Therefore, be it resolved that we support the Om-
budsman having the power to probe decisions and 
investigate complaints concerning the province’s chil-
dren’s aid societies.” 

I have signed this and give it to my page Helen. 

CHILD CARE 
Ms. Sylvia Jones: I have a petition to the Legislative 

Assembly of Ontario. 
“Whereas the Minister of Community and Social 

Services has launched a blatant attack on our province’s 
grandparents raising their at-risk grandchildren by cutting 
off access to the temporary care assistance program; 

“We, the undersigned, petition the Legislative Assem-
bly of Ontario as follows: 

“That the Legislature call on the minister to overturn 
her July 2008 directives outlining the temporary care 
assistance program and grant all grandparents raising 
their at-risk grandchildren access to this much-needed 
financial support.” 

I support this petition and will give it to page Willem. 

POPE JOHN PAUL II 
Mr. Bob Delaney: I have a petition addressed to the 

Parliament of Ontario, signed by a number of people 
within the Polish church in Mississauga on Cawthra 
Road, that I’d like to read. It reads as follows: 

“Whereas the legacy of Pope John Paul II reflects his 
lifelong commitment to international understanding, 
peace and the defence of equality and human rights; 

“Whereas his legacy has an all-embracing meaning 
that is particularly relevant to Canada’s multi-faith and 
multicultural traditions; 

“Whereas, as one of the great spiritual leaders of con-
temporary times, Pope John Paul II visited Ontario dur-
ing his pontificate of more than 25 years and, on his 
visits, was enthusiastically greeted by Ontario’s diverse 
religious and cultural communities; 

“Therefore we, the undersigned, petition the Parlia-
ment of Ontario to grant speedy passage into law of the 
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private member’s bill An Act to proclaim Pope John Paul 
II Day.” 

I’m pleased to join with my colleague in Newmarket–
Aurora in supporting this petition, and I’ll ask page Jenna 
to carry it for me. 

HOSPITAL SERVICES 
Mr. Ted Chudleigh: I have a petition to the Legis-

lative Assembly of Ontario. 
“Whereas the current Oakville Trafalgar Memorial 

Hospital is fully utilized; and 
“Whereas Oakville Trafalgar Memorial Hospital was 

sized to serve a town of Oakville population of 130,000, 
and the current population is now well over 170,000; and 

“Whereas the population of Oakville continues to 
grow as mandated by ‘Places to Grow,’ an act of the On-
tario Legislature, and is projected to be 187,500 in 2012, 
the completion date for a new facility in the original time 
frame; and 

“Whereas residents of the town of Oakville are 
entitled to the same quality of health care as all Ontar-
ians; and 

“Whereas hospital facilities in the surrounding area do 
not have capacity to absorb Oakville’s overflow needs; 

“Therefore, be it resolved that the Minister of Health 
and Long-Term Care and the Minister of Energy and 
Infrastructure take the necessary steps to ensure the new 
Oakville Trafalgar Memorial Hospital be completed 
under its original timelines without further delay.” 

I agree with this petition. I’m pleased to sign my name 
and pass it to my page Meagan. 

ONTARIO SOCIETY 
FOR THE PREVENTION 

OF CRUELTY TO ANIMALS 
Mr. Mike Colle: I have a petition from the good 

citizens on Fairlawn Avenue in my riding, the Provincial 
Animal Welfare Act petition. 

“Whereas the Ontario Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals Act has not been updated since 1919; 

“Whereas Bill 50 would require all veterinarians to 
report suspected abuse and neglect, protecting veterinar-
ians from liability; 

“Whereas it would allow the OSPCA to inspect and 
investigate places where animals are kept; 

“Whereas the bill would prohibit the training of 
animals to fight; 

“Whereas Bill 50 would allow the OSPCA to inspect 
roadside zoos; 

“We, the undersigned, petition the Legislative Assem-
bly of Ontario to pass Bill 50, entitled the Provincial 
Animal Welfare Act, 2008, to protect our animal 
friends.” 

I support the good people on Fairlawn Avenue and I 
put my name to the petition. 

BEER RETAILING AND DISTRIBUTION 
Mr. Ted Chudleigh: I have a petition to the Legis-

lative Assembly of Ontario. 
“Whereas the current system, practice and arrange-

ment of retailing and distributing beer in the province of 
Ontario—and more specifically, the ‘near monopoly’ of 
The Beer Store—severely restricts the accessibility, 
convenience and choice for retail consumers of beer in 
Ontario; and 

“Whereas The Beer Store ‘near monopoly’ is con-
trolled by ‘for-profit, foreign-owned companies’ and 
these companies are not accountable to the people of 
Ontario, and these companies do not act in the best 
interests of the people of Ontario; 

“We, the undersigned, petition the Legislative Assem-
bly of Ontario as follows: 

“That legislation be introduced that will permit the 
retailing and distribution of beer through alternative and 
additional grocery and supermarket retail channels that 
will fairly compete with The Beer Store, thereby allow-
ing an accessible, convenient, safe, well-regulated and 
environmentally responsible retailing environment for 
beer to become established in the province of Ontario.” 

I agree with this petition and I’m glad to sign my 
name and pass it to my page Elise. 
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LUPUS 
Mr. Bob Delaney: I’m pleased to join with my 

seatmate, the indefatigable member from Niagara Falls, 
to read this petition addressed to the Legislative Assem-
bly of Ontario. It read as follows: 

 “Whereas systemic lupus erythematosus is under-
recognized as a global health problem by public health 
professionals and governments, driving the need for 
greater awareness; and 

“Whereas medical research on lupus and efforts to 
develop safer and more effective therapies for the disease 
are underfunded in comparison with diseases of 
comparable magnitude and severity; and 

“Whereas no new safe and effective drugs for lupus 
have been introduced in more than 40 years. Current 
drugs for lupus are very toxic and can cause other life-
threatening health problems that can be worse than the 
primary disease; 

“We, the undersigned, hereby petition the Legislative 
Assembly of Ontario to assist financially with media 
campaigns to bring about knowledge of systemic lupus 
erythematosus and the signs and symptoms of this 
disease to all citizens of Ontario. 

“We further petition the Legislative Assembly of 
Ontario to provide funding for research currently being 
undertaken in lupus clinics throughout Ontario.” 

On behalf of my seatmate, I’m pleased to sign this 
petition and to ask page Laura on her last day with us to 
carry it for me. 
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GASOLINE PRICES 
Ms. Laurie Scott: “To the Legislative Assembly of 

Ontario: 
“Whereas the skyrocketing price of gasoline is causing 

hardship to families across Ontario; and 
“Whereas the McGuinty Liberal government charges a 

gasoline tax of 14.7 cents per litre to drivers in all parts 
of Ontario; and 

“Whereas gasoline tax revenues now go exclusively to 
big cities with transit systems, while roads and bridges 
crumble in other communities across Ontario; and 

“Whereas residents of rural communities in 
Haliburton–Kawartha Lakes–Brock have been shut out of 
provincial gasoline tax revenues to which they have 
contributed; and 

“Whereas whatever one-time money that has flowed 
to municipalities from the McGuinty Liberal government 
has been neither stable nor predictable, and has been 
insufficient to meet our infrastructure needs; 

“We, the undersigned, petition the Legislative Assem-
bly of Ontario to redistribute provincial gasoline tax 
revenues fairly to all communities across the province.” 

These signatures were sent from my community of 
Galway-Cavendish-Harvey. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): There appearing to 
be no further petitions, the time for petitions has ended. 

PRIVATE MEMBERS’ 
PUBLIC BUSINESS 

DIABETES AWARENESS MONTH 
ACT, 2008 

LOI DE 2008 SUR LE MOIS 
DE LA SENSIBILISATION 

AU DIABÈTE 
Mrs. Mangat moved second reading of the following 

bill: 
Bill 113, An Act to proclaim the month of November 

Diabetes Awareness Month in Ontario / Projet de loi 113, 
Loi visant à proclamer le mois de novembre Mois de la 
sensibilisation au diabète. 

The Speaker (Hon. Steve Peters): Pursuant to stand-
ing order 97, the member has 12 minutes for her pres-
entation. 

Mrs. Amrit Mangat: It is indeed an honour to rise 
and present my first private member’s bill for second 
reading. Each member of this House has the privilege of 
being able to introduce legislation that can, if passed, 
help to shape the Ontario that we all love. Today, I bring 
forward legislation entitled Bill 113, Diabetes Awareness 
Month, which I believe will raise awareness about the 
serious nature of the disease known as diabetes. 

Diabetes is often diagnosed when one’s pancreas is 
unable to produce sufficient levels of insulin, the hor-
mone that enables the body to control glucose levels in 

the blood. There are three main types of diabetes. Type 1 
diabetes is typically diagnosed in childhood or early ado-
lescence. Type 2 diabetes generally develops in adults 
over the age of 40, but lately an increasing number of 
children are being diagnosed with type 2 diabetes. 
Gestational diabetes is a temporary condition that occurs 
during pregnancy. Complications resulting from diabetes 
can lead to heart attack, stroke, kidney disease and blind-
ness. In extreme cases, it can even lead to the amputation 
of limbs. 

The statistics are clear: 246 million people worldwide 
are affected by diabetes. Nationwide, over two million 
Canadians are living with the disease. In Ontario, 
900,000 people, that is, 8.8% of our population, are 
living with diabetes, and it is expected that this number 
will grow to 1.2 million by 2010. 

Diabetes is now the sixth leading cause of death in 
Ontario and costs Ontario’s health care system over $5 
billion a year. Evidence confirms that food habits of 
different communities predicate and define the incidence 
of diabetes. This disease affects certain cultural commun-
ities at higher rates compared to others. Statistics show 
that diabetes rates are 30% among South Asians, ab-
originals, Hispanics, Asians and African Canadians. 

As a preventive measure, it is essential that we 
increase awareness about diabetes and work to develop 
programs and services aimed at decreasing and prevent-
ing the incidence of this serious disease. 

The statistics about diabetes are telling. However, the 
real story comes from those who live with the disease 
and their families. This summer, at my community 
barbecue, I met Deborah Gibson, a constituent of mine, 
who told me about her son Trevor, who was diagnosed 
with type 1 diabetes at the age of three. Trevor learned at 
a very early age the serious effects of diabetes. Growing 
up, Trevor had to carefully balance his food intake and 
exercise, and often required as many as six blood glucose 
tests a day and five insulin injections. For Trevor, this 
meant that he was unable to take part in many of the 
activities that his peers took for granted. 

It is my hope that a month dedicated to diabetes 
awareness will help educate those who do not have the 
disease about some of the challenges that diabetics like 
Trevor face on a daily basis. Due to lack of awareness of 
the seriousness of diabetes, some children with this dis-
ease have been denied orange juice to address their 
glucose needs during class, and there are others who have 
been left alone to test their blood glucose in a school 
washroom or closet. 

Trevor received an insulin pump in 2006, and I’m 
happy to report that it improved his quality of life 
dramatically, as it made it easier for him to manage the 
disease. 

Trevor and his mother, Debbie, are here with us today, 
so I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate 
Trevor and his mother for their endurance, determination 
and for being a role model to others living with diabetes. 

The exact causes of diabetes are unknown. However, 
based on the evidence, we know that lifestyle changes 
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can help prevent or delay the onset of diabetes, and 
people can live long, healthy and happy lives. The key to 
fighting diabetes is timely awareness and prevention. If 
children are taught the benefits of a healthy diet and 
physical activity at an early age, diabetes can often be 
avoided later in life. By changing a diet, an adult with 
diabetes can dramatically improve his or her quality of 
life. 

Take, for example, Siva Swaminathan. Siva was diag-
nosed with type 1 diabetes in 2005. By changing her diet 
and lifestyle, she was able to improve her health. Since 
then, she has been a dedicated advocate for diabetes 
awareness. In addition to being the chair of the South 
Asian diabetes chapter, Siva has used her culinary train-
ing to design healthy meal plans for diabetics. Siva hosts 
“how to cook healthier” workshops for South Asian 
women. Siva Swaminathan is one of Ontario’s great 
community heroes who brings hope to those affected by 
diabetes. 

It is my hope that by declaring November as Diabetes 
Awareness Month in Ontario, we can help educate chil-
dren about the potential long-term effects that can result 
from an unhealthy lifestyle. I believe that by encouraging 
our young people to make healthy choices at an early 
age, we can reduce the number of people diagnosed with 
type 2 diabetes. This will encourage people to understand 
the serious nature of diabetes and the effects it has not 
only on those who have the disease but on their families 
and on society as a whole. 
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Shawn Shepheard was diagnosed with type 1 diabetes 
in 1997, but instead of letting this disease beat him, he 
decided to fight back. He has since become a motiva-
tional speaker dedicated to diabetes awareness. Shawn is 
so passionate that he has successfully run three mara-
thons and five half marathons in support of the Canadian 
Diabetes Association and diabetes awareness. 

This bill will help Ontarians understand some of the 
early symptoms and risk factors associated with diabetes. 
These include high blood pressure, pre-existing cardio-
vascular conditions and a family history of diabetes. I’m 
very proud of the steps this government has taken in 
helping to ensure that those living with diabetes can 
enjoy a higher quality of life. Expanding the province’s 
insulin pump plan, creating a new electronic diabetes 
registry and several education programs demonstrate this 
government’s commitment to helping diabetics manage 
their condition. But it is important that we do not stop 
there. We must continue to raise awareness of the disease 
and promote appropriate care and prevention. This is why 
I have brought this bill forward. 

I would like to acknowledge the hard work and dedi-
cation of the staff and volunteers of the Canadian 
Diabetes Association, who work tirelessly to advocate for 
increased awareness surrounding diabetes. I can tell you 
that their passion for this issue is truly inspiring. Many 
volunteers from the Canadian Diabetes Association are 
seated in the public gallery today. I would like to take a 
moment to recognize and thank them for their continued 

dedication to diabetes awareness throughout Ontario and 
throughout Canada. 

I conclude by asking each member of this Legislature 
to support this bill, as I believe we owe it to the 900,000 
Ontarians living with diabetes and the families who 
support them. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Ms. Laurie Scott: I appreciate the opportunity this 
afternoon to speak on behalf of the Progressive Con-
servative caucus with respect to Bill 113, An Act to pro-
claim the month of November Diabetes Awareness 
Month in Ontario. I certainly want to say, from the 
outset, that I appreciate the member from Mississauga–
Brampton South’s bringing this forward. I can tell from 
her opening remarks that she views this as a tool in bring-
ing some more awareness about the disease of diabetes 
that will bring forward what can be done to prevent, 
manage, treat and live with diabetes. We from the PC 
caucus certainly welcome the bill and fully support it. 

I have nursed for over 20 years, and I can tell you that 
since I have been in the Legislature we’ve had many 
discussions about diabetes and have worked with the 
Canadian Diabetes Association. We certainly appreciate 
that information advocacy being brought forward. I’ve 
actually learned a lot more about diabetes from them than 
in the hustle-bustle of nursing—you had certain para-
meters and it was very technical. Since I’ve been in the 
Legislature and learning from the Canadian Diabetes 
Association advocates in my riding, I have learned a lot 
more, especially on advocacy and how we can make 
changes. I thank them for that. 

Bill 113 draws attention to the fact that for the 
900,000 Ontarians living with diabetes, it’s a daily 
reality. The further reality is the fact that the number is 
projected to increase to 1.2 million people in the next two 
years. That would be approximately 10% of Ontario’s 
population—significant, to say the least. When the Can-
adian Diabetes Association had their luncheon at lunch 
time, which I appreciate them hosting, it was a special 
event, and I was able to meet more of their members. But 
the inspiration and the volunteers that they brought 
forward—I think they had 55 people with diabetes there 
who were volunteers today—to come out and be advo-
cates for people living with diabetes and the changes 
they’d like to see—I know Catherine Millen and Anne 
Rink, who are from my riding, are in the gallery, and also 
the member from Peterborough, if I can introduce your 
guest, if that’s OK? Islay Bromley is from Ennismore. 
They’re recognized here, as well the many other mem-
bers who are in the galleries this afternoon. 

There are many consequences that people living with 
diabetes incur: the heart attacks, strokes and kidney fail-
ures. November is kind of unofficially Diabetes Aware-
ness Month, so this bill gives it that official status. 

Earlier this week, I know many members of the Leg-
islature went to attend the Optometrists of Ontario recep-
tion at Queen’s Park, and we had high-density pictures 
taken of our eyes. One of the reasons for this test is that it 
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can help diagnose symptoms of a number of other 
potential health concerns, including diabetes. I know that 
in my riding of Haliburton–Kawartha Lakes–Brock, the 
Lindsay and district branch of the Canadian Diabetes 
Association we have there does a wonderful job of rais-
ing awareness, raising the funds and raising the spirits 
when it comes to diabetes. The co-chairs there now are 
Katherine Forgaard-Pullen and Nancy Pullen-Howe, and 
they certainly have a busy month planned. I take the 
opportunity to say they’re having a bake sale in support 
of the Canadian Diabetes Association at the Lindsay 
Square mall this Saturday; the Diabetes Health Fair on 
November 13, with Dr. Garth Hanson as the keynote 
speaker; the Unite for Diabetes and Celebration of World 
Diabetes Day on November 14 at the Ross Memorial 
Hospital in Lindsey, where they’ll be serving diabetes-
friendly cake and coffee; the Coffee for a Cure event on 
November 21, another great fundraiser for the associa-
tion; and the Health Check Clinic on November 28 for 
blood pressure and blood glucose tests by the First Health 
Team of Ross Memorial Hospital. They’re all great 
events that help raise the awareness of this cause. I know 
my colleague from Peterborough and I also share the 
Peterborough branch of the Canadian Diabetes Associ-
ation, which does great work in our ridings. 

Cementing diabetes awareness by officially declaring 
November as Diabetes Awareness Month, as Bill 113 
suggests, will certainly help enhance consciousness about 
Ontarians at risk. November 14 is recognized by the 
United Nations as World Diabetes Day. Some of us are 
wearing, and we have unanimous consent to wear the pin 
in the Legislature, that nice blue circle. That was the 
resolution by the UN General Assembly, which I have 
here. It’s dated January 18, 2007. Events throughout the 
world will be held, and I’m proud to say many in our 
province and in my riding, to recognize that special day 
on November 14. 

The aim of the World Diabetes Day campaign in-
cludes raising awareness of the warning signs of diabetes, 
encouraging initiatives to reduce diabetes and distribu-
ting materials to support these initiatives and promoting 
healthy lifestyles to help prevent type 2 diabetes in 
children. One of the key messages of the 2008 campaign 
says the following: “Diabetes brings different challenges 
at different ages.” Another key message is: “People with 
diabetes, including children, can live full, healthy and 
productive lives.” I agree, and we met a number of these 
very people this afternoon at the reception. 

One of the key points we have of living full, healthy 
and productive lives is access to care and access to medi-
cal tools, such as the insulin pump and supplies that those 
with diabetes need. I know that Catherine’s son has had 
an insulin pump and the great change in lifestyle that that 
has brought for him as he’s gone through university and 
pursued his career of choice. I think that those are won-
derful personal stories that we can bring forward to say 
that was the right decision we made in the Legislature to 
help first children 18 years of age and younger, and now, 
this afternoon in the gallery, we had the first adult to 

receive the insulin pump. Those are our accomplishments 
that I think we can all be proud of in the Legislature. 

Earlier this year—I know that other members will be 
aware of this—I received a number of e-mails and letters 
from constituents to expand the free insulin pumps to 
those living with type 1 diabetes over the age of 18. As I 
said, when the lady was here today, it was a great 
moment for us. 
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I know that my colleague the member from Waterloo, 
the critic of the Ministry of Health, along with myself are 
going to be watching the government and the Minister of 
Health closely. I teased him a bit at the lunch about their 
diabetes strategy, and we’ll be watching closely to make 
sure that the timelines and deadlines for his diabetes 
strategy do move forward. 

Another matter we’re certainly going to be watching is 
the electronic health recording and e-health system, 
which is critical to chronic disease management and, in 
our view, must be a priority in order to deal with wait 
times and proper access to care. The Ontario Health 
Quality Council suggests that the province needs to speed 
up the implementation of electronic health records to 
better manage patient care. 

The statistics show that some 20% of instances in 
emergency, especially the wait times and all that, are 
caused by people not taking their medications properly. If 
electronic medical records can help with that, you can see 
that a patient’s life is going to be enhanced and visits to 
the emergency room are going to be down. But when 
they come to the emergency room, we can get on top of 
the problems they’re having more quickly and treat them 
appropriately, because it’s very hard to diagnose without 
an appropriate list of the medications people are taking. 

We are a little concerned about the 150 promised 
family health teams, and that now, with the projected 
deficit of $500 million, some of the health teams are 
going to be slowed in their progression. I’ve been a big 
advocate of family health teams; community health 
centres in our ridings; access to primary care with multi-
disciplinary teams, whether they be nurses, nurse prac-
titioners, social workers or chiropodists; and diabetes 
clinics that come in. Certainly, we’ll need to be taking 
that forward and watching that closer, because in rural 
Ontario especially, we certainly have a lot of orphan 
patients, as we call them—patients without doctors and 
without access to medical care. 

In respect to chronic diseases such as diabetes, heart 
disease and arthritis, they affect over 30% of the Ontario 
population—one in every three people. So it’s fair to say 
that a chronic disease strategy is of great benefit to all the 
people of Ontario, but also to the Ministry of Health and 
to the budget, because, if I can put on my health 
promotion hat for a moment, prevention and education 
are key. 

It’s very hard in politics. The life cycle is shorter than 
is really needed to implement a lot of the health needs we 
have, education and prevention being just two. So it’s 
very important that we look at this at all levels. We’re 
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enhancing people’s lives. We’ve come this far with the 
diabetes strategy management, with the insulin pumps 
with the under 18 and over 18 with the chronic disease 
strategy. 

The numbers projected, going forward, are large. 
We’re going to have to get on top of it. I think we all 
have to take our partisan hats off and see how we can 
manage with programs in the Ministry of Health that help 
all the community groups, the volunteers and the people 
living with different chronic diseases—we’re highlight-
ing diabetes here today. That’s how you move forward 
with those things. 

I know there is an awareness campaign going on right 
now for treating children with diabetes in school, and 
how sometimes they are not allowed to take advantage of 
all the school programs that are available because of their 
diabetes. We can highlight things like that and maybe 
work with the school boards or volunteer parents so that 
children, in this case with diabetes, are not prevented 
from going on those extracurricular activities or extra 
programs offered by these schools. 

Preventing diabetes from developing is important. 
Treating existing cases is crucial. That’s why we need 
immediate steps, going forward, for the Canadian 
Diabetes Association to assist people living with diabetes 
and those yet to be diagnosed, with statistics showing 
that a huge group of people are yet to be diagnosed with 
diabetes. 

It’s been a great privilege for me to speak today to the 
bill that has been brought forward by the member from 
Mississauga–Brampton South. I want to end with a Can-
adian Diabetes Association quote: “For those who have 
diabetes, if they take action now to manage the disease, 
through healthy meal planning, physical activity, smok-
ing cessation and medication when required, they may 
delay or even prevent the serious complications asso-
ciated with diabetes.” 

Let me once again say how important it is to address 
the diabetes disease that we have in our population and 
how we can help with the Canadian Diabetes Associ-
ation. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Mme France Gélinas: It is my pleasure to rise today to 
talk about Bill 113, An Act to proclaim the month of 
November Diabetes Awareness Month in Ontario, an act 
that was brought forward by the member from 
Mississauga–Brampton South. I want to congratulate her 
for bringing this act forward. I certainly support the 
intent of the bill, which is to make diabetes awareness 
something as common for every resident of Ontario. 

I would also like to thank the Canadian Diabetes 
Association for the excellent work and leadership they 
have shown in bringing issues related to diabetes 
forward. They are a dedicated group of volunteers who 
work tirelessly in all of our communities throughout 
Ontario to make sure that the voice of people living or 
affected with diabetes is heard. I would like to commend 
the work of Gary O’Connor, their executive director and 

a good friend of mine, who has been with the association 
for the last five years, and who is doing an excellent job. 

Certainly, the NDP has been pressing for a free insulin 
pump for type 1 diabetes for a long time. At the luncheon 
today, my predecessor, Ms. Shelley Martel, was recog-
nized for her tireless effort to try to bring that forward. 
For people living with diabetes, it makes a big difference. 
A friend of mine was able to get the insulin pump. For 
the first time in her life, she’s able to sleep in in the 
morning with everybody else on Saturday. For the first 
time in her life, she’s able to have a late dinner with the 
rest of us, not having to worry. Some people with 
diabetes did that kind of behaviour before, but it was 
always with dire consequences. With the insulin pump, 
this becomes possible and makes for much more of what 
people know of as a normal life—so certainly, a step in 
the right direction. An insulin pump is close to $6,000 
just to purchase, and the supplies can run just as much on 
a yearly basis. For most people, those costs were pro-
hibitive, until now, when it is being covered in Ontario 
for everybody who needs it. 

Another step in the right direction is the new Ontario 
chronic disease management strategy that focuses on 
diabetes. As we’ve heard, there are dire consequences if 
diabetes is poorly managed. We’ve talked about people 
needing dialysis because of kidney failure. We’ve talked 
about people having limbs amputated related to diabetes. 
We talked about strokes and heart attacks, all of these 
being elevated in people with diabetes. We talked about 
blindness. But people have to realize that those terrible 
consequences only happen when diabetes is poorly 
managed. If you manage it right, then we can prevent 
those from happening in the first place. This is what the 
new chronic disease management strategy is all about. 
It’s to help manage the disease so that we prevent those 
types of very negative consequences from happening. 

Everybody knows that the chronic disease manage-
ment strategy is directly linked to access to interdiscip-
linary care; that is, when physicians, nurse practitioners, 
nurses, nutritionists, dietitians, social workers, health 
promoters, chiropodists—I would add to this optom-
etrists—all work together toward the best practice of 
managing the care of people with diabetes. Those inter-
disciplinary teams are found in community health 
centres, in aboriginal health access centres and in 
community-governed family health teams. 

Unfortunately, in the economic forecast that Minister 
Duncan released a couple of weeks ago, we know that the 
implementation of 50 new family health teams has been 
delayed for a year. This is not good news for people 
living with diabetes, because in order to provide them 
with the best practices that will make sure they don’t end 
up with the consequences I’ve named before, they need 
access to interdisciplinary teams. If those teams are not in 
place, those people’s health is at risk. 
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Another population I want to talk about is the ab-
original population, the First Nations, the first people of 
this province. The rate of diabetes within the First Na-
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tions is skyrocketing. In certain age brackets, one in three 
will develop diabetes. It is rampant. 

The best practice to tackle diabetes for our first peo-
ples is through aboriginal health access centres. I have 
risen in this House time after time, asking the Minister of 
Health to adequately fund aboriginal health access 
centres. Right now, those centres are second-class 
citizens. They don’t get the same amount of funding for 
their physicians, they don’t get the same amount of fund-
ing for their nurse practitioners, and they can barely 
afford to hire nutritionists or dietitians because their 
budgets have not kept pace with everybody else’s in the 
health care system. 

When we talk about a revolution in primary care, 
when we talk about interdisciplinary care—if you’re a 
first people in this province, this care is delivered through 
aboriginal health access centres, but those centres’ 
budgets have been cut back so far that it is very hard for 
them to live up to their mandate. 

What does that mean? That means that if you are a 
first people living in Ontario, chances are your diabetes 
won’t be properly managed. What happens to First Na-
tions people when their diabetes is poorly managed? 
They go blind. They have amputations. Their kidneys 
fail. They go on dialysis. Their eyes fail. It’s horrible. It 
shouldn’t be happening, and there’s no reason for it to 
happen. This has to change. 

The toll of diabetes is also awfully high in the His-
panic and the black Ontarian populations. Those people 
usually receive services from the community health cen-
tres in their communities. I would like to praise the gov-
ernment for the announcement of an increase in the 
number of community health centres as well as the num-
ber of satellite community health centres in our commun-
ities. 

The announcement has been made, but the rolling-out 
of those community health centres is extremely slow. 
They run into bureaucratic red tape, a nightmare of giant 
proportions, which means that, here again, people with 
diabetes, who need those interdisciplinary team practices 
in order to manage their diabetes and stay safe, don’t 
have access because the government is so slow in coming 
through on its promise to increase the number of 
community health centres in our communities. 

The last point I want to make—and I realize my time 
is running out—is that in order for people with diabetes 
to stay healthy, they need access to healthy food; they 
need access to safe communities and places to exercise so 
that they can maintain a healthy weight. In order to do 
this, their income has to be high enough to afford them 
the time, the money and the energy required to manage 
and prevent diabetes. 

Poverty is directly linked to diabetes. If you haven’t 
got the money to eat a proper diet, to buy a healthy food 
basket, you are at a much higher risk of developing dia-
betes. 

Every day or so, every week, my colleague Mr. Prue 
rises in the House and asks the minister in charge of the 
poverty strategy, “When are we going to hear about this? 

When are you going to table the strategy?” Every one of 
those days that goes by is another day when hundreds of 
thousands of Ontarians are at risk of developing type 2 
diabetes, because type 2 diabetes is directly linked to 
your diet. 

The Minister of Health attended a Canadian Diabetes 
Association luncheon today, and said, “We expect the 
number of Ontarians living with diabetes to rise to 1.3 
million Ontarians”—1.3 million people. This is a lot of 
people who will have a serious chronic disease. We could 
prevent a lot of those people from developing diabetes in 
the first place if we had a strong anti-poverty strategy 
that allowed those people to eat proper food, to manage 
the stress in their lives, to have time aside from the three 
jobs to go and exercise and stay fit, so they can maintain 
a healthy weight, but we have to continue to wait. 

In closing, I want to say that An Act to proclaim the 
month of November Diabetes Awareness Month in 
Ontario is a good thing. The work of the member from 
Mississauga–Brampton South has to be commended. We 
need to raise awareness about diabetes in this province, 
because chances are, if it doesn’t affect us directly, it will 
affect a member of our family or one of our neighbours, 
sometimes with dire consequences. So I certainly support 
this, and the New Democrats will be voting in favour of 
the work that the member from Mississauga–Brampton 
South has done. 

I want to close in saying that I want, once again, to 
congratulate the Canadian Diabetes Association for the 
work they have done. It is through their constant 
advocacy that we have insulin pumps available to the 
people of Ontario. It is because of their hard work on the 
ground that we now have a chronic disease management 
strategy for diabetes that is rolling out in Ontario. They 
are leaders in protecting their members, they are leaders 
in keeping the people of Ontario healthy, and they 
deserve to be praised for the good work they have done. 

The NDP will be supporting this bill. It is something 
good. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Ms. Laurel C. Broten: I’m very pleased to join in the 
debate today and give my wholehearted support to Bill 
113, which has been brought forward by Mrs. Mangat, 
the MPP for Mississauga–Brampton South. Bill 113, as 
others have said, would establish An Act to proclaim the 
month of November Diabetes Awareness Month in 
Ontario. 

I’m also very proud to be part of a government that is 
tackling the growing health care challenge that many 
Ontarians face. As some of you in this House will know, 
this government is investing $741 million in new funding 
dollars to develop a comprehensive diabetes strategy over 
four years: to prevent, manage and treat diabetes. 

Like the speaker before me said, the issues that those 
who struggle with diabetes face are significant. It is an 
illness that many of us have had impact our own families. 
In my own family, I think about my great-grandfather. 
My mother talks about her grandfather, who struggled 
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with his sight, lost his legs and ultimately died struggling 
with diabetes. 

So investments in education, investments in helping 
those individuals who may be more susceptible to it and 
ultimately curbing the growth that we are seeing in this 
very tragic illness are critical. 

Being able to prevent and help someone learn how to 
better eat, how to better manage their own health, is 
something that I think An Act to proclaim the month of 
November Diabetes Awareness Month will go a long 
way to doing. 

Monsieur le Président, le diabète est une maladie 
chronique, comme vous le savez, et évolutive, dont les 
répercussions touchent un nombre croissant d’Ontariens 
et Ontariennes. On doit aider ceux qui auraient peut-être 
de la difficulté dans leur vie avec le diabète, ainsi que 
sensibiliser ceux dans la communauté à peut-être savoir 
comment mieux manger, comment on peut avoir une 
diète qui nous aiderait à prévenir quelque chose comme 
le diabète. 
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That’s really what makes me very proud about the 
government’s strategy with respect to preventing dia-
betes, to see the strength of support that we’ve received 
from, amongst others, the Canadian Diabetes Associ-
ation, which says: “This new strategy will provide an 
estimated 900,000 Ontarians with diabetes the tools they 
require to effectively manage their disease.” 

Similarly, Dr. Catherine Zhan, the chair of the dia-
betes expert panel, said, “The diabetes strategy takes the 
most up-to-date research and best practices from around 
the world and matches them with the needs of patients in 
Ontario.” 

So the work that we are doing at the Ministry of 
Health and Long-Term Care, the leadership by the 
Ministry of Health Promotion, go a long way to helping 
us make sure that, in the future, treatment will be better 
available for those with diabetes, but most importantly, 
that we will be able to prevent the onset of the illness 
amongst some Ontarians, help those who have it to better 
manage and raise awareness. That’s what today’s debate 
is about. 

The role of the MPP from Mississauga–Brampton 
South seeking to raise awareness with respect to dia-
betes—I congratulate her for it and I give her my 
wholehearted support. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? The honourable member from Trinity–Spadina. I 
think you just have a few seconds. 

Mr. Rosario Marchese: I just want to say that the 
government, by its own admission, is spending $5 billion 
on treating diabetes, and we only spend 1%, $8 million, 
on prevention. It’s simply wrong. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Thank you. 
You actually had zero seconds left. 

Further debate? 
Mr. Bas Balkissoon: I’m pleased to speak in support 

of Bill 113, the private member’s bill designating 
November as Diabetes Awareness Month in Ontario. I 

want to thank and congratulate my colleague, Amrit 
Mangat, the member from Mississauga–Brampton South, 
for her efforts in bringing forward this bill to raise aware-
ness of diabetes, a disease that affects more than 900,000 
Ontarians today. This figure is expected to grow over the 
coming years. 

The exact causes of diabetes are unknown. In most 
cases, family history and lifestyle play a part. Certain 
treatable risk factors, such as high blood pressure, 
obesity, smoking and alcohol consumption, also acceler-
ate the progression and the severity of diabetes. Raising 
awareness of this disease, which is the cause of heart 
attacks, strokes, kidney failure, limb amputations and 
eyesight complications leading to blindness, is important. 
It is important because current research and the tools 
available to us make it simple for individuals to manage 
the risk of the complications associated with this chronic 
disease. 

Also, prevention of the onset of diabetes needs to be 
communicated to those with a high risk of diabetes. 
Some of those affected people could have avoided or 
delayed the onset of these complications if they were 
aware of the modern-day research and made some simple 
dietary and lifestyle changes. I say this from personal 
experience. I have lost two members of my family, my 
mother and my sister, to diabetes. Had they known about 
the impact of their diet, the need for daily exercise early 
in their lives, and had the benefit of in-home blood 
glucose testing, they may have lived longer. 

I was diagnosed with type 2 diabetes at the young age 
of 36, and it’s only at this point in my life that I really 
became aware of my dietary problems—a common prob-
lem in the South Asian community. My wife and my 
children learned that certain lifestyle changes had to be 
made. A healthy, balanced diet, coupled with regular 
exercise as well as taking oral medication properly, 
would maintain proper glucose levels in my blood and 
help me reduce the risk of complications to live a normal, 
healthy life. I have managed for 19 years, well above 
average, on oral medication and only recently resorted to 
insulin injections. 

More than 50% of Ontarians with type 2 diabetes are 
not at the recommended blood glucose targets and are at 
high risk of developing complications. It is essential that 
we, as a government, increase awareness of diabetes, the 
risk factors and the related complications through public 
education. 

We also need to encourage those who are already 
diagnosed with diabetes and their families to better man-
age their condition and improve their quality of life by 
making those dietary and lifestyle changes early, because 
it’s absolutely necessary. 

The Diabetes Awareness Month Act, 2008, if passed, 
is just another means to help raise awareness by officially 
declaring November as Diabetes Awareness Month in 
Ontario, and it adds to the good work already being done 
by the Canadian Diabetes Association. 

The Canadian Diabetes Association, one of the key 
stakeholders in this area, has been public with their 
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appreciation for the actions taken by the Ontario govern-
ment on diabetes treatment and prevention. 

Diabetes is a complex, serious chronic disease that 
impacts both the individuals affected and the larger 
population. Diabetes is the sixth leading cause of death in 
Ontario and Canada. We, as a government, should be 
doing everything we can to make Ontarians healthier. 
This bill just adds to all other programs, and therefore, I 
will be supporting this bill. 

Have we done enough? We’ve done a lot. Can we do 
more? Yes, we can. I think this bill is just another piece 
of the work that we need to be doing, and I thank my 
colleague for bringing this bill forward. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Ms. Helena Jaczek: It certainly gives me great 
pleasure to rise in support of Bill 113, introduced by my 
good friend and colleague the member for Mississauga–
Brampton South. It really is a pleasure because, for once 
in this House, instead of the somewhat fractious debate 
that we so often are engaged in, we seem to be 
developing a consensus from all sides that this is a very 
important step forward. I think a lot of the credit must go 
to the Canadian Diabetes Association and the good work 
they’ve done with all of us to bring their issues forward. 

As a public health professional myself, I think that this 
is a disease that really poses a major burden on society, 
not only because of the physical impact on individuals 
but, in fact, the social and emotional burden that this 
disease can bring. An ounce of prevention is worth a 
pound of cure—raising awareness so that people, when 
they go and see their physician, can pose the question: 
“Are you going to check my blood glucose? I need to 
know. The incidence of diabetes is rising in our society. 
What can I do to prevent myself from becoming one of 
those many people suffering from this disease?” 

It is a fact that many people have no symptoms 
whatsoever. In the early stages of the disease, some 35% 
to 44% of people with diabetes don’t know they have it. 
This type of bill is going to increase the general popu-
lation’s knowledge and index of suspicion, and I would 
like again to congratulate the member for bringing this 
forward. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): The member 
for Mississauga–Brampton South, Mrs. Mangat, you 
have up to two minutes for your response. 

Mrs. Amrit Mangat: I would like to thank all the 
members from all three parties for their thoughtful com-
ments about Bill 113, the Diabetes Awareness Month 
Act, but I would like to give special thanks to the 
members from Etobicoke–Lakeshore, Scarborough–
Rouge River, Oak Ridges–Markham, Haliburton–
Kawartha Lakes–Brock, and Nickel Belt. 

I would also like to thank the Canadian Diabetes 
Association—the members are sitting in the public 
gallery and in the west gallery—for the support they have 
provided for this bill. 
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This bill is all about education and, in the fight against 
diabetes, education is the key. If this bill is passed and 

the month of November is designated as Diabetes 
Awareness Month, this bill will help to educate Ontarians 
how to manage, treat and prevent the disease. This is all 
this bill is about; this is all about education. By making 
November Diabetes Awareness Month, we can create a 
platform for our future educational campaigns. 

Diabetes is becoming increasingly prevalent in the 
province of Ontario. It is vital for those who are suffering 
from this disease to get more involved for their own self-
management. This bill will help to educate those who are 
not impacted or suffering from the disease. This bill will 
enable them to understand the challenges that diabetics 
face on a daily basis. 

I have no doubt that the day will come when we find a 
cure for this disease. The day will definitely come, but 
until that day we must continue to raise awareness so that 
we can improve the quality of life for those living with 
the disease and we can prevent the onset of disease. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): For those 
that are watching, at home and those in the galleries, 
we’ll vote on this ballot item in about 105 minutes. 

SINGLE-USE BOTTLED WATER 
BAN ACT, 2008 

LOI DE 2008 INTERDISANT 
LES BOUTEILLES D’EAU JETABLES 

Mr. Kular moved second reading of the following bill: 
Bill 112, An Act to prohibit the sale of single-use 

plastic bottles of water in Ontario / Projet de loi 112, Loi 
interdisant la vente de bouteilles d’eau en plastique 
jetables en Ontario. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Pursuant to 
standing order 98, Mr. Kular, you have up to 12 minutes 
for your presentation. 

Mr. Kuldip Kular: It’s an honour to present this 
piece of private members’ legislation, Bill 112, for 
consideration before my colleagues. 

Our society is becoming increasingly aware of the 
impact of human activities on the natural environment. 
Ontario is a beautiful province and Ontario is a bountiful 
province filled with beauty and opportunity. Opportunity 
for commerce and industry comes from the natural 
bounty, but only if it’s managed responsibly. If we want 
to keep our province beautiful and a healthy place to live, 
we must be responsible stewards. Of course, as a 
government, we also desire that Ontario prosper, and we 
need business and industry to help us. We look to busi-
ness and industry partners to assist us in making Ontario 
the best place to live in terms of economic opportunity 
and healthy living. 

Bill 112 is An Act to prohibit the sale of single-use 
plastic bottles of water in Ontario. This bill speaks to 
what I and some of my colleagues believe to be unsound 
business practices. The sale of single-use plastic bottles 
of water offers a convenience to consumers, but one with 
a significant impact on our environment. The sale of 
water using this form of bottle undermines some of the 
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basic services offered in our communities, that is, the 
provision of clean, affordable, fresh water from the taps 
in our homes and workplaces. 

Bill 112 does not set out, in any way, to abolish the 
bottled water industry. I am fully aware of many in-
stances when industry and businesses have assisted our 
communities in this province in times of need, through 
philanthropy and donations in money and products. I’m 
also very thankful that the bottled water industry has 
chosen to establish itself in my riding of Bramalea–
Gore–Malton. Their presence as an employer is valued 
by my constituents, many of whom work at various 
plants to produce bottled products. 

As a father and a consumer myself, I’m also aware of 
the values and importance of preserving consumer 
choice. In fact, as elected officials, the members of this 
Legislature know something about consumer choice. Bill 
112 does not stop the sale of water bottles, except in a 
specific form: non-reusable, single-use plastic bottles. 

The reason for seizing upon this particular product is 
twofold. First, it is because of the great amount of energy 
that is consumed in the production, transportation and 
recycling process. As you know, the availability of 
energy in our province is a great challenge. Our Premier 
has often spoken of the need in our society for a culture 
of conservation. The first rule in conservation is to 
reduce the waste, then to reuse the waste, and then to 
recycle. Most Ontarians know about recycling and make 
use of the programs offered in our communities, in our 
municipalities, in partnership with industry, including the 
bottled water industry. Recycling as the industry’s sole 
resource does not solve our energy problem or do enough 
to make Ontario conservationist. Recycling may be con-
sidered a second-last resort to sending our plastic waste 
to landfills and incinerators. Industry would be helping 
our society in a more meaningful way if it concentrated 
on a creative solution to this problem. From reusable 
containers that can be filled at taps, to selling water in 
larger vessels from which reusable containers could be 
filled, there are so many options. 

The second reason I feel this form of bottle should be 
banned in this province is due to the effect this product 
has had on our public health and also on our public 
confidence in our municipal water systems. Ontario is 
blessed with abundant natural water resources, most of 
which are quite clean. Our municipalities are also highly 
regulated and provide for their residents, in the vast 
majority of cases, the cleanest drinking water in all this 
province. 

Consumers may, on one hand, not realize this because 
government is not in the business of advertising, as busi-
ness does. Every year, bottled water industries are able to 
spend millions of dollars on advertising. The result is that 
the sale of bottled water in North America produces 
profits that vastly outstrip the sale of soft drinks, the 
other products of many of these big companies. 

The bottled water industry has not intentionally eroded 
public confidence. This has happened because of a lack 
of dialogue in our society on this problem. That’s why I 

feel that Bill 112 should contribute to that debate. The 
debate is under way throughout North America, in cities 
such as San Francisco, Los Angeles, Phoenix, Chicago 
and St. Louis. It has been under way in Canada in Van-
couver, Toronto, Ottawa, Niagara Falls, St. Catharines, 
Kitchener-Waterloo, Cambridge, Sault Ste. Marie and 
Sudbury. 

Recently, London, Ontario, banned the sale of bottled 
water at its facilities. Bottled water is banned in all city 
facilities in London with an alternative to bottled water, 
such as drinking fountains and taps. It was reported in 
newspapers that school boards throughout Canada were 
also considering bans, including in the Vancouver, 
Toronto and Ottawa-Carleton areas. Bottled water will be 
banned in Waterloo region schools as of 2009. Many 
university student groups are also creating bottle-free 
zones to address this issue. 
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The opposition to this bill from some consumers and 
the bottled water industry must be acknowledged. They 
have been doing a fantastic job so far. In many ways, I 
think this legislation makes sense. Our province must 
continue to support recycling initiatives. We cannot rely 
only on recycling. I think there is an opportunity for 
business and industry to become more conservationist if 
we pass this bill. Marketing green solutions to problems 
that arise from consumerism is something that the bottled 
water industry should explore. The production and sale of 
reasonable drinking containers, even plastic or bio-
degradable plastic containers, is a possible source of 
revenue. 

Bill 112 will not affect consumer choice, as tap water 
is the best consumer secret in this province. It’s estimated 
that the cost of tap water in the city of London is just 13 
cents per litre. The average cost of bottled water is esti-
mated to be $1.20 per half-litre. It’s more than gasoline. 

The other secret to consumers is that much bottled 
water is actually reprocessed tap water which their tax 
dollars pay for. The industry also suggests that con-
sumers must choose their product because the taste and 
quality of bottled water is superior. If the bottled water 
industry spent no money on advertising their product and 
consumers were left to make up their own minds, they 
would choose the tap water provided by municipalities, 
which is already extensively used. 

It’s estimated that producing bottled water creates 150 
times more greenhouse gases than does tap water. To-
rontonians alone consume 100 million plastic bottles a 
year, 65% of which end up recycled and the remaining 
35% in landfills. That means an estimated 35 million 
bottles end up in a landfill or in an incinerator. The risk 
of drinking contaminated water from the fountains is 
minimal. The International Council of Bottled Water 
Associations estimates that in 2000, 820 million litres of 
bottled water were produced for Canadian consumption. 
By 2003, this figure rose to 1.5 billion litres. 

These are some of the issues I wanted to put before 
my colleague legislators. I would expect that they will 
give it due consideration and support my bill banning 
single-use plastic bottles in this great province of ours. 
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The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Mr. Toby Barrett: Bill 112, titled An Act to prohibit 
the sale of single-use plastic bottles of water in Ontario, I 
consider the latest in a long list of McGuinty nanny state 
style bans designed to divert our attention from this 
government’s lack of attention to what’s essentially 
driven this province from first to worst, from have to 
have-not, from a province formerly of job creators to 
now job killers. This bill would put even more strain on 
the businesses that are attempting to remain in Ontario 
and maintain jobs in Ontario while this provincial 
economy continues to spiral downward. 

At the same time that small businesses and large 
businesses are struggling, we see a government that once 
again makes doing business in Ontario more difficult. I 
think of the bull-headed attempt to ram through that 
WSIB legislation, once again hampering those very em-
ployers who have long aided in ensuring the strength of 
our economy. 

In opposition, we believe there are often better ways to 
care for the environment without putting more people out 
of work and putting more people out of business. I look 
forward to hearing the position of the environment 
minister, John Gerretsen, with respect to a water bottle 
ban in Ontario. 

As I mentioned, there are alternatives. I think of the 
possibilities through a return system; it has worked well 
in ensuring the diversion of waste in other sectors. 
Bottom line: I feel that if this government were truly 
concerned about plastic bottles, their time would be 
perhaps better spent consulting with stakeholders. We see 
a government that ignores consulting with those par-
ticular companies that this legislation would impact 
directly. We do ask the other side: Try thinking of incen-
tives. Consider education and information programs, 
something beyond a simple ban. 

On another note, there is a long history of human 
beings carrying water around with them. For example, I 
think of skins and hollowed-out gourds. In the summer-
time, I always make sure I’ve got a one-gallon jug of 
water in the backseat of my car, in the backseat of my 
truck, and oftentimes on my tractor. I use this for hy-
dration; I use this to wash my face, to wash my hands. I 
think it’s very, very important. 

This past summer, my wife and I spent some time in 
the Mojave Desert, and in other deserts in western 
Canada. We would set out at 4 o’clock in the morning—a 
much more reasonable temperature—but we felt it was 
imperative to have two one-gallon jugs of water in the 
back of our car. That’s something that I have learned 
over the years in desert travel. 

I think of the canteen, this concept of a portable means 
of carrying water. It’s a time-honoured tradition dating, 
obviously, far past military use of the metal canteen. I 
think of the frontier cowboy, who would use a leather or 
metal container, and back to, as mentioned earlier, the 
early use of a hollowed-out gourd to carry water. It’s 
very difficult for this Legislature to change some of that 
thousands of years of human behaviour. 

We fast-forward to today and the modern canteen, 
exclusively made now out of plastic, polyethylene or 
PET, the kinds of bottles we’re discussing today, or 
polycarbonate, obviously much lighter than their metal 
equivalent—very resistant to developing leaks, for 
example, if they’re dropped. It brings us once again full 
circle, back to the plastic water bottle that this govern-
ment, through its heavy hand, is looking to remove from 
thirsty consumers. 

I make note again that if you are out hunting, for 
example, at this time of year when it’s very warm, you 
don’t carry a couple of cans of pop with you. It gets 
warm. You don’t want to drink warm pop, for example. 
Warm water is something much more palatable; hence, 
the plastic water bottle or any version of the canteen. 

We’ve all received feedback and e-mails from the 
Pepsi Bottling Group, and I quote: “We are shocked and 
outraged that anyone would introduce a bill that places an 
entire sector and over 11,000 Ontario jobs at risk. We are 
surprised that the Legislature would consider making 
such a sweeping and arbitrary intervention in the 
marketplace, with the resulting and significant impact on 
jobs and investment.” 
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Food and Consumer Products of Canada wrote me a 
letter, saying: “Access to bottled water in public build-
ings, institutions and recreational facilities is equally im-
portant to ensuring people stay hydrated. Many commun-
ities recommend that people keep bottled water on hand 
in case of an emergency. PET water bottles”—the bottles 
we’re talking about here today, which are not made from 
bisphenol A, I might add—“are 100% recyclable and are 
recycled in Ontario single-family homes at average rates 
around 70%.” The numbers are “closer to 90% in some 
large urban” areas. 

Further, “recycled PET containers are turned into a 
variety of other consumer products,” such as carpeting 
and fleece-type clothing. 

Food and Consumer Products communicated with me: 
“The industry has contributed millions of dollars to 
supporting the blue box recycling program in Ontario 
municipalities and it continues to invest in innovations 
that result in new packaging that uses fewer materials.” 

Here’s a note from a group called Refreshments Can-
ada: “When considering the energy used in the produc-
tion of packaging, PET plastic bottles offer a number of 
benefits. PET is very light and strong, and requires only a 
small amount of packaging material to be used.... 
Recycled PET plastics retain a very high portion of the 
energy used to create the material in the first place. By 
continuing to recycle at a high rate, consumers are not 
only reducing the amount of materials that go to landfill, 
they are minimizing much of the energy used to produce 
new packaging.” 

So, all that said, I continue to question the need for a 
government member to continue to chip away at remov-
ing consumer choice, and to further hamper Ontario 
businesses and bring in other, kind of heavy-handed 
McGuinty-style bans. 
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Instead, if they’re concerned about plastic bottles, 
consult with the people who manufacture them and con-
sult with the people who are being impacted. Let’s look 
at improving some of this through incentives, education 
and information. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Mr. Peter Kormos: My colleague from Trinity–
Spadina, Rosario Marchese, will be speaking to this bill 
as well, in short order. 

It’s a most interesting proposition, and I think the 
member for Bramalea–Gore–Malton, Kuldip Kular, is to 
be congratulated for bringing it to this chamber. I like 
him—the member, that is. I find him a very conscientious 
and diligent member of this chamber, and I find him to 
be a responsible and constructive member of this assem-
bly. He serves the assembly well; he serves his con-
stituents well. 

This is an interesting proposition because it has— 
Interjection. 
Mr. Peter Kormos: Well, it addresses multiple con-

cerns or interests. Firstly, this proposition, this weird 
proposition, that we find ourselves in, in 2008, of paying 
money for drinking water, something that you too as a 
kid—because you’re not that much older than I am, 
Speaker—would recall as well. You’d recall a day when 
it would be absurd to talk about buying bottled water to 
drink at the dinner table or during the course of the day. 

The marketing of it has been phenomenal. The cor-
porate interests have a huge stake in ensuring that people 
drink bottled water when in fact the biggest chunk of it is 
tap water that’s put through any number of processes—
osmosis and so on. 

I remember—I think the Toronto Sun did a bit of an 
exposé on how members at Queen’s Park were being 
coddled with mineral water in those coolers out in the 
hallway. They published a story with a picture of those 
water coolers. Little did they know that hard-working 
Legislative Assembly staff cart those empty containers 
down to the basement and they’re filled with a green 
rubber hose out of a tap in the basement—it’s true. 
Toronto happens to have very good water; I think it does. 
Toronto has very tasty water. 

I don’t go to high-end restaurants, but I’m told by 
people that you go to one of those places—I don’t know, 
Truffles. Did I get the name right, Ms. Best? Truffles? Or 
Prego, or places like that. The first thing they do is put a 
bottle of water on your table and want you to pay $6, $7, 
$8 for the bottle of water. I have sympathy for the 
restaurateur, because it is a tough business, but it’s a 
huge mark-up item. I was pleased to read in the New 
York Times—I think it was around six months ago—that 
the trend in New York, of course the trendsetter, is for 
people to ask for tap water. You see that starting to 
spread here in Toronto. Waiters and waitresses—service 
people—like it because what that means is that the cus-
tomer is probably going to spend the money on a dessert, 
or on a couple of extra drinks before dinner, and so their 
tip, if anything, is not only the same, but it’s increased. 

I’m told by friends of mine—not close friends but 
people I know who go to high-end restaurants—that 
that’s starting to become a trend here. Yet at the end of 
the day, I’ve got to tell you, that once a week as I leave 
Welland on Sunday afternoon, I stop by the Celi & Presti 
Supermarket down at the end of Crowland Avenue. 
That’s the Ramundo family. They’ve been in Canada for 
a good number of years now. It’s great. The Ramundo 
family is just great. It’s probably one of the best Italian 
delis in Ontario, if not the best. So I stop by there and I 
pick up a case, a carton, eight bottles of sparkling San 
Benedetto, because the member doesn’t speak—for San 
Benedetto at Celi & Presti you’re paying around eight 
bucks for eight bottles. You go down to Celi & Presti in 
Welland, Crowland Avenue, and you’re going to get the 
bargain of your life when it comes to San Benedetto 
sparkling water. 

Having said that, I acknowledge that my friends tell 
me if you go to Pusateri’s in Toronto, which is a high-
end store, that you can get the San Benedetto in glass 
bottles. Now, it’s not the same price that you pay for it 
down at Celi & Presti on Crowland Avenue in Welland, 
the best Italian deli, bar none, in the province. But it is 
the same content. 

What I’m saying is that this bill should go to com-
mittee. I heard the previous speaker and the objections, 
but the bill should go to committee. If the bill is about 
banning plastic bottles, and there is a case to be made for 
that, well, fine, then let’s ban plastic bottles—if there’s a 
case to be made for that—across the board. I think we’ve 
got mixed messages here, because on one part it’s 
designed to encourage people to drink tap water; easily 
enough said if you live in Toronto or Welland. If you live 
down in Wainfleet, along the lake shore, where the public 
health department, because of a dispute about a sewer 
line that’s going to cost those 400 or 500 homeowners 
$30 million to $60 million, which they cannot afford, 
those folks would far sooner spend money on bottled 
water than on paying for that sewer infrastructure, 
because they’re not getting any support from the prov-
ince and the feds. 

You go up to northern Ontario and bottled water is 
very important to some of those communities. You go to 
communities that are hit from time to time with boil-
water orders, and a bottle of water is very important. So I 
hope that the focus of the concern is on the plastic bottle, 
and that the issue of commercialized water is secondary. 
That’s a whole different argument about the Great Lakes 
and access to water and so on. 

I’ve got concerns about this. I think it is an interesting 
argument and debate. I look forward to this going to 
committee and having all sorts of data, and I’m sure the 
member, Kuldip Kular, will provide us with that. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Mr. Vic Dhillon: I rise before this House to support 
the principles of Bill 112. This is an ambitious bill intro-
duced by my colleague from Brampton–Gore–Malton. I 
am pleased that this bill has started an important envi-
ronmental dialogue in our province. 
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We as a province cannot take the environment for 
granted. As leaders, we should be encouraging citizens 
and businesses to recycle. Recycling should be as auto-
matic as putting on a seat belt when we get into our cars. 
It should come as second nature. I will admit that I’m not 
the best when it comes to recycling. I do try my best and 
I believe that everyone else also tries their best. I believe 
that it’s imperative that businesses take the initiative and 
recycle. 

Relying solely on recycling single-use water bottles 
does not fix the problem of pollution caused by water 
bottles. The energy required to recycle and remake 
materials from plastics is not without pollution as it 
consumes more energy that is largely produced from 
fossil fuels. It is estimated that producing bottled water 
creates 150 times more greenhouse gas than tap water. 
This is a huge figure. Not only must we reduce the waste 
produced in our society, but we must reduce the need for 
recycling, as the processing of materials itself requires 
significant amounts of energy. 
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The bottled water industry thus far claims that re-
cycling is a sufficient activity to deal with waste pro-
duced by single-use plastic water bottles. However, there 
are alternatives that the industry should be encouraged to 
foster and develop. We need to engage in this dialogue. 
We need to continue to look at the alternative ways of 
delivering products so that they are environmentally 
friendlier. There are biodegradable plastics out there that 
would not be a complete solution to the single-use plastic 
water bottle; however, it would have a significant impact 
from a public health and environmental point of view. 

Once again, I would like to thank the member from 
Bramalea–Gore–Malton, who has brought forward this 
very thought-provoking bill, and I encourage continued 
debate both in this House and in homes and businesses 
across our province. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Mr. Bill Murdoch: Thank you for allowing me the 
opportunity to speak on Bill 112. Right off the bat, I had 
a concern with this bill. It’s another bill banning some-
thing in this province, and this government has done a lot 
of that in the past. 

I’m wondering if, over there, you will be appointing a 
new minister on banning. You’re going to have a lot of 
trouble enforcing all these new banning rules that you 
have, so I would think you would need a new minister to 
look after that. I’ll be looking forward to hearing that 
from the Premier when that happens. 

But also this bill will have a very negative impact on 
my riding of Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound, because we’re 
the home to Ice River Springs, which is in Feversham 
and employs over 250 people. I just want to put some of 
the facts on record on what this bill would be liable to do. 

The Canadian bottled water industry provides over 
11,000 direct and indirect jobs for Ontario citizens alone. 
In this time, we don’t need to be losing jobs. These jobs 
are not only in the manufacturing industry, but also trans-

portation, distribution, special trades and administration. 
Single-use bottled water supplies are important in emer-
gencies like the 2003 blackout or an evacuation like the 
Sunrise Propane explosion. How would you get water 
into an area? If you had a problem and you needed to get 
water in there, and a tanker couldn’t drive in, then you 
could send bottled water in—these little plastic bottles of 
water that we have—but if you take them away, that 
won’t be able to happen. 

There are thousands of plastic packaged products that 
are not being recycled properly, no doubt. Would this bill 
or the following bill be in place for such items as soda 
pop bottles, plastic shampoo bottles and coffee cups? 

Bill 112 will shut down water-bottling plants, there is 
no doubt that’s what’s going to happen, or lay off many 
employees in this industry. We don’t need this in this 
time when we’re losing jobs all over in our industry 
sector. 

Ontario has recently introduced an aggressive, new Be 
a Hero recycling campaign. In the past, similar recycling 
programs had funding from the Canadian bottled water 
industry; they’ve helped do this. Now you’re trying to 
take a swipe at them. 

Water bottles are made out of PET plastic, which is 
meant to be recycled. What’s wrong with recycling? It 
can be used to make new water bottles or clothing—they 
do it with clothing and also lawn furniture. 

Brand owners pay 50% of the cost of recycling in the 
Ontario drinking water stewardship program. I want to 
put that on the record. The PET plastic gathered, which 
includes water bottles, is sold to an active and lucrative 
resale market—now that market won’t be around if we 
pass this bill—that provides additional funds for muni-
cipal recycling programs. There is a high level of demand 
for this recycled PET, as it’s called, and the water bottle 
is the most valuable in this stream. 

Ice River Springs, as I said, is a big employer in our 
riding. We would hate to see something happen there. 
They produce these bottles. 

I wonder if the member who brought this bill in 
thought of putting a cost on the bottle, like 10 cents. I 
don’t know why we haven’t done that with cans. We do 
it with beer bottles. We do it with wine bottles and liquor 
bottles now. Why can’t there be a cost put on these 
bottles? Then, if you’re worried about them being all 
across the country or on highways and that, there would 
definitely be people picking them up and putting them 
back into a recycling program, which is what a lot of 
industries are built on. 

I would hope that the member who brought this bill 
forward would maybe have thought about something like 
that. Rather than putting people out of business, we could 
create a better business. If you put a few cents—it 
doesn’t matter what it would be; 10 cents on a bottle—
then they would be picked up by people and we wouldn’t 
have this problem with littering. I can’t understand why 
we haven’t done that a long time ago, but it hasn’t been 
done. I think that would be a better idea than just banning 
it. 
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I have concerns that this government likes to just ban 
things. We have another bill banning cellphones, and 
we’ve banned pit bulls; whatever else they to come to, 
they like to ban it. I will be looking for the announcement 
of the new minister banning when that takes place. 

With those few points in the time I have, I would like 
to say that I can’t support this bill the way it’s presented. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Mr. Ted Chudleigh: Small business and business in 
general in this province is under siege from this govern-
ment. The first thing they did when they got elected some 
five years ago was increase their taxes. In some cases 
they increased taxes on small businesses by 34%. 
Currently, there’s a bill going through the House—the 
WSIB workers’ insurance bill—that will increase taxes in 
certain areas by $11,000 for small businesses. Those are 
enough dollars to send a company out of business. The 
private businesses in this province have been suffering 
through this for five years now, and they are coming to 
the conclusion that they have no friends in the Liberal 
government. 

You wonder about the research this bill went through. 
There were no public hearings about it and no public 
input to it; it was just another bill that comes along and 
perhaps grabs a headline or something. This govern-
ment’s whole method of operating is to simply grab a 
headline, almost regardless of the consequences. 

There was some experience in the province. The city 
of London banned water bottles in their provincially run 
facilities. Over this past summer, there have been any 
number of exemptions. For instance, on golf courses, 
water bottles are needed on the carts, because they don’t 
have facilities there for water, and the city of London has 
granted exemptions for that. As far as arenas and baseball 
diamonds are concerned, some of them have exemptions. 
It’s obvious that these kinds of things don’t work when 
you remove or ban this type of product. 

I don’t know why we would ban water, which by and 
large is good for you. I don’t think anyone would argue 
that water isn’t a very healthy thing for you to drink, and 
yet soda pop, which has very questionable health stan-
dards, hasn’t been banned at all. 

It’s interesting that this bill comes along and bans 
things. It’s also a philosophical difference that the Lib-
erals have. They want to tell you how to live your life. 
They want to ban things they don’t think are good for 
you. They don’t want you making any decisions about 
your own life. If there’s one thing that is philosophically 
different between a Conservative and a Liberal, I think 
that’s it. To talk about some of the bans they’ve had, the 
ban on cosmetic pesticides is an interesting one. They 
banned cosmetic pesticides, but they didn’t ban Roundup. 
I can tell you that the regulators who are writing the 
regulations around that bill are having a— 

Mr. Bob Delaney: On a point of order, Mr. Speaker: 
Pursuant to standing order 23b(i), the member for Halton 
is addressing a different bill, long since past, and not the 
matter on the floor. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): I understand 
your point. I would ask that— 

Interjections. 
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The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Order. I 
would ask that 15 seconds be added to the clock for the 
honourable member. 

The member from Mississauga-Streetsville makes this 
point quite often. The Chair does listen very carefully to 
the speeches in this Legislature. While I appreciate your 
point of order, it’s made far too often and is becoming a 
distraction. 

Mr. Ted Chudleigh: Forty seconds should be added 
now, Mr. Speaker. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Forty 
seconds added. 

Mr. Ted Chudleigh: There have been over 27 bans 
this government has implemented in Ontario; most of 
them grab headlines, not doing anything to help the 
people of Ontario. It’s an attack on the private businesses 
of Ontario. Banning the ban on clothes lines—that was a 
great one, when you ban the ban; banning pit bulls; 
banning plastic bags. And banning school contracts: This 
government has no hesitation in placing itself in the 
private sector business, so when there’s a contract 
between a school board or any other organization and a 
private company, this government places itself between 
that contract and bans those things from happening. 

There’s a ban on used oil heating. You can’t filter it or 
clean it up; you just ban it. And the sale of incandescent 
light bulbs—forcing us to use mercury-infested fluor-
escent bulbs. 

It just goes on and on. It’s sad that Ontario has come 
to this level. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Thank you. I 
just remind honourable members that during private 
members’ public business, the Chair does give some lee-
way to the comments because it is private members’ 
time. 

Further debate? 
Mr. Rosario Marchese: I’m quite happy to support 

the bill that has been brought forth by the member from 
Bramalea–Gore–Malton. 

I’m impressed with the initiative because I’m con-
vinced most Liberals today probably will not support 
you, and for that reason alone it’s bold. I suspect that if 
they do support your bill, it will die, because it is bold as 
an initiative. But I, quite frankly, believe that the idea is a 
good one, because it seems to me the purpose is to 
encourage public confidence in the water that is treated 
by the city and supplied by municipal water systems. The 
objective appears to be to reduce the waste and consump-
tion of energy associated with the production and re-
cycling of plastic bottles by proposing a province-wide 
ban on the sale of single-use plastic bottles of water. In 
my view, that is a good thing. 

We have, today, close to one fifth of the population in 
Canada that drinks only bottled water. That’s an astound-
ing figure, in my mind. One fifth of the people drink only 
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bottled water, mostly from plastic. Probably some drink 
out of a bottle, but most of it is plastic. We have a mass 
withdrawal of water which undermines the limited water 
supplies, diverts resources from municipal water systems, 
emits massive amounts of greenhouse gases, and pro-
duces vast amounts of waste, which we citizens have to 
pay for. 

We know that municipal water systems are among the 
safest and strongest in the world. We know that. I believe 
it. Meanwhile, bottled water costs more, is less regulated, 
consumes more energy and releases more harmful toxins 
into the environment than tap water does. We know that, 
and we know that the industries, such as Nestlé, Pepsi-
Cola, Coca-Cola and Danone have created an estimated 
$50-billion-a-year business by convincing us that bottled 
water is better tasting and purer than tap water, none of 
which we believe is true. It’s less regulated than the 
water that comes out of the tap, yet people somehow 
believe that this magic water that comes in these plastic 
bottles is safe, clean and regulated. While they may be 
tested from time to time, which could be once a year or 
longer, some Conservative members don’t seem to mind 
that kind of thing. All they talk about is whether it’s 
business: “If it’s business, it’s okay,” and that worries me 
as an argument. It does. 

But citizens and governments—at least some govern-
ments—are fighting back against this environmentally 
dangerous privatization of public water. I really did 
believe a while ago, a couple of years ago, that the 
Liberals, who five years ago said that they would stop the 
reckless giveaway of Ontario’s precious water and start 
charging water companies for the water they take, actu-
ally were going to do something about it. This is what 
they’ve done: The big fee that they’re charging these 
water companies is one penny for 3,000 litres of water. 
Man, that has them shivering in their boots. One penny 
for 3,000 litres of water—that’s scaring business away, 
I’m convinced. That’s how tough you Liberals have been 
on these private companies that extract a precious 
resource from our aquifers. 

One of these days in the not-so-distant future, we’re 
going to be fighting over water. We’re seeing a water 
shortage all over the world, and rather than thinking 
about how we protect our water, we’re talking about, 
“Oh, we’ve got to protect jobs or we’ve got to protect 
these poor companies earning billions of dollars for water 
as they charge tremendous amounts of money to buy a 
little plastic bottle of water.” We charge them one penny 
to extract 3,000 litres of water and they charge 600,000 
times the rate at the corner store, or any corner store for 
that matter. And we think that’s okay. 

Yes, it’s true, as the member for Welland says, we’re 
not talking, and this bill doesn’t speak, to the commer-
cialization of water. I am, and that’s part of this debate. It 
is part of the debate. That’s why I support it going to 
second reading, because I think we can have that good 
debate if it goes through second reading. I want to tell 
you that only 18% of the water bottles are actually re-
cycled—18%. Where do the rest go? In landfill sites. Do 

we force these corporations to deal with that particular 
waste? Do they pay for that recycling in any way? Do we 
force them to make sure that, at the source, the corpor-
ations find a way to make sure those bottles are recycled? 
Not one penny, not one cent. 

These are the issues we’ve got to deal with, and I’m 
going to support this bill. It’s good for second reading 
debate and I hope we get to it. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): I don’t 
believe the Liberals have any more time left. I’ll just 
check with the table. Nine minutes? I thought you said 
none. 

I’m sorry—the honourable member from Etobicoke 
North. 

Mr. Shafiq Qaadri: With your permission and in-
dulgence, Speaker, I’d like to offer some arguments 
which I think could be termed a little more on the 
biological or the health side. First of all, to enter into the 
record the names of two or three chemicals which I think 
we, as a Legislature, will become more and more familiar 
with: One is PET, or polyethylene terephthalate, one is 
PTA, terephthalic acid, and one is MEG, monoethylene 
glycol. 

Before I get into the biology in a moment, I would 
simply like to mention that this issue, for example, of 
particular chemicals that are leaching out, leaking out 
slow and steady, in microscopic quantities from things 
like plastic bottles or plastic toys or many of the other 
synthetic oil petroleum derivative products that we sur-
round ourselves with, are slowly but surely being 
recognized as having biological effects. I hope that it will 
not take all of us, as a society, the same amount of time 
that it took, for example, to recognize and implement the 
changes and policies with regard to smoking or alcohol 
or helmets or seat belts. 

Having said that, I would like to offer to this Legis-
lature for its consideration that these types of chemicals 
are, first of all, being recognized of course as affecting 
young bodies, meaning children, meaning infants. Why is 
it being picked up? Why are the signals being recognized 
in those biological systems? Well, because small chemi-
cal amounts are able to disrupt early forming young 
bodies because, first of all, matters of concentration. As 
well, only certain amounts of chemicals are required to 
exert those effects. 

But if we as a nation, as a society, pursue these, 
whether it’s plastic bottles or plastic toys or other gad-
gets, all sorts of things—slowly but steadily these are 
influencing our bodies as endocrine disrupters. The 
government of Canada has recognized this. For example, 
they have just recently moved to ban one of the chemi-
cals that, by the way, does leach out of these exact plastic 
bottles known as bisphenol A. What does this chemical 
do? It is a stealth estrogen, a stealth, secret female hor-
mone, extracorporeal—not extraterrestrial; that means off 
the planet, but extracorporeal, outside the body—hor-
mone. These are having real biological effects, whether 
it’s the increase of breast cancer, early puberty in young 
women, decreased fertility rates in men or quite a whole 
host of other conditions, which is extremely important. 
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In America, the most recently acquired motto is, “Yes, 

we can,” and as part of that, of course, the litigators are 
now launching a multi-billion dollar lawsuit against a 
number of the manufacturers of these products, specific-
ally right now to do with kids—Gerber, Playtex, Evenflo, 
Avent and others. I hope it will not take us as a society 
too long to realize that these types of plastics, some of 
the chemicals that I mentioned, are having real and sig-
nificant biological effects and we should not wait another 
generation, as we have done so far, unfortunately, with 
things like smoking, alcohol, seat belts, helmets and so 
on, to recognize this and to implement it. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Mr. Khalil Ramal: I’m pleased to add to the debate 
on Bill 112, which was introduced by my colleague the 
member from Bramalea–Gore–Malton, Dr. Kuldip Kular. 
As you know, it’s important, when we come to this place 
as a member, to have the right to introduce a private 
member’s bill. Most of the time, we debate those bills 
freely on both sides of the House and with no partisan 
ideology behind it. We openly speak about those issues, 
freely, and it’s important. The member from Bramalea–
Gore–Malton today brought to this House a very im-
portant topic to debate—bottled water: the health aspects 
of it and also the pollution, recycling, diversion and many 
different aspects. 

I want to tell you something: In my past life I was a 
distributor. I used to distribute bottled water, juice and 
many different other things. I used to distribute almost a 
trailer load a day, and also I used to package the bottled 
water. I know it is a very important argument, and today I 
had the chance to meet with the bottled water association, 
who came to Queen’s Park when they heard about the 
bill. They tried to talk to all the members and tell them 
about their initiatives and their job to protect the environ-
ment and their contribution to diversion, and also to pay 
some taxes on the usage of water. 

As I mentioned, it’s an important debate. I know the 
member is a doctor, a physician. He knows the health 
aspect of many different things, and he spoke eloquently 
and presented his views. Also, I listened to the member 
from Etobicoke North, another doctor, who spoke about 
the health effects on this front. Also, the member from 
the NDP spoke eloquently, expressing his views and 
ideas about this issue. 

It’s important, as I mentioned, to bring this issue for-
ward to this House to be debated. Hopefully, this issue 
goes to committee and we get more ideas and more 
visions and more information from both sides—the peo-
ple who use the bottled water, the people who produce 
the bottled water, and also the people who think that it 
shouldn’t be banned from being used in the marketplace. 

As I mentioned to you, I used to distribute those 
products. But water is not the only substance in those 
plastic bottles. There’s juice, there’s pop, and many 
different elements being bottled these days to be shipped 
from place to place. I’m not sure if my colleague is in-

quiring, is requesting, to also ban all plastic bottles, 
including the juice we buy from the market from time to 
time, which is bottled in plastic bottles. Also, as he men-
tioned, in many different areas like the north and many 
contaminated areas where they cannot use tap water for 
some reason—their water is polluted. As we know, not a 
long time ago everybody experienced the tragedy in 
Walkerton, where we saw the water was full of E. coli 
and many people died. Many Ontarians had to ship water 
to Walkerton. Also, the tragedy in New Orleans: In New 
Orleans, many people from Ontario and from Canada 
volunteered and gathered many bottles to ship to New 
Orleans to support the people there. 

It’s a huge discussion, and it should be opened in this 
place. I want to commend the member for bringing this 
forward to give us the chance and the ability to discuss it. 

I’m an expert in that field. As I mentioned to you, I 
used to sell that stuff by the container, by the trailer, on a 
daily basis. Now we hear, from time to time, doctors and 
journalists speaking about the effect of those bottles 
when we use them. I don’t know; I’m not an expert in 
that field. I’m just here to participate in the debate and to 
express my views. 

Before we pass this as a law, with rules and regu-
lations, we should exhaust all efforts to know more infor-
mation about it. I think it is worth going to committee to 
listen to the stakeholders, the users and the people who 
claim this is dangerous to people’s health. 

In the end, it’s a good exercise. My colleague, Dr. 
Kuldip Kular, is an able person who represents his con-
stituency very well. He is expressing his ideas and exer-
cising his right today in this House. I wish him all the 
luck and success, and I’m looking forward to hearing 
more debate on this issue. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Seeing none, the honourable member from Bramalea–
Gore–Malton has up to two minutes for his response. 

Mr. Kuldip Kular: I want to thank all the members 
who spoke on this bill: the members from Haldimand–
Norfolk, Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound, Welland, Trinity–
Spadina, London–Fanshawe, Etobicoke North, and my 
own city colleague from Brampton West. 

If passed, this bill will force industry to change a 
convenient business practice, but the decision to lay off 
employees and close a plant rather than refurbish the 
plant to produce multiple juice bottles or bottles that offer 
more than one serving of water is one for the industry to 
make. 

The objective of this bill is not to punish industry or 
workers, nor to eliminate the water bottling industry, but 
to end an unnecessary and wasteful business practice that 
negatively impacts all Ontarians in the long run. Whether 
it’s our environment, our public health or our energy, it 
costs us a lot more, and that’s why I have put this bill 
before the legislators at Queen’s Park so that they can 
support this bill. I think, in the end, that this province will 
definitely have a healthier environment and healthier 
people, and people will not have to spend so much 
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money, having municipal water systems that already 
supply healthier water from their own taps. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): The time for 
this ballot item has expired. We’ll vote on it in about 50 
minutes’ time. 

TAXATION AMENDMENT ACT 
(EQUIPMENT PURCHASED FOR 

PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES), 2008 
LOI DE 2008 MODIFIANT 
LA LOI SUR LES IMPÔTS 

(ACHAT D’APPAREILS POUR 
LES PERSONNES HANDICAPÉES) 

Mr. Murdoch moved second reading of the following 
bill: 

Bill 109, An Act to provide a tax credit for the 
purchase of equipment or devices for persons with 
disabilities / Projet de loi 109, Loi prévoyant un crédit 
d’impôt pour l’achat d’appareils ou de dispositifs pour 
les personnes handicapées. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Pursuant to 
standing order 98, Mr. Murdoch, you have up to 12 
minutes for your presentation. 

Mr. Bill Murdoch: As you know, our times come up 
for private members’ bills; I actually thought of this one 
back when I was out campaigning for the election about a 
year ago. I went to one home in our area and met some 
parents and their daughter, who actually lived in this 
place, and they asked me what our policy was on people 
with disabilities. 
1520 

At that point, a little book that shows you what we’re 
supposed to say mentioned that information was still 
coming. It was about halfway through the election, so I 
was a little concerned that we didn’t have a lot of policy 
on that. I did know, though, that we did believe that 
people on disability do not get enough to have a proper 
life. There’s no way that the little bit of money that they 
get from the province and the feds is good enough. 
People with disabilities didn’t ask for the disabilities; 
these things happen sometimes, sometimes they’re born 
that way, whatever. So I thought about this. 

Then this couple mentioned to me that their daughter 
needed orthopaedic shoes, and they’re really expensive. 
She definitely would have had a hard time walking. They 
bought these shoes for her, but being that she didn’t live 
at home, there was no way—there didn’t seem to be any 
agency or any group that could help. They were con-
cerned that maybe we should have something like that. 
You know, at least we should allow them to claim on 
their income tax the money they spent to help someone 
out. It’s just a simple thing. It’s not a hard, big, long bill 
with a lot of explanations; it’s just that if you know 
somebody who has a disability—either related or not 
related; it doesn’t even have to be related—and you want 
to help them out and buy the device or something that 
will make their life better, at least there should be some 

way of recognizing that. I thought, well, why couldn’t 
you just claim at least up to $4,000 on your income tax? 
It’s very simple. 

That’s why I brought this bill forward today, so that 
this House can debate it for second reading, vote on it 
and hopefully pass it. I really can’t see anybody who 
would be against something like this, because I know 
everybody who sits in this House wants to help people 
with disabilities if they can. This is just a small way of 
doing that. 

The bill got some news coverage, and some infor-
mation was sent out across Ontario, and we’ve had a lot 
of people who have sent letters and support for the bill. 
Michael David, director of the Ontario chapter of the 
Canadian Hard of Hearing Association, says: 

“I am writing to express my support of Bill 109, An 
Act to provide a tax credit for the purchase of equipment 
or devices,” like we’ve said. 

“This bill will provide every Ontarian with a disability 
with additional significant savings in their purchase of 
equipment or devices, and in some cases, give them the 
ability to actually purchase the device instead of forgoing 
it because of financial need. This bill will save money for 
families, seniors and individuals.” 

And it will. A lot of times people in Ontario just can’t 
afford the devices they need, for whatever disability they 
have, to make their lives much better and to live as 
normal a life as they can. There are a lot of agencies that 
do help out, and we’ve got to appreciate them, but it’s 
sometimes the paperwork or just getting through to an 
agency to ask them for help. They have many people 
asking them for help. Sometimes that’s just onerous on a 
person or families, and it doesn’t happen. In this case, at 
least they could claim it on their income tax. 

As I say, we had many other agencies, such as the 
March of Dimes—and Janet Macmaster and Judy 
Williams are here from the March of Dimes. We 
appreciate your being here today listening to this debate. 
As I say, I hope that all parties in this House will support 
it. 

William Adair, executive director of the Canadian 
Paraplegic Association, Ontario, is also writing to say in 
regard to Bill 109 that he thinks this is a good bill and 
would support it. He goes on to say, “specifically to ask 
that Ontario allow our citizens with disabilities to take 
advantage of this opportunity, to alleviate the barriers of 
undue hardship.” That’s what I mentioned. Sometimes 
the barriers are there, but people just can’t get the help 
that they need. If somebody has a friend and they want to 
help them, as I say, this would enable that friend to claim 
up to $4,000 on their income tax if they help somebody 
with a device that makes their life much better. 

I have a letter from Penny. She’s an adult who is deaf 
and blind, living in Ottawa: “Technology moves at such a 
rapid pace that keeping up with it is a challenge.” So for 
her to buy other devices to help her out—it’s important 
that she’s able to do this. If somebody helps her or her 
family can help her, then again, they can use this as a 
way of helping them out and being able to claim it. She 
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goes on to say how this would really help her in her 
situation. 

As I say, many other agencies have written to us. 
Michelle Gold, senior director of the Canadian Mental 
Health Association, is another one who has written to us. 
It doesn’t give us time to read all the letter fully here, but: 
“This letter is in support of Bill 109.... The Canadian 
Mental Health Association, Ontario division, is a pro-
vincial association that is committed to improving ser-
vices and supports for individuals with mental illness and 
their families, and to the promotion of mental health in 
Ontario.” They go on to say, “Bill 109 would increase an 
individual’s access to assistive devices needed to carry 
out the usual activities of daily living, which in turn 
supports their mental health.” 

In the long run, by allowing this bill to pass, when we 
can help people out it helps us in many other areas. It 
helps people, as I say, to live a better life than they had 
before. 

We also received many e-mails from people who work 
in the accessibility coordination field, helping people get 
equipment they need to function, like Jeanette in Kings-
ton: “As both a person with a disability and someone 
who works towards improving accessibility for persons 
with disabilities, I know intimately the many struggles 
that folks like myself face in navigating an environment 
designed without due consideration of our needs. 

“The ability to transcend some of these significant 
barriers often depends on access to equipment and 
technology. I know, for example, that my life has been 
nearly transformed since I got my cochlear implant in 
2004. On a very basic level it afforded me considerable 
independence and success in almost every area of my 
life, but especially in my professional life and as a 
mother.” 

There are many other letters like this from people who 
have disabilities and think that this is a good idea and a 
good bill for this Parliament to pass. 

Here’s another one: “I support your private member’s 
Bill 109. I myself am hearing impaired and have been 
waiting to be able to buy hearing aids, and passage of 
your bill would go a long way in helping me and likely 
hundreds of others in doing so. Good luck.” 

I also have signed support from staff and volunteers 
from the following organizations based out of London 
and surrounding area. I know the good members who live 
in London will be glad to hear that these people also 
support this bill: the community care access centre; 
Victorian Order of Nurses; Community Living London, 
Hutton House, London; autism dog trainers; Regional 
Support Associates; Thames Valley Children’s Centre; 
and the Epilepsy Support Centre of London. I also 
mentioned that the March of Dimes are here to support 
this bill. 

Hopefully, everyone else in the House can throw their 
support behind it and we can get on with this bill, moving 
forward, so that in the future, in the new year, people will 
be able to claim it on their income taxes. It’s a simple 
little amount that would help people out in their way and 

make their lives that much better. I appeal to everyone 
here today to support this bill so we can move it along 
through this House. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Before I ask 
for further debate, I just want to explain the rotation this 
afternoon. Normally, in a regular Parliament that had 
room, the independent member would sit between the 
third party and the government. Because of the rump, 
we’re unable to do that, so the Speaker, after the inde-
pendent member speaks, looks to the government side to 
speak next in the rotation. 

Is there anyone from the government side who would 
like to speak? 

Mr. Bob Delaney: It is a pleasure to follow the 
address by my colleague from Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound. 
I do have to say from the very outset that I support the 
bill. The member is on to a good idea here. Frankly, I 
think he might be a little ahead of his former party. In 
fact, if his former party had listened to him and maybe 
worked with this issue instead of the one that they did 
bring to the last election, things might be a little bit 
different in the House today—but that’s just water under 
the bridge. 
1530 

Let’s talk about some of the people who from this 
proposed measure, whether it passes in this or another 
format—because this is private members’ time and the 
member has proposed a private member’s bill, and what 
we’ve seen here, even this fall, have been two examples 
of issues that were first brought up as private members’ 
bills. The member for Durham brought up more than 
once his proposal for a cell phone ban, which is now a 
government bill, and he has been suitably recognized for 
his contribution. The member for Sault Ste. Marie 
brought up his idea on the apology, which is in fact now 
passed as the Apology Act. So whether it be this private 
member’s bill or whether the measures proposed by the 
member for Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound resurface in a 
different way, I thank him for bringing this measure to 
the House. 

Some of the people who are likely to benefit most 
from the type of things that he’s proposed are people 
very much like us who stand here today, members of the 
baby boom generation born between the years 1946 and 
1966. We would now be between the ages of 42 on the 
young side and 62 on the elder side. It is often said that, 
especially among men, everything you truly value about 
your body in time thins out, wears out, spreads out or 
falls out. 

As this enormous baby boom demographic moves 
from middle age into old age, we will all increasingly 
need assistive devices. The member, somewhat inaccur-
ately, refers to the province of Ontario’s support for 
assistive devices as a pittance. Just to ensure that we put 
this in its proper perspective, Ontario has what is called 
the assistive devices program. It covers some 8,000 
separate pieces of equipment and supplies, and it pays—
now get this—up to 75% of the price for most devices. 
So let’s just repeat that just to make sure everybody 
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grasps it: Ontario’s assistive devices program can pay 
you up to 75% of the price for most devices. Now you 
say, “So what kind of devices are we talking about here?” 
Prosthetic devices, wheelchairs, mobility aids, special-
ized seating systems, feeding supplies, monitors, test 
strips for insulin-dependent diabetics, insulin pumps, 
supplies for children, hearing aids, respiratory equipment, 
braces, garments, pumps, visual and communication aids, 
oxygen and oxygen delivery equipment such as concen-
trators, cylinder, liquid systems and related supplies—the 
list is a very extensive one. I won’t read all 8,000 items 
on it. 

So you would say, “So what does this represent on 
behalf of the government of Ontario?” It represents an 
investment of some $67 million—an amount that has in-
creased by nearly a third since 2003. 

I’m going to leave time for some of my colleagues to 
discuss this measure. As I said before, I think most of us 
are very much in support of what the member is trying to 
do with his private member’s bill. We’re glad to see it 
brought to the floor. It’s very much congruent with the 
direction the government is headed in, and I thank you 
for the time to stand up and discuss it. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Ms. Sylvia Jones: I’m pleased to rise on behalf of the 
Progressive Conservative caucus, and as the community 
and social services critic for our caucus, to talk on Bill 
109. I would like to acknowledge the work and the back-
ground that the member from Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound 
put into this bill. I think it has some great ideas, great 
suggestions, and I would like to talk about some of the 
specifics on it. 

The bill, of course, amends the Taxation Act to 
provide a credit to individuals who purchase equipment 
or devices designed for persons with disabilities for use 
by the individual—and this part is important—or by a 
member of his or her family. I think the reality is that 
there are many family members who would be more than 
willing to participate in the purchase of assistive devices 
that aren’t covered by the assistive devices program if 
they had the additional incentive of the tax credit. That’s 
a good move forward on the part of the member. 

There are, of course, many organizations in Ontario 
that would support such a move. I think, right off the top 
of my head, of the CNIB, the MS Society and Autism 
Ontario—the list goes on. The reality is that every day 
there are new programs and new devices that can make 
the lives of people across Ontario with a disability easier, 
and anything we, as legislators, can do to encourage that 
innovation and ultimately encourage the use is a good 
thing. So I’m pleased to support it. 

You know, when we go back to our constituency 
offices we all talk. We often hear of family members and 
individuals who have gone through the assistive devices 
program, and we all know full well that many devices 
and many individuals are not fully covered for this 
program. So this is a good move by the member for 
Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound, and I applaud him for that. 

I think of a mother I had come in. Her son went 
through the school system and was given a special com-
puter that he was using in his classroom to assist him and 
to allow him to be included in the regular stream of the 
school. The sad part of the story was that the computer 
was not allowed to go home. So if the child had any 
homework, or if the child had any kind of initiative 
where he wanted to do some additional work at home, he 
didn’t have the specialized computer to use. 

The mother said she would look at purchasing it, if 
there were some kind of support. I think that Bill 109 is a 
perfect example of something that maybe would be the 
tipping point to allow her to purchase that computer to 
match what she had been able to get through the school 
system. 

I guess we could get into a bit of a discussion about 
why the computer wasn’t able to be transferred home to 
allow him to do homework, but we won’t get into that at 
this point; we’re talking about Bill 109. 

I’d also like to talk about some of the other bills that 
Progressive Conservatives have brought forward to assist 
people with disabilities. 

Tim Hudak, our finance critic from Niagara West–
Glanbrook, raised Bill 28, the Homestead Act, as some-
thing that would assist persons with disabilities and allow 
them to keep their homes. 

Bill 70, the Blind Persons’ Rights Amendment Act, is 
from Gerry Martiniuk. His riding is Cambridge. 

Bill 78, the Property Tax Deferral Act, from our 
member for Thornhill, Peter Shurman, was debated in the 
last session. 

Of course, on December 11, I am bringing forward a 
private member’s bill that I trust everyone will be 
debating and supporting: Bill 94, the Social Assistance 
Statute Law Amendment Act. It would allow Ontario 
residents to set up a registered disability savings plan and 
not have that additional money clawed back through 
ODSP. I look forward to debating that bill on December 
11, and I trust that the member from Bruce–Grey–Owen 
Sound will be back to support me on Bill 94. 

In closing, I think it’s a great idea. I would like to 
acknowledge the work he has put into it. I hope we get an 
opportunity to debate the bill further, because it has a lot 
of benefits that I can see in both my riding of Dufferin–
Caledon and, of course, across Ontario. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Mr. Rosario Marchese: I’m happy to speak to the bill 
presented by the member from Bruce–Grey–Owen 
Sound. I think it’s a good bill. A tax credit for equipment 
or devices up to $4,000 is a good thing, and it speaks to 
the inadequacy of income supports for people with dis-
abilities in Ontario. That’s what it speaks to. It’s an ad-
mission that people with disabilities have ongoing 
problems as it relates to their ability to live well and 
adequately, and to be able to pay for things that they 
need. That’s what this bill is all about. 
1540 

I appreciate the brief history that the member for 
Dufferin–Caledon provided about the good things that 
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Mike Harris did. It was a good reminder that Mike Harris 
left us a very interesting and important legacy. So I found 
it useful, just as a reminder. 

A single Ontario disability support plan recipient has 
to live and survive on $1,000 per month. That is money 
that puts them below the poverty line. While $1,000 
seems like a lot of money, it’s not a lot. It’s not a lot for 
anyone. While it is true that the federal government 
provides a disability tax credit, which provides relief for 
extra everyday expenses incurred by persons with dis-
abilities who suffer severe and prolonged mental or 
physical impairment, while that is helpful, people with 
disabilities still find themselves in very difficult posi-
tions. 

While it is true that we have an assistive devices pro-
gram, as the member for Mississauga–Streetsville was 
talking about, and, yes, it helps residents with long-term 
physical disabilities to access personalized assistive 
devices appropriate to their needs, while that is true and 
while that is good, it is inadequate in terms of what it 
doesn’t do for people with disabilities. While it is true 
that it provides up to 75% of the cost for equipment such 
as artificial limbs, as the member was talking about, 
orthopaedic braces, wheelchairs, breathing aids and other 
things—it only provides for up to 75% of the cost, which 
means they have to pay for the extra cost on their own. 
When we’re talking about hearing aids, which the 
assistive devices program supports to pay for, it only pro-
vides for 50% of the cost. We know there are more and 
more people in our society who are having difficulties in 
hearing, me included. I’m not there yet in terms of 
needing the device but there are more and more people 
who need this device, my brother being one. It’s very 
costly. The government pays $500 for these devices; I 
know that my brother had to pay $2,000 to get it, and 
some may be more. That means people on ODSP, the 
Ontario disability support plan, have to pay that extra 
cost for that device. 

It isn’t just people on ODSP, but it’s just people who 
are low income, who have these problems and have to 
pay for these things on their own. They may not have a 
health plan of their own. And so— 

Ms. Sylvia Jones: If you’re on ODSP it’s 100%—
assistive devices. 

Mr. Rosario Marchese: If you’re on ODSP. The 
point is, if you’re not on ODSP and you are low income 
and need that device, the assistive devices program pays 
for 50%—that’s about it. So there are a lot of people who 
need the additional support and they’re not getting it. 

The point of this bill is, how do we help people who 
have a disability to get a little more support so that their 
needs are looked after? It speaks to obligations of 
governments; it speaks to our desire to help people who 
are in need. It speaks to a collective spirit, doesn’t it, Bill, 
of helping each other? That’s why Bill is independent. 
We want to have a collective, communal sense of what 
we owe to each other; isn’t that it? It’s part of that spirit 
that Bill embodies, and it may not be true of all 
Conservative members but it is true of Bill. That’s why I 

want to support him in this initiative, because it’s about 
looking after those whose needs are different than ours, 
who are unable to pay for the things that they need to be 
able to live happily and adequately. It’s for that reason 
that I, for one, as a New Democrat, will be supporting it. 
I know my colleague from Welland will be speaking to 
this as well, and he’ll share his ideas in a few moments. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Mr. Khalil Ramal: First of all, I congratulate the 
member from Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound for bringing 
such an important bill before us in the House to be de-
bated today. It’s a very important subject, a subject that’s 
important to be discussed and to be supported. I know the 
member, who called himself the leader of the independ-
ent party or the leader of the Progressive Conservative 
Party, he told me the other day—I want to congratulate 
him. 

We talked many different times about different issues. 
I know of his passion about supporting disabled people in 
Ontario, and I know his daughter is very active in 
London in supporting people with disabilities on many 
different fronts. We meet with her pretty often. She 
comes to our office, and we discuss many different 
issues. It seems like the whole house, from the father to 
the children, established some kind of passion for people 
with disabilities, which explains why he had been ex-
pelled and banned from the Conservative Party—because 
he has a conscience about disabilities. 

He talked about support for people with disabilities. I 
think it’s very important. I was listening to the member 
from the third party, Mr. Marchese, speaking about the 
need and obligation to support people with disabilities, 
because we as a government, as a community, as a so-
ciety, are obligated to support the people who live among 
us, and for some reason have some kind of disability. 

So our government, of course, invests a lot on this 
front. We support more than 8,000 pieces of equipment 
and assistive devices programs. I believe our investments 
are important, but we are still far from establishing our 
need and our goal, which is to support every person with 
a disability across the province with whatever they need, 
because, as I mentioned, we are obligated to do so. 

My colleague the member from Mississauga–Streets-
ville spoke eloquently about the details and the elements 
and how many pieces of equipment we support—up to 
75%—especially with the people on ODSP and also 
some people who need it badly. 

I think it’s an important initiative and it’s worth it to 
discuss and to debate. I commend the member from 
Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound for bringing this issue 
forward, and I hope this initiative will see the light and 
go to committee, and the committee will debate more, 
and we’ll see how we can establish it and how we can 
make it a law and benefit all the people with disabilities 
across the province of Ontario. 

I said it many different times. I had the chance, in my 
past life, to work with people with mental disabilities and 
intellectual and developmental disabilities, and also to 
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work with people with physical disabilities. I know how 
many challenges they face on a daily basis. I think some 
kind of support—tax relief—would be important to give 
them the ability to survive; especially if they are on a low 
income, they don’t have much money to spare in order to 
buy certain equipment. And as we all know, that 
technical equipment is very expensive. Some of it is 
between $1,000 to $10,000 for one piece of equipment. 

So I think the support is well-needed. I congratulate 
the member, and I’m looking forward to seeing it in the 
committee, and we’ll discuss it more. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Ms. Laurie Scott: I’m pleased to have the opportunity 
to add some comments on the legislation before us today, 
Bill 109, An Act to provide a tax credit for the purchase 
of equipment or devices for persons with disabilities. 
This is certainly an example of something that we can 
offer to those who require specific devices in order to 
live active lives and hopefully to stay in their own homes 
as long as possible. 

I am also pleased to follow up on the comments from 
my colleague from Dufferin–Caledon, whose commit-
ment and dedication to her role as critic of the Ministry 
of Community and Social Services has been nothing 
short of top-notch. I thank her for her input on this bill 
and the work that she does in criticizing—and there’s a 
lot to criticize these days—the Ministry of Community 
and Social Services. 

She brought forward Bill 94, with respect to social 
assistance amendments. I appreciate her work on that 
front, and I know that that’s coming up soon in Novem-
ber, so it’s advance warning to members on the opposite 
side that they might think they should be supporting Bill 
94, registered disability savings plans, because that 
certainly helps those with disabilities. 
1550 

The other bills that were brought forward, which the 
Progressive Conservative Party has attempted to 
introduce in this Legislature, that would help persons 
with disabilities were mentioned: The Homestead Act, 
2007, the Blind Persons’ Rights Amendment Act, the 
Property Tax Deferral Act and the Social Assistance 
Statue Law Amendment Act. I say that especially for my 
colleague from London–Fanshawe, who seems to think 
that we do not have a good record of giving a hand to 
people who need a hand. 

I also want to remind him that it was his government 
in 2004—Minister Sorbara’s budget—when the Liberals 
cancelled the RST, or the provincial sales tax rebate, on 
motor vehicles purchased for a person with a permanent 
physical disability, which was a maximum of $2,400 for 
vans and $1,600 for cars. That was cancelled. I get lots of 
calls in my office on that. I just want to remind the 
members opposite that we can do more for people with 
disabilities; this is what this bill that we’re discussing this 
afternoon is about. 

I want to focus on another particular aspect that this 
bill would address. I’ve spoken on the proposed legis-

lation from the member from Beaches–East York, and 
even the member from Pickering–Scarborough East has 
brought forward a bill about visual fire alarms to help 
Ontarians who have hearing challenges. Certainly, that 
concerns and deals with people such as seniors and those 
who are deaf or hard-of-hearing in all of our com-
munities. We know that sound alarms are inadequate for 
these people. What would be more effective is providing 
them with strobe alarms, visual alarms or similar devices 
in order to be alerted to the dangers that may occur in an 
emergency situation. This is where Bill 109 makes good 
sense, as these are certainly costly pieces of equipment, 
especially when you consider the fact that these devices 
need to be on each floor in numerous areas of a home. 
I’ve certainly had the opportunity to speak many times to 
Maggie Doherty-Gilbert, who represents the Canadian 
Hearing Society in the area that I represent of Hali-
burton–Kawartha Lakes–Brock, but also in the Peter-
borough area and part of Durham, and she does a 
fantastic job in that. 

She’s been working closely with the Durham Deaf 
Accessibility Committee and she’s met with many MPPs, 
besides myself. In May, she came to see me again and 
she brought an individual named Rusty, who is a senior 
and who is deaf. Rusty and Maggie both indicated the 
level of fear experienced by those who can’t hear, with 
respect to their safety. They also fear the fact that they 
can’t afford the fire alarms. When the fire department 
comes, they could get charged. Rusty was very scared 
that he was going to get charged by the fire department 
for not having a smoke alarm in his house. 

Statistics show that as many as 40% of the seniors in 
our community are either deaf or hard-of-hearing. They 
can’t hear fire alarms, sirens from emergency vehicles or 
even the door when the neighbours knock and say, 
“There’s a safety concern. Please come out of your 
house.” To most of those people, an audible fire alarm 
isn’t sufficient to make them aware of the potential 
danger that they may be faced with. Strobe alarms are 
what’s needed in these cases. As I said, we spoke several 
times in the Legislature about the need for strobe smoke 
alarms to be installed and the help that people do need 
with installing them. It’s not just the alarm; they have to 
have them wired in properly and they have to be on 
different floors in different rooms. It can go up to over 
$1,000 quite easily. 

As legislators, we are certainly all given the respon-
sibility of working to provide seniors and people with 
disabilities with the dignity and independence of staying 
in their homes. That is partially addressed, certainly, in 
this bill that has been brought forward this afternoon. I 
know that the member from Mississauga–Streetsville 
brought forward the fact that there are 8,000 separate 
pieces of equipment or supplies that are covered. I say, 
there’s another assistive device that should be covered, 
and that’s certainly been brought up. As I said, the Can-
adian Hearing Society have been strong advocates, and 
they’ve brought that to us several times. The private 
member’s bill—this is the third time, I think, I’m dis-
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cussing the assistive device program with respect to 
strobe lighting. We’re trying to help the government. It 
would be a good thing for the government to do. 

Interjection. 
Ms. Laurie Scott: Well, sometimes private members’ 

bills can be non-partisan. We’ve had a couple of bills 
here today that have been non-partisan. 

I want to congratulate the member from Bruce–Grey–
Owen Sound on the fact that he’s bringing this forward, 
this tax credit bill that could help people who need the 
assistance that’s not being covered now. I think it’s a 
really tangible bill. We can go to committee, we can dis-
cuss it, and I’m sure the Canadian Hearing Society would 
certainly be there. 

Mr. Dave Levac: The first one was motherhood. 
Ms. Laurie Scott: Well, the government says it’s 

motherhood. It is a good idea. They’ve got the power and 
they can bring it to committee and they can pass it in 
legislation. So bring it on; we’ll certainly support it. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Mr. Peter Kormos: Thank you kindly, Speaker. The 
member for Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound, Bill Murdoch, 
has produced a bill that is obviously supportable by every 
member of this Legislature and represents good policy. It 
reveals a sensitivity to the difficulties faced by persons 
with disabilities here in the province of Ontario. I 
applaud Mr. Murdoch for this legislation and I appreciate 
the chance to speak to it here, along with my colleague 
from Trinity–Spadina, Rosario Marchese. 

It’s a good bill. We support it and it should go to 
committee—end of story. I could sit down right now, I 
suppose, except I’ve got a few more things to say. 

The bill is going to pass; I’m convinced of that. Mr. 
Murdoch is going to stand up when the bill passes and 
ask for it to be referred to a committee, and I’m sure that 
this assembly is going to agree to that. 

However, what happens then? What happens to pri-
vate members’ bills when they are referred to committee 
but find themselves—that is to say, the bills—constantly 
blocked by government business? If a bill sort of rises to 
the surface because of the completion of government 
business in that committee, the government will then 
refer bills that don’t belong in that committee to that 
committee. 

So my fear, Mr. Murdoch, is that notwithstanding that 
the Liberals are going to stand up in here and applaud 
this bill, and they’re going to applaud you—where were 
they when you needed them?—I am fearful that the bill 
could be sent off into legislative orbit, that the bill could 
disappear in Stephen Hawking’s black hole. 

Interjection: You’re such a cynic, Peter. 
Mr. Peter Kormos: The member accuses me of being 

cynical. After 20 years of observing this, I say it’s not 
being cynical; it’s being accurate. 

I despair about that. I find it a very problematic thing, 
especially from a government that just recently forced 
through amendments to the standing orders that included, 

oh, such fluffy, warm and fuzzy things as co-sponsoring 
bills. Oh, co-sponsored bills, my foot. You can co-spon-
sor bills until the cows come home. If you stand up here 
and you talk about it being a good bill, then make sure it 
gets dealt with in committee, referred back to this House, 
and called to third reading. 

You see, a private member’s bill is really no longer 
the member’s bill once it has been referred back to the 
House by a committee on second reading, because only 
the government can call it. The private member, Mr. 
Murdoch, has no power, no authority whatsoever, to use 
any time that he might have available to him to call the 
bill for third reading. Let me make another observation: 
In this government, things don’t happen unless the 
Premier’s office wants them to happen. 

It’s a good piece of legislation. It warrants consider-
ation in committee. 

And let me say this. One of the things that I would 
want to see addressed in committee is to ensure that the 
range of devices for which there will be tax credits is a 
wide range, because the types of devices that are used by 
folks—I mean, every day there are new observations, 
new developments, new technology. 

One of the things that we encounter—at least I do, 
down where I come from—is the need for seniors to have 
retrofitting in their homes, everything from the handrails 
in the bathroom to perhaps different-height toilets to 
accommodate them; handles on the sink taps, because 
arthritic hands—you don’t have to be real old to have a 
problem opening and closing those faucets that don’t 
have adequate handles. 

Mr. Rosario Marchese: How do you get to the 
second floor? 

Mr. Peter Kormos: The various elevators and other 
devices that use stairways to ascend to the second floor; 
the installation of a bathroom on the first floor, a small 
lavatory and water closet on the first floor— 

Mr. David Zimmer: A beer room in the basement. 
1600 

Mr. Peter Kormos: Some members want to treat this 
stuff frivolously; I treat it very seriously, because we deal 
with folks who suffer because of their inability to finance 
these sorts of things themselves. 

We talk a big game about accessibility, but when 
we’re put to the test by Mr. Murdoch, as he does with 
Bill 109, we fail those very folks we talk a big game 
about. You can’t just talk about accessibility; you’ve got 
to make it happen. This bill, among other things, guar-
antees accessibility in the most sacred of places—in 
someone’s own home. This bill can be used to ensure that 
people, as they age and become seniors and older and 
older, live in their own homes longer and longer. What a 
delightful thing to do, and quite frankly, what a prag-
matic thing to do, because it saves the taxpayer a whole 
lot of money at the end of the day. 

I applaud Mr. Murdoch, the unbeatable Mr. Murdoch. 
There’s a story going around that Mr. Murdoch offered to 
give up his seat for John Tory to run. The only condition 
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was that Bill Murdoch was going to run, as well, as an 
independent. John Tory didn’t take him up on the offer, 
because I have no doubt that Bill Murdoch would beat 
John Tory up in Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound in a New 
York minute, standing on his head with one arm tied 
behind his back. 

If you ever go up there, folks—and I encourage you; 
it’s a really beautiful part of the province—if you want to 
get a smile out of somebody, an acknowledgement that 
you’re an insider, just say you know Billy Murdoch, 
because there’s nobody up there who doesn’t know him 
and doesn’t like him, and it appears there’s nobody up 
there who doesn’t vote for him. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Further 
debate? 

Mr. Kevin Daniel Flynn: It’s a pleasure to join the 
debate today. I’ll say right from the outset that I think 
this is a bill that should be supported by all members of 
this House, and I think it’s one that really shows the sort 
of innovative thinking that we need in this province. 

We look back to our forefathers, those people who 
decided that perhaps we should have a medical system 
that was different from the rest of the world and that if 
you got sick, we would look after you; if you got sick 
you didn’t go to the bank first, you went to the hospital or 
you went to the doctor. The people who came before us, 
like Tommy Douglas, Pearson and J.S. Woodsworth, put 
into place a health care system that we should be proud 
of. 

Since that date, we’ve had debates, we’ve talked to all 
aspects of this, and one challenge has always been the 
affordability. How do we match that expectation from a 
health care perspective with affordability from a taxpayer 
perspective? I think the type of innovative thinking that’s 
being shown today by the member for Bruce–Grey–
Owen Sound is something that’s worthy of consideration 
and should move forward. 

A previous speaker talked about private members’ 
bills that don’t make it. Sometimes we should focus on 
the positive, and that’s those private members’ bills that 
do make it. You think of the member for Brant, for 
example, who brought forward a terrific private mem-
ber’s bill that dealt with allergies, anaphylaxis, and that 
became government policy; Firefighters’ Memorial Day, 
for example, the same member from Brant. You look at 
the member for Sault Ste. Marie, who brought forward 
the Apology Act and something that prohibited smoking 
in cars with children. You look at the member for 
Willowdale, who brought forward some excellent leg-
islation on boating. So it really proves that private 
members’ bills can change things if they have substance 
behind them, and obviously, if they get the support of 
this House. I think this government has shown the 
willingness to include that. Mr. O’Toole just had some 
success the other day with cellphones. 

The last time I checked, Mr. O’Toole was not a 
Liberal and didn’t plan on becoming one. The last time I 
checked, the member for Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound 

wasn’t a Conservative either. So we’ve got some people 
moving around here. 

If you see a bill like this that comes forward, a private 
member’s bill that has the support of such organizations 
as the March of Dimes and the Canadian Paraplegic 
Association, regardless of the party membership of the 
member who has brought it forward—he’s probably the 
most private member in this House right now. He 
certainly should have a private member’s bill attached to 
his name. This is one that is worthy of support. This is 
one that I think is going to find support among service 
clubs, community initiatives, people who want to help 
out their neighbours, people who want to help out their 
friends, families and people in the community who 
perhaps need some help. This, to me, seems to be an 
extra incentive that would allow somebody to perhaps 
put their hand in their wallet, make a donation, make 
some sort of a charitable initiative that would allow 
somebody to have a much better life. It’s that simple. 

I think there’s been a change in the way that society is 
looking and thinking about disabilities. This type of 
innovative thinking brought forward by the member for 
Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound is an example to us all of the 
type of thinking we should be undertaking as we look for 
new ways to make our health care system the best in the 
world, but also affordable and efficient. This is right in 
line with this. 

As I said, despite the previous comments about private 
members’ bills not going anywhere, I suspect this is a 
private member’s bill that has a chance of going 
somewhere and should be supported. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): The 
honourable member for Bruce–Grey–Owen Sound, Mr. 
Murdoch, you have up to two minutes for your response. 

Mr. Bill Murdoch: I certainly want to thank every 
one who spoke on this bill today. 

First, I’m going to start off with the member for 
Mississauga–Streetsville. If you took out of my earlier 
remarks that it was just a pittance that we pay, I’m sorry, 
because that’s not what I meant. I do understand that we 
have many programs within the government that help 
people out. Sometimes it’s hard to get through the red 
tape, and that’s what I was talking about. I know you did 
mention only up to 75%. That’s why part of this bill, 
though, will help out because if they got that much, then 
someone else could help them with the rest and it would 
top it up and they would be able to claim it. So that’s the 
reasoning behind this bill. 

Also, I’d like to mention that all three governments 
since I’ve been here have supported things like this, so 
it’s not that one government can take claim on helping 
out people with disabilities. I believe all three parties 
have done that. I have had the privilege of sitting with all 
three parties, so I just wanted to mention that also. 

Interjections. 
Mr. Bill Murdoch: Maybe it was the fourth one. I 

guess, at this point, the fourth party hasn’t been the gov-
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ernment but maybe; there’s always hope, you never 
know. 

We also had the members for Dufferin–Caledon, 
Trinity–Spadina, London–Fanshawe, Haliburton–
Kawartha Lakes–Brock, Welland and Oakville. All those 
members spoke in favour of this bill. I was contemplating 
here that maybe, since we all support it, we could have 
gone for third reading and forgotten about going to com-
mittee, but that may not happen. So when we get to 
which committee, we’ll certainly work hard and I will be 
here to remind you that everyone supported it. If it 
doesn’t come to a committee, I’ll be here to remind you 
that it’s not coming along. We hope this bill does get 
passed in the near future. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Thank you. 
The time provided for private members’ public business 
has expired. 

DIABETES AWARENESS MONTH 
ACT, 2008 

LOI DE 2008 SUR LE MOIS 
DE LA SENSIBILISATION 

AU DIABÈTE 
The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): We will first 

deal with ballot item number 52, standing in the name of 
Mrs. Mangat. Mrs. Mangat has moved second reading of 
Bill 113, An Act to proclaim the month of November 
Diabetes Awareness Month in Ontario. Is it the pleasure 
of the House that the motion carry? Carried. 

Second reading agreed to. 
Mrs. Amrit Mangat: I ask that Bill 113 be referred to 

the Standing Committee on Justice Policy. 
The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Is it agreed 

that the bill be referred to the standing committee? 
Agreed. So ordered. 

SINGLE-USE BOTTLED WATER 
BAN ACT, 2008 

LOI DE 2008 INTERDISANT 
LES BOUTEILLES D’EAU JETABLES 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): We’ll now 
deal with ballot item number 53, standing in the name of 
Mr. Kular. Mr. Kular has moved second reading of Bill 
112, An Act to prohibit the sale of single-use plastic 
bottles of water in Ontario. Is it the pleasure of the House 
that the motion carry? I heard some nos. 

All those in favour of the motion will please say 
“aye.” 

All those opposed to the motion will please say “nay.” 
In my opinion, the ayes have it. 
Sorry, I didn’t see that. We’ll call in the members after 

we deal with the next ballot item. 

TAXATION AMENDMENT ACT 
(EQUIPMENT PURCHASED FOR 

PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES), 2008 
LOI DE 2008 MODIFIANT 
LA LOI SUR LES IMPÔTS 

(ACHAT D’APPAREILS POUR 
LES PERSONNES HANDICAPÉES) 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): We will now 
deal with ballot item number 54, standing in the name of 
Mr. Murdoch. Mr. Murdoch has moved second reading 
of Bill 109, An Act to provide a tax credit for the 
purchase of equipment or devices for persons with 
disabilities. Is it the pleasure of the House that motion 
carry? Carried. 

Second reading agreed to. 
Mr. Bill Murdoch: Would this bill be able to go to 

the Standing Committee on Regulations and Private 
Bills? That would be a good committee to hear it. They 
have lots of time to discuss it. 

Interjections. 
The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): I hear a no 

with respect to that request. Would the government like 
to suggest something else? 

We can do a vote on this matter. The honourable 
member has asked that the bill be referred to the com-
mittee on private bills. 

Mr. Peter Kormos: On a point of order, Mr. Speaker: 
I would ask for unanimous consent to allow the mover of 
this bill on second reading to propose another committee 
choice. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Do we have 
unanimous consent to propose another committee? 
Agreed. Mr. Murdoch? 

Interjections. 
Mr. Bill Murdoch: Yes, they could. Unfortunately, a 

lot of the other committees are full, and that’s what we 
talked about. 

Interjection: Bill, try estimates. 
Interjection: They’re trying to bury you. 
Mr. Bill Murdoch: It seems that way. I don’t know 

whether I have any time to talk to the whip over there, 
who seems to be wanting to put this into another com-
mittee. That’s why we talked around here—I would have 
even liked to ask for third reading, but I didn’t because I 
thought we would pick a committee that had lots of time. 

Interjection. 
Mr. Bill Murdoch: You’re saying the general gov-

ernment would work. I’ve seen that happen before, and 
we sat here for three weeks. I guess if that’s where we’re 
going to have to put it—you’re going to out-vote us any-
way, so— 

Interjection: It’s your choice. 
Mr. Bill Murdoch: I know it’s my choice. 
The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Okay. 
Interjections. 
The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Just one 

moment. We’ll take a vote on that. 
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Those in favour of referring the bill to the Standing 
Committee on Regulations and Private Bills, please 
stand. 

Unfortunately, the motion fails. The bill will now be 
referred to the committee of the whole House as per the 
standing orders. 

Mr. Peter Kormos: On a point of order, please, 
Speaker: unanimous consent, notwithstanding the vote 
and the Speaker’s referral, as a result of the vote, to com-
mittee of the whole, to allow this bill to go to the social 
policy committee. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Do we have 
unanimous consent? Agreed. The bill will be referred to 
the social policy committee. Thank you. 

We will now call in the members, a five-minute bell, 
to deal with the ballot item. 

The division bells rang from 1613 to 1618. 

SINGLE-USE BOTTLED WATER 
BAN ACT, 2008 

LOI DE 2008 INTERDISANT 
LES BOUTEILLES D’EAU JETABLES 

Mr. Kular moved first reading of the following bill: 
Bill 112, An Act to prohibit the sale of single-use 

plastic bottles of water in Ontario / Projet de loi 112, Loi 
interdisant la vente de bouteilles d’eau en plastique 
jetables en Ontario. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): We’ll deal 
with ballot item number 53, standing in the name of Mr. 
Kular. Mr. Kular has moved second reading of Bill 112, 
An Act to prohibit the sale of single-use plastic bottles of 
water in Ontario. All those in favour of the motion will 
please rise and remained standing. 

Ayes 
Best, Margarett 
Broten, Laurel C. 
Cansfield, Donna H. 
Colle, Mike 

Dhillon, Vic 
Kormos, Peter 
Kular, Kuldip 
Marchese, Rosario 

Qaadri, Shafiq 
Sergio, Mario 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): All those 
opposed to the motion will please rise and remain 
standing. 

Nays 
Balkissoon, Bas 
Barrett, Toby 
Chudleigh, Ted 
Delaney, Bob 
Elliott, Christine 
Hardeman, Ernie 

Hudak, Tim 
Jaczek, Helena 
Jeffrey, Linda 
Jones, Sylvia 
Moridi, Reza 
Murdoch, Bill 

Rinaldi, Lou 
Sandals, Liz 
Scott, Laurie 
Wynne, Kathleen O. 
Zimmer, David 

The Clerk of the Assembly (Ms. Deborah Deller): 
The ayes are 10; the nays are 17. 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): I declare the 
motion lost. 

Second reading negatived. 

TIME ALLOCATION 
The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): All matters 

relating to private members’ public business having been 
completed, I do now call orders of the day. 

Mr. Ernie Hardeman: On a point of order: The 
Speaker will be aware that this morning, or sometime 
today, we had a debate on a closure motion on Bill 119, 
the bill that inflicts upon all small businesses in Ontario 
an extra $11,000 charge per year for compensation. 

The challenge is that that closure motion had a number 
of items in it that were to occur, and the times when they 
were to occur. One of the things that was to occur was a 
subcommittee meeting to discuss the procedure of how 
we would get to the hearings process and get the bill back 
into the House in record time. 

The challenge, of course, is that a subcommittee meet-
ing was held with the absence of one of the parties in this 
Legislature. I have here a page from the manual for the 
committee on social policy. It says: “That subcommittee 
on committee business be appointed to meet from time to 
time, at the call of the Chair or on the request of any 
member thereof, to consider and report to the committee 
on the business of the committee, and that the subcom-
mittee be composed of the following members—the 
committee Chair,” and then the three, “and that the 
presence of all the members of the subcommittee is 
necessary to constitute a meeting.” 

We’re told that we have in fact held a teleconference, 
that they were notified— 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Order. I’d 
say to the member from Oxford that Speakers have con-
sistently ruled that matters arising from the committee 
should be dealt with in the committee. They are not 
matters for the House unless the committee reports those 
matters formally to the House. So I rule it is not a point 
of order. 

Mr. Ernie Hardeman: My question is not about the 
subcommittee or the committee. My question is about the 
rules that were passed today, in record time from the 
House, telling the committee what to do, and the House’s 
rules are not being followed. That’s the challenge we’re 
facing here— 

The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): I apologize 
to the member, but it is still a matter regarding com-
mittees. It should be dealt with at committee. It’s not a 
matter for the House or the Speaker at this time. 

Orders of the day. 
Hon. Kathleen O. Wynne: I move adjournment of 

the House. 
The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): Is it the 

pleasure of the House that the motion carry? 
Interjections. 
The Acting Speaker (Mr. Jim Wilson): I hear a no. 
All those in favour, please say “aye.” 
All those opposed, please say “nay.” 
In my opinion, the ayes have it. 
This House stands adjourned until Monday, November 

17, at 10:30 a.m. 
The House adjourned at 1624. 
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